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This thesis presents a study o f  the very low m ass stars and hypothesised  brow n 
dw arf popu lation  that straddle the end o f  the stellar m ain sequence. T h e  current 
status o f the physical and observational argum ents for the existence o f  sub-stellar 
ob jects  is review ed and the m ost recent num erical m odels are assessed. T h e  suit­
ability o f w ide-field photograph ic plates as detectors o f this type  o f o b je c t  is in­
vestigated, a 112 square degree ph otograph ic survey is described  and subsequent 
candidate observations are presented.
It is found that for conventional survey-grade U .K . Schm idt plates, the detection  
probab ility  is sensitive to  a range o f  assum ptions concern ing  the initial m ass fu n c­
tion and density d istribution  function . For o b je cts  o f  spectral class later than M 5, 
brow n dwarfs m ay constitu te up to  one third o f  the ob je cts  detected , though  this 
value is extrem ely  sensitive to  the ph otograph ic flux lim it and is also fou n d  to  
decrease tow ard the plate lim it if a tim e-dependent density  fu n ction  is used to 
describe the space distribution . T h e  height o f  the Sun above the G a lactic  plane is 
considered and it is calcu lated  that the given present estim ates, an upper lim it to  
the likely variation in num ber density is around 50% , corresponding  to  less than 
ten ob jects  per square degree. Variations o f  the assum ed initial m ass function  
strongly affects the absolute values.
T he pred icted  age distribution  o f detectab le  brow n dwarfs suggest that the vast 
m a jority  o f  them  will be less than 1 gigayear in age. T h e  pred icted  spectral distri­
bution  begins around M 4 to 5 , peaking around M 6 to  M 7. A  ph otograph ic brow n 
dw arf survey is feasible provided  suitable follow -up  m easurem ents are carried-out 
to  assess the ages o f  candidate ob jects . In m id -to -h igh  latitude G alactic  fields 
photograph ic plates are m ore suited to  such a survey than current C C D  detectors.
A photograph ic survey is described m aking use o f  R  and I band ph otograph ic plates 
from  the U .K . and ESO Schm idt telescopes. T he R O E ’s COSM OS and S u p e r C o s -  
MOS densitom eters were used to  m easure the plates with candidates being selected
by ph otom etric  colour. T h e  techniques devised to  m atch  the im age catalogues, 
photom etrica lly  calibrate the m agnitude scale, au tom atica lly  classify stellar and 
galaxian im ages and m easure im age displacem ents are described . T h e  lum inosity  
function  derived from  the survey is found to  con form  to  previous determ inations, 
showing no sign o f increasing space density in the faintest bins.
A follow -up  observational program m e based on a sub-set o f  candidates selected 
from  the survey was con du cted . S p ectroscop ic m easurem ents in the 6500 — 9000A 
range are presented with the em phasis on the detection  o f  the 6708A Li I resonance 
doublet. L ith ium  is detected  in at least one o f  the survey ob jects . T h e  o b je c t  
appears to  be a young brow n dw arf w ith a mass in the range M / M q  =  0 .065T 0.025. 
This o b je c t  is im portant in being the first G a lactic  field brow n dw arf candidate to 




Stars w ith  masses below  0.3M 0 , usually called late M  dwarfs, red dwarfs or very 
low mass stars (V L M S s) account for 40%  o f the G a lactic  d isc ’ s stellar popu lation  
by num ber and 25% o f  its mass (M iller and Scalo, 1979). These values are lower 
lim its because the extent o f  the popu lation  is still uncertain. Surveys o f  these stars 
are ham pered by their extrem e intrinsic faintness and unlike brighter, higher-m ass 
stars, our know ledge o f the nature o f this popu lation  has on ly  been  able to  advance 
in-line with im provem ents in instrum entation .
W ith  every advance fainter, cooler, lower-m ass stars have been  discovered, ex ten d ­
ing the popu lation  towards the theoretica lly  pred icted  physical end o f  the stellar 
m ain sequence - the hydrogen-burning m in im um  m ass (H B M M ). B eyond  this lim it 
lies the hypothesized  brown dw arf popu lation , a class o f  o b je cts  spanning the mass 
range betw een stars and jov ian  planets. A fter m ore than tw o decades o f  intensive 
surveying the G a laxy ’s brow n dw arf pop u lation  is begin ing to  reveal itself in a 
variety o f astronom ical environm ents. T h e  op tim ism  inspired recently  by the first 
few positive detections has given a new im petus to  the consideration  o f  this class o f 
star as a popu lation  and its possible influence on the current outstanding  research 
topics o f star form ation  and the G alactic m a ss /lu m in osity  relation. A lth ou gh  faint, 
nearby stars were discussed in the early decades o f this century as an explanantion  
for O o rt ’s dark m atter (O ort, 1932) work did not begin  in earnest until a suit­
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able physical m odel had been established. T h e  hurdle o f  designing a theoretical 
m odel o f the form ation  o f a star w ith a (fu lly ) con vective  core was scaled alm ost 
fifty years ago by Hayashi (1962). T he m odel was soon applied to  the prob lem  
o f low mass stars (K um ar, 1963) and resulted in the pred iction  o f  a cessation  o f 
stable hydrogen fusion in stars w ith m asses around O.1M 0 . T h e  m od el allows fol­
lower mass stars whose cores becom e sufficiently degenerate during con traction  to 
prevent the further tem perature rise necessary to  in itiate stable hydrogen -helium  
fusion reactions.
Such stars were nam ed ‘b lack dw arfs’ and have since com e to  be referred to  as 
‘ brow n dw arfs’ (Tarter, 1985). T h e  m in im um  m ass at w hich  stable hydrogen  
burning is possible represents the physical end o f the m ain sequence and the start 
o f the brow n dw arf popu lation . Brow n dw arf m odels have been  com p u ted  for 
masses as low as O.O1M0 , ju st ten tim es the mass o f Jupiter (g iv ing rise to  the 
nam e ‘ super Jupiter ’ ) and attem pts to  determ ine a physical lower lim it to  this, still 
theoretical popu lation  are ham pered by our lack o f  understanding o f  the nature o f 
cloud-fragm entation  in the star-form ation  process.
W ith  an established physical m odel, observational surveys began. T o date there 
have been m ore than 40 surveys ( see Burrow s & L iebert, 1993) m aking use o f 
alm ost every astronom ical tool. T h e  surveys can be  broad ly  grouped  in to those 
that have searched for com panions to  brighter stars, those that have surveyed 
young G alactic clusters and those that have searched the field  stars  o f  the loca l 
G alactic disc. Searches for faint stellar com panions have em ployed  astrom etry  and 
high-resolution  spectroscopy  to  detect the gravitational effect o f  p otentia l partners. 
T he m ost recent survey by  M arcy  and B utler (1995) have refined the techn ique o f  
m easuring radial ve locity  perturbations to  the point where they are able to  detect 
ob jects  o f Saturnian mass and have done so (M arcy  & B utler, 1996a,b).
The coolest stars (<  3000K ) are best studied in the infra-red where they are brigh t­
est. H enry and M cC arthy  (1993) have em ployed  a m eth od  o f  infra-red speckle 
spectroscopy  to  conduct an astrom etric search o f  nearby red dwarfs. T h e  m ost
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valuable feature o f surveys o f  this type  is that a direct dynam ical m easure o f  the 
system ’s mass can be m ade. As mass is regarded as the on ly  reliable way o f deter­
m ining the nature o f a star and can say m ore in the absence o f  other in form ation  
than any other stellar property, a great deal o f effort has been expen ded  on this 
type o f survey. T he disadvantage o f the m ethods generally is that they  are re­
stricted to the study o f relatively bright and therefore very near-by stars (?s 12th 
m ag. and ~  lOpc respectively).
T he detection  o f fainter, m ore distant stars requires long exposures over w ide 
areas since the aim  is to sam ple the largest possible volum e. C C D  detectors and 
photograph ic plates are em ployed  in such surveys and the nature o f the work is 
such that h igh -accuracy astrom etry  is neither possible nor required. T h e  goal is to 
detect previously  unknown stars from  the m ass o f  data  by  identifying  those im ages 
w ith d istinctive m otions or colours.
M any o f the faintest known stars were discovered in the LHS survey (L uyten , 1979) 
which represents the cu lm ination  o f decades o f  work. T h e  survey in itia lly  m easured 
proper m otions by com parison  o f P alom ar Schm idt plates w ith  a m echanical blink 
com parator. Each star was also assigned a crude ph otograph ic co lour correspon d ­
ing roughly to  the m odern  B -R  (actually  o-e ) colour. D istance was dedu ced  from  
a property  that Luyten called the reduced p rop er m otion  that related brightness 
to proper m otion  by  assum ing a com m on  tangential G a lactic  speed for all local 
disc stars. Im provem ents in the survey led to  the developm ent o f  the first au to­
m ated plate m easuring m achines. T he C O S M O S  m achine in E dinburgh follow ed 
in 1980. Being able to  m easure a 900 cm 2 ph otograph ic p late in six hours, g iv ing 
the positions o f several hundred thousand im ages w ith sub-m icron  accu racy  and 
ph otom etric  m easurem ents accurate to  less than ten percent, the m ach ine and its 
partner A P M  in C am bridge have been used for m any G alactic  surveys o f  b oth  field 
stars and clusters.
Of the G alactic clusters the Pleiades, Hyades and Praeseppe are the m ost studied. 
B eing young and nearby they offer the best chance to  detect the faintest stars
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whilst they are in the brightest stage o f  their evolu tion . If m em bersh ip  o f  the 
cluster can be determ ined w ith con fidence (e.g. by coherent proper m otion s) then 
within the survey ’s lim its the num ber density o f the sam ple in term s o f  lum inosity  
and, m ost im portantly , mass can be  m easured. This d istribution  will be close to 
the initial (zero age m ain sequence) m ass fu n ction  (IM F ) w hich  is believed  to  be 
determ ined by the physical processes o f  star form ation . It can be  used to  study 
the G a laxy ’s m ass/lu m in osity  relationship as a probe  o f  the dark m atter  which 
m ay account for the controversial d iscrepancy betw een the G a la x y ’s v isib le  and 
dynam ic mass distributions (see Ivuijken & G ilm ore 1989c).
A n im portant result o f recent surveys o f  young clusters is the sim ilarity  in the shape 
o f  their IM Fs, supporting the theory  o f a ‘ universal’ star form ation  process. A t low  
masses the num ber counts appear to  increase w ith  decreasing m ass right dow n to  
the H B M M , at w hich point the ph otograph ic sui'veys tend to  b ecom e  statistically  
incom plete. This incom pleteness is an unfortunate p rod u ct o f  a ph otograph ic 
p la te ’s high flux lim it and the relatively  large d istance m odu li o f  these clusters. 
T o overcom e this lim it requires a deeper C C D  survey, tw o o f w hich  have recently  
identified brow n dwarfs in the Pleiades (R e b o lo  et al. 1995, Basri et al. 1995). T h e  
survey conditions support an increasing mass function  beyon d  the H B M M  although 
the num bers involved and the sm all areal coverage o f  these surveys weakens the 
significance o f the statistics.
To detect the very lowest mass stars, ph otograph ic surveys m ay be put to  better 
use by surveying the local disc stars o f  the solar neighbourhood  which can be loosely  
defined as the volum e around the sun in w hich accurate parallax m easurem ents 
can be m ade. In this region surveys w ith w ide-held ph otograph ic plates rem ain 
com petitive  with the m uch m ore efficient C C D s due to  their far superior areal 
coverage. In som e respects (discussed later) they m ay be  m ore suited to  the jo b  
o f detecting young, low-m ass disc stars. T he ph otograph ic V - I  survey o f  R eid  & 
G ilm ore (1982) established the space density o f  local M dw arf stars and presented 
evidence o f a rare "thick d isc ’ popu lation . T he survey technique was extended  
toward the infra-red with R - I  surveys (H awkins and Bessell, 1988, Leggett &
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Hawkins, 1988) which probed  the faintest m ain sequence stars and stretched the 
lum inosity  function  (L F ) towards the H B M M . A  larger 270 square degree survey 
was carried out by T in n ey  (1993) again using ph otograph ic R -I  selection . Betw een 
them , these three surveys have consolidated  the local M dw arf lum inosity  function . 
T he surveys are in general agreem ent over the shape and size o f the LF for all but 
the faintest bins. Here the num ber counts fall and statistical uncertainties lead to 
differences in the m easured shape, and m ost im portan tly  the general trend as the 
function  enters the brow n dw arf regim e.
For the stars that straddle the end o f  the m ain sequence, the conversion  o f the 
lum inosity function  to a mass function  is critica lly  sensitive to  the stellar mass- 
lum inosity  relationship and the em pirical m easurem ents o f  lum inosity. T h e  p h o to ­
m etric accuracy  o f  a survey therefore determ ines the accuracy  to  which the survey 
can be  used to  explore the mass density d istribution  o f  a pop u lation . A  C C D  
survey can achieve a higher level o f  p h otom etric  accuracy, and should in princip le  
replace photograph ic plates as the favoured survey detector. C C D  surveys have 
yet to m ake such an im pact in this field. T h e  27 square degree survey o f  K irk ­
patrick et al. (1994) p lays-off depth  for area and the deep ‘pencil b e a m ’ survey o f 
Hu et al. (1994) sacrificing statistical value through areal coverage and ch oice  o f 
photom etric  system .
A new generation o f  infrared technology  m ay raise the profile o f  C C D  cam eras 
in the field o f  coo l star detection . T w o surveys in particular; the T w o  M icron  
A ll Sky Survey (2M A SS , Chester 1995) and D EN IS (a less con v in cin g  acronym , 
C opet et al. 1995) will survey all (2M A S S ) and over half (D E N IS ) o f  the sky 
in the infra-red ph otom etric  bands. 2M A SS will con du ct its survey in the JH K  
bands to a depth  o f 15 and D EN IS in the IJK  bands w ith  0.5 - 1.0 m agnitude 
lower sensitivity. T h e  value o f  these surveys to  brow n dw arf science depends very 
m uch on the local space density o f  these stars and on the ability  o f  these surveys 
to  actually select candidates from  the mass o f data produ ced . P redictions o f  the 
expected  num ber o f brown dw arf detections range from  0 to  over 1000! Selection  
is not necessarily straight-forw ard since the infra-red bands cover a relatively  short
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baseline (in w avelength) from  w hich to  p rod u ce  colour diagram s. T h e  popu larity  o f 
the visible system  lies with the im portance  o f  the broad-baseline v is ib le -IR  colours, 
especially  1-K . For this reason, D EN IS m ay have the advantage in the short term  
although the data from  both  surveys will eventually be m atched  to  ph otograph ic 
plates.
T he discussion above em phasises the value o f the ph otograph ic p late as a m odern  
w ide-held survey tool, w hich I take as the m ain them e o f this thesis. In the sub­
sequent chapters, I discuss the latest developm ents in m odelling  stellar structure 
and em pirical relationships based on  recent surveys. P redictions o f  the observable 
distribution  o f  very low  mass stars and the variations likely for various survey cri­
teria are discussed in chapter three. T h e  subsequent tw o chapters describe a low 
mass star survey carried w ith photograph ic plates o f  the U K  Schm idt te lescope and 
m easured w ith E dinburgh ’s COSMOS and SUPERCOSM OS m achines. O bservations 
from  a follow -up program m e to that survey are included along w ith  a discussion 
o f uncertainties and im plications raised in earlier chapters.
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Chapter 2
Low mass stars - Theory and 
Observation
Our first requirem ent is to  assess the physical case for the existence o f  brow n 
dwarfs. T he areas o f  physical theory  that concern  us are those o f  star form ation , 
particularly cloud fragm entation  and the con cept o f  an Initial m ass fu n ction  (IM F ) 
and that o f  stellar structure and evolution . W hereas the m odels o f  c lou d  fragm en­
tation  are still in their in fancy the study o f the resulting IM F  is better developed  
as a consequence o f surveys o f young stellar associations. T h e  m odels o f  brow n 
dw arf and low  mass star structure appear considerably  m ore m ature bu t, as we 
shall find also lack im portant observational constraints.
2.1 Star formation and the initial mass function.
In the m urky world o f  brow n dw arf sem antics a consensus has arisen that these 
ob jects  form  by the fragm entation  o f  m olecu lar clouds like stars and not by  ac­
cretion in a proto-stellar disc, like planets. In our haste to  discover these elusive 
ob jects , the detection  o f  GL 229B. (N akajim a et al. 1995) m ay overturn this def­
inition, but for the m om ent I will use it as it applies to  the nature o f  the survey 
described in this thesis. Our question is ‘is there a physical low er lim it to the size
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o f  star-form ing fragm ents in m olecular c lo u d s? ’ It seems that as yet, there is no 
answer to this question and few peop le  have a ttem pted  to  answer it in the con text 
o f brow n dw arf studies.
Boss (1986) suggests a lower fragm entation  lim it around O.O2M0 and the P leiad 
Teide 1 appears close to this value. B oss ’ calcu lations how ever are based on  m odels 
o f equal-m ass binary fragm entation  which on ly  extend to O.O2M0 so the possib ility  
o f lower-m ass fragm ents should not be  ru led-out. Boss notes that the inclusion  o f 
any m ore com plica ted  physics, such as turbu lence can on ly  act to  in trodu ce k inetic 
energy into the system  and increase  the m in im um  mass.
In a m ore recent paper (B M 92: Boss and M yhill,1992) the possib ility  o f  fragm en­
tation  in tri-axially  sym m etric (i.e. ellipsoid ) clouds is investigated over a w ider 
range o f physical conditions. T he ratios o f  rotational and therm al to  gravitational 
energy in the initial (isotherm al) clum p are free param eters. T h ere  are three 
paths for the initial clum p; expansion , collapse to  a single o b je c t  or fragm enta­
tion. B M 92 ’s calculations suggest that the m ultip le fragm entation  events occu p y  
a m uch larger region o f ‘param eter space ’ than the single o b je cts  or expansion : as 
m ight be expected  from  the observation  that m ost stars are in binary system s (A b t  
1979). T he m odels are exp licitly  designed to  study fragm entation  scenarios and 
do not provide further constraints on the m in im um  fragm ent mass. In these sim ­
ulations fragm entation  is on ly seen to occu r in the first stage o f dyn am ic ‘ free-fa ll’ 
collapse. T h e  second stage o f  collapse, induced by  the d issociation  o f  m olecu lar 
hydrogen does not induce fragm entation  in these m odels and B M 92 suggest that 
the initial stage o f  collapse m ay be critica l to  the form ation  o f  binary (i.e. m ost ) 
stars. T he im plication  o f this for brow n dw arf form ation  m ay be that they m ust 
either form  from  large initial fragm ents, w ith their m ass essentially determ ined  by 
the large-scale conditions o f the pre-collapse cloud  (rather than the cond itions o f 
sub-clum ps) or that they m ay form  later in proto-stellar accretion  discs - raising 
the suggestion o f a planetary ‘ super-Jupiter ’ origin.
The conditions for fragm entation  in proto-stellar discs has been studied by  A dam s
and Benz (1992), starting w ith a perturbed  disc m odel and follow ing  the grow th 
o f instability in low -order m odes o f the system . A gain  the m odel is not exp lic itly  
concerned with brown dw arf form ation  but they present a scenario in w hich  low 
mass stars ( ~  O.O5M0 ) could  form  w ith  planet-sized com panions due to  the grow th 
o f instabilities into the system  at a very early stage. M uch o f the m aterial ( ~  1M 0 ) 
has yet to  accrete, raising the possib ility  that the sm aller m em ber will grow  to  
brown dw arf size. A dam s applies the m odel to  brow n dwarfs in a later paper 
(A dam s 1995) taking the approach that the end result o f  the star form ation  process 
is an observable distribution  o f stellar m ass fragm ents. He also points out that 
there is no ‘ mass sca le ’ during fragm entation  and that any m ass spectrum  is likely 
to be m odified  by  ‘ stellar processes’ .
T he m athem atical relation that describes the spatial d istribution  o f  stellar m ass is 
known as the mass function . This norm ally  applies solely to  m ain secprence stars 
with an Initial M ass Function (IM F ) describing the space density  d istribution  
o f ‘ zero-age ’ m ain sequence stars. T h e  initial conditions o f  star form ation , the 
sound speed, rotation  rate, m agnetic field strength and so on m ust influence, if 
not. determ ine the IM F and it is possible that although the fu n ction  varies from  
place to p lace the overall form  is ‘ universal’ . A d a m s ’ conclusions reiterate those o f 
Boss, stating that the evidence is weighted towards a higher fragm ent lim it, m aking 
held brown dwarfs unlikely although not affecting the likelihood  o f brow n dwarfs 
form ing as ‘ p lanets’ i.e. in an existing proto-stellar nebula. B oth  authors recognise 
the lack o f hard observational evidence, particu larly  o f  proto-stellar binary system s. 
This is due at present to  technical lim itations and since their conclusions are based 
on a sem i-em pirical study using sim plistic initial conditions it seem s clear that the 
sub ject will on ly  be clarified by further observational work and that the negative 
tone o f the predictions should not discourage future surveys.
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2.2 Stellar structure models.
If we have convinced  ourselves that brow n dwarfs can form  at all then we m ust next 
consider their physical nature. W e require pred ictions o f  observable properties that 
can be detected  in a survey. Stellar structure m odels pred ict the lum inosity  and 
effective (b la ck - b od y ) tem perature which can be related to  the observable brigh t­
ness and spectral energy distribution  o f  a star. T h e  m odels o f  Hayashi (1962) 
paved the way for the first brow n dw arf m odels o f K um ar (1963). T h e  m odels 
describe a fu lly  convective  isotherm al sphere; a p o ly trop e  whose gravitational con ­
traction  provides an initial source o f  lum inosity. T he state o f the m aterial in the 
star is m ostly  dependent on the mass o f the star and if this is sufficiently low , 
the com bination  o f pressure and density p rod u ced  ensure that the core becom es 
electron-degenerate before the tem perature has risen high enough to  ignite a hy­
drogen fusion chain reaction. This is the m ost basic defin ition  o f a brow n dw arf 
star and tells us that the defining criterion  is the m ass o f the form in g  star. T he 
m odels that describe brow n dwarfs are app licable  to  low  m ass stars too , i.e. there 
are no new physical assum ptions in troduced  w hich, in light o f  the success o f  low  
mass stellar structure theory, suggests that brow n dwarfs are physica lly  possible. 
Spurred-on by this, we now look  at the m ost recent versions o f  this m odel, ex ­
am ining the pred icted  evolution  o f the ob jects  in som e detail to  identify  those 
properties which m ay act as an observational signature.
T he m odels discussed here are those o f  D ’A n ton a  and M azzitelli (D M 85 , 1985), 
Nelson, R appaport and Joss (N R J 86, 1986) and Burrows et al. (B H SL93, 1993) 
which have en joyed the m ost interest recently. T h e  m odels are broad ly  sim ilar to 
the work o f  Grossm an et al. (1974) and are in close agreem ent about the m ost im ­
portant prediction  o f the m odels: the hydrogen  burning m in im um  m ass (H B M M ), 
which can be thought o f as the physical low er-lim it o f  the stellar m ain sequence 
and the start o f the brow n dw arf sequence. T h e  value for the H B M M  is close to 
O.OSMq and predictions vary less than ±O.O15M 0 for a w ide range o f  m etallicities.
T he m odels available describe masses from  O.3M0 to  O.O1M0 : the range o f  fu lly
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convective  stars. T o give a quantitative description  o f  the nature o f  current m odels, 
the evolution  o f a low  m ass star (0 .1 1M 0 ) an interm ediate mass o b je c t  som etim es 
called a transition object (O.O8M 0 ) and a low  m ass brow n dw arf (O.O5M0 ) are 
com pared . T h e  intention is to  em phasize the early sim ilarities and later differ­
ences w ith  a view  to  identifying useful observational discrim inants for a m ixed -age 
sam ple.
For the first 106 years o f their lives, our stars follow  a sim ilar path  o f  gravitational 
heating, reaching Te3- ~  4000Ar. T h e  stars are likely to  be em bed ded  in an op tica lly  
thick m olecu lar cloud  and reveal their presence in co in ciden ce  w ith  the in itiation  
o f deuterium  fusion. This period  o f steadily-falling lum inosity, part o f  the T Tauri 
phase lasts until the stars are roughly 10' years old . T h e  central tem perature 
in these proto-stars is around 106K  and this therm al energy source endow s the 
0 .11M 0 star w ith a lum inosity  o f  O.1L0 , the O.O8M 0 star being roughly O.O5L0 and 
O.O5M0 star already falling below  O.O1L0 . This stage sees a fa ll in the lum inosity  
o f  the stars by an order o f  m agnitude in each case accom pan ied  by  a neglig ib ly  
sm all drop in surface tem perature. T he central tem perature m eanw hile has risen 
above the 2 .5 x l0 6K required for lith ium  fusion in the tw o higher-m ass stars. In 
ob jects  lower than O.O6M 0 , this tem perature is never achieved, because during 
this stage o f the stars evolution , e lectron  degeneracy pressure is starting to  b ecom e 
im portant to  the stab ility  o f these stars, due to  the inefficiency o f  nuclear reactions 
under these conditions. A lthough  im portant for observational reasons w hich are 
discussed later, the energy con tribution  o f  lith ium  fusion is paltry  and w ith  the 
cessation o f  deuterium  fusion, the stars begin  their next phase o f con traction  and 
therm al heating betw een 10 ' and 10s years.
W ith  no nuclear energy source to  support the stars, they begin  to  con tract and the 
structure increasingly relies on electron  degeneracy pressure for support. T h e  heat 
supplied to  the centre is proportional to  the star’s mass but as the core becom es 
increasingly dense and degenerate, the rate o f  tem perature-rise falls. If the tem ­
perature reaches a value sufficient to  ignite the p p l hydrogen-fusion  chain reaction  
( ~  5 x  106I\) then the therm al pressure becom es dom inant and the star m oves
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towards a state o f hydrostatic equilibrium  known as the stellar m ain  sequence. 
Should the heat supplied be too  low to  achieve this tem perature before the on ­
set o f full e lectron  degeneracy then the o b je c t  is supported  by  a pressure source 
that has alm ost no dependence on tem perature and the centre will not becom e 
any hotter. Thus, the p p l chain reaction  never begins (a lthough som e short lived 
period  o f hydrogen burning m ay happen) and the o b je c t  ‘ fa ils ’ to  b ecom e a m ain 
sequence star.
Our O .IIM q ob je c t  will reach the m ain sequence, our O.O5M 0 o b je c t  will not. T he 
O.OSMq o b je c t  reaches this stage w ith  physical conditions that lie critica lly  betw een 
the tw o extrem es w ith  the result that it m ay continue to  burn hydrogen  at a very 
slow rate for several tim es lO10 years, never quite reaching the m ain sequence, but 
never cooling  fu lly into the brow n dw arf regim e. T h e  star is essentially ‘ frozen ’ 
into a T  Tauri stage and lying as it does at the physical transition  betw een m ain 
sequence stars and brow n dwarfs is given this nam e. A t this stage (around 5 x  10s 
years the stars becom e observationally  distinct as the higher m ass star settles at 
a constant lum inosity  o f 1O_ 3L0 and the lower mass brow n dw arf begins to  fade, 
reaching 1O- 5L0 after 109 years and less than 1O_ 6L0 after lO10 years. D uring 
this tim e, the O .llM ©  star reaches a surface T efr ~ 2 8 0 0 K , the O.O8M 0 dw arf cools 
gradually falling to  around 2000K and the O.O5M 0 dw arf coo lin g  to  below  500K. 
T he m ain sequence star will not evolve appreciab ly  for a tim e exceeding  lO10 years; 
com parable to  the age o f  U niverse. During this tim e, the brow n dw arf w ill continue 
to cool and fade and will increasingly take on the appearance and characteristics 
o f  a giant gas planet such as Jupiter.
F igure 2.1 sum m arises the evolution  o f low  mass stars accord ing  to  the three quoted  
m odels. T he figure com pares the derived m ass-lum inosity  relationships (M /L )  at 
several epochs corresponding roughly to  T  tauri stage (3 M yr), young cluster (70 
M yr; Pleiades age), old  cluster (600 M yr; Hyades age) and young, interm ediate and 
old G alactic disc popu lations ( 1 ,5  and 10 G yr respectively). T h e  M /L  relation  is 
the m ost im portant prod u ct o f low mass stellar m odels, allow ing a direct relation 
o f the m easurable lum inosity  to  the usually unm easurable mass which is essential
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lo g  M /M 0
Figure 2.1: Mass-luminosity relation for three low mass star models, compared (where 
published data are available) at several epochs from 3 Myr to 10 Gyr. Solid lines with 
grid points (circles) are Burrows et al. (1993) model X  , dot-dashed lines are D ’Antona 
and Mazzitelli model 7, 1993 and dotted lines for the Nelson et al. 1986 model.
for converting the observed lum inosity fu n ction ; the num ber density  o f  stars as 
a function  o f lum inosity, to  the mass function . From  the mass function  we can 
estim ate the initial mass function  and surface mass density to  be  com pared  w ith 
estim ates o f m issing or dark m atter in the Galaxy.
As figure 2.1 shows, the three com pared  m odels are in reasonable agreem ent w ith 
the largest discrepancies occurring for the lowest masses and earliest epochs. A ll 
the authors warn o f the dangers o f  taking the com putations o f  the earliest epochs 
too  seriously due to  the basic lack o f know ledge o f  the physical conditions affecting 
a proto-star (see section  2.1). T he M /L  at early epochs can be represented by  a
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sim ple pow er law over the w hole m ass range considered. T h e  lum inosity  evolu tion  
is clearly rapid and the isochrones for the higher m ass ‘ tru e ’ stars soon  converge. 
T he m ost im portant feature o f the diagram  is the extrem ely  steep gradient for 
transition ob jects  and the continued rapid lum inosity  evolu tion  at later epochs in 
the lower mass stars. T he effect o f the steep gradient for transition o b je cts  is to 
m ake the determ ination  o f a transition  mass function  extrem ely  sensitive to  errors 
in the m easurem ent o f lum inosity. T he rapid coo lin g  o f the lower m ass stars has 
the affect o f m aking lum inosity  function  com plete ly  age-dependent, which all but 
rules-out an observational determ ination  o f the mass function  for these stars unless 
the age o f  all con tributing ob jects  is known.
2.3 Low mass stellar atmospheres
T he account above has described the pred ictions by  stellar structure theory  o f  a 
star’s lum inosity  and effective tem perature. T o express these quantities in term s 
o f observable m agnitudes and colours requires an understanding o f  the on ly  part 
o f  the star that is visible to  an observer: the atm osphere. T h e  atm osphere is an 
im portant boundary condition  in m odels o f stellar structure. It determ ines the 
rate o f  radiation  escape and thus the tem perature gradient and con vective  nature 
o f the star, which in turn affects the internal chem ical d istribution  and thus the 
conditions o f hydrostatic stability.
2.3.1 The black-body distribution
T he sim plest m odel we cou ld  adopt for V L M Ss and B D s is o f an ideal gas in 
therm al equilibrium : a b la ck -b od y  radiator. T he radiant flux has a P lanck  distri­
bution , which peaks, accord ing  to  the W ien  displacem ent law at 0.9 /zm for our 
O .IIM q , 3150K star, at 1.2 \im for our O.OSMq , 2600K transition  o b je c t  and 
at 2 .1^ 777. for the O.O5M0 , HOOK brow n dwarf. T he bulk o f  the flux is radiated 
at wavelengths betw een 1 and 4 ¡im  and we can see from  this that B D s are best
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studied at near infra-red wavelengths. Table 2.1 sum m arises the app roxim ate  1 
absolute m agnitudes exp ected  for our three exam ple  stars as b lack -bod ies.
Table 2.1: Predicted photometric magnitudes for cool dwarfs at 109 years.
Mass M b M y M r M / M j M h M k Mboi
O.11M0 3150K 12.7 11.4 10.2 9.6 8.2 7.6 7.2 11.7
O.O8M0 2600K 15.9 14.2 12.6 11.8 9.8 9.0 8.4 13.5
O.O5M0 HOOK 25.3 22.3 19.0 17.2 13.3 11.5 10.2 16. 1
2.3.2 Absorption features.
In fact, the flux distribution  o f  coo l stars differs vastly from  the underlying d istri­
bution to the extent that in som e cases it is difficult to  even estim ate their effective 
tem perature. This rem ains a system atic source o f  disagreem ent betw een  observers 
and m odellers o f  coo l stellar atm ospheres (see K irkpatrick  1995 for exam p le). T he 
black b od y  treatm ent rem ains im portant how ever due to  the need to  com pare  at­
m ospheric observations and pred ictions to  the effective tem peratures prod u ced  by 
the stellar m odels.
C ool stellar atm ospheres perm it the form ation  o f atom s, m olecu les and below  
2400K, condensed grains which act as very strong sources o f  absorption . T he 
spectral region o f  interest in coo l stars extends from  around 0 .5p m  to  4pm  . T he 
opacity  in this spectral region is dom inated  by 3 sources: V O  (V anadium  ox id e) in 
the R  and I bands, T iO  in the V , R  and I bands and H 20  in the J, H and I\ bands 
(see K irkpatrick  et al. 1991 for exam ple). In the case o f a O.1M0 star such as G1406 
(spectral class d M 6 ; see table 2 .2 ), the effect o f  m etal oxide absorption  is to  reduce 
the flux in the R  and I bands to around 15% and 50%  o f the continuum  values 
respectively. Up to M 6 , the oxide bands allow  for reliable spectral classification ,
'U sin g  standard J o lm so n /C o u s in s /IR  system s with b ox  filter profiles and Burrow s et al. m odel G 
( 1989 ).
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beyond this the bands are less useful and attention  is turning tow ard the use ol 
the near IR  H 2O bands to  com plete  the sequence and extend it into the brow n 
dw arf regim e (see Jones et al. 1994 for exam ple .) T h e  absorption  is very tem p er­
ature sensitive and leads to an increasingly steep p h otom etric  tem perature-co lour 
relation. T he high pressure-sensitivity o f som e features allow  us to  discrim inate 
betw een dwarfs and giants. Particularly  useful are a tom ic features due to sod ium  
and calcium .
2.3.3 Emission features.
T he 3-2 transition o f  the hydrogen  atom , the principal line o f the B alm er series 
is usually referred to  as H a  and has a rest frequency o f  6562.808A  placing  it in 
the ph otom etric  R  band. This is the on ly notable  em ission line o f  interest in the 
0.5 - 4 fim  region o f  coo l stars. T h e  presence o f  the line is related to  the youth  o f  
the star although the m echanism  involved is p oorly  understood . It appears to  be  
due to  chrom ospheric activ ity  and is likely to  be related to  the rotational p eriod  o f 
the star, which decreases w ith age. M agnetic activ ity  and m em bersh ip  o f  a binary 
system  have also been suggested to explain  the phenom enon . T h e  correlation  o f 
H a em ission w ith youth  is m ost evident in the dM e sp ectroscop ic  sub-class, whose 
m em bers co llectively  show a lower ve locity  dispersion than the dM  p op u lation  as 
a whole.
Young stellar clusters such as the Pleiades and the Iiyades have been  su b ject 
to detailed studies o f H a  em ission. Having sim ilar age and m eta llicity  the stars 
in each cluster shed light on  the natural spread o f  the line strength  at a given 
age. It is clear from  these studies that although the strength o f  the line decreases 
w ith age, there is sufficient spread to  prevent anything other than a rough age 
determ ination  for a star in em ission. H awley (1995) has shown that the fraction  
o f M dwarfs showing em ission rises to  a peak o f  ( ~  0.6) at M 5. B eyond this there 
are insufficient m easurem ents to  be statistically  useful.
T he strength o f the line is usually expressed w ith the equivalent width convention .
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T he w idth  m easured is that o f a rectangular line profile which contains that sam e 
flux above the background continuum  as a true line profile, which is considerably  
m ore extended. T h e  m easurem ent is therefore dependent on  the continuum  value 
that is assum ed in the region o f the line and in the case o f  M  dwarfs, the continuum  
is alm ost com pletely  destroyed by m olecu lar absorption , leading to  system atic 
differences in the m easurem ents o f  different authors.
2.3.4 M odel atmospheres
T he treatm ent o f the atm osphere in low  mass star m odels has always been som e­
thing o f a grey area. T hat is, the ‘ E d d in gton ’ treatm ent o f the gas assum ing radia­
tive equilibrium  and a m on och rom atic  T ( r )  relationship has been  used. As Baraffe 
et al. (1995) point out, such assum ptions break dow n in the 2500 <  T  <  4000 /i 
range due to  H 2 dissociation . T h ey  also note that although the grey assum ption  
is useable below  2500K, the form ation  o f  grains will alter the appearance o f the 
stellar spectrum , if not the evolutionary  processes o f  the star.
T he failure o f grey m odels is revealed by  com parison  w ith observations. T he 
parallax program  o f M onet et al. (1992) has prod u ced  the defin itive observational 
H R  diagram  for low  mass stars and is sufficiently accurate to  resolve the low- 
m etallicity  sub-dw arf popu lation  w ith  ease. This and other work (K irkpatrick  
et al. 1991, Bessell 1991) reveals a consistent offset o f  around + 2 0 0 K  betw een 
effective tem peratures ca lcu lated  w ith m odel atm ospheres using the E ddington  
approxim ation  and those calcu lated  using observed flux distributions. T h e  higher 
tem peratures o f  the m odel atm ospheres have been  recognised as being due to  the 
overly-sim plistic treatm ent o f  the principal sources o f absorption ; H 2O , T iO  and 
V O . Recently, synthetic spectra  (A llard  1990) have been generated to  overcom e 
this problem . T he ‘ first generation ’ o f  m odels producing  som e convergence o f 
results for higher tem perature dwarfs (K irkpatrick  et al. 1993) but rem aining too  
high for lower tem perature stars. M ore recent m odels (Baraffe et al. ) cla im  to  be 
able to reproduce the observed colours o f  lower m eta llicity  stars. T h e  sam e authors
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note discrepancies betw een their pred ictions for the lowest mass stars observed by- 
M onet et al. and K irkpatrick  w ith inaccurate treatm ent o f  T iO  features seem ing 
to be the likely culprit.
In conclusion , the m uch discussed ‘200K gap betw een theory  and observation , 
though narrowing for hotter stars, rem ains. T he fact that the accuracy  o f  the 
synthetic spectra results vary w ith m etallicity  and that the observational H R  di­
agram  work tends to  use crude m etallicity  delineations in co lou r-m agn itu de re­
lationships suggest that neither party are fully in error. A greem ent will be  m et 
when the difficult task o f  m odelling  stellar absorption  features is achieved and b e t­
ter observational discrim ination  o f m eta llicity  is possible. U ntil then, the ±200I\  
discrepancy rem ains as a lower lim it to  the accuracy  w ith  which we can com pare 
theoretical and observed effective tem peratures.
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Having discussed som e details o f the theoretical side o f  the su b ject we now turn to 
the observational record  to date. W e see to  what extent the observable properties 
are related to  the predictions and con clu de by  estim ating the likely bounds and 
possibilities o f our chosen survey m eth od  in the light o f previous surveys. This 
requires a discussion o f  the various p h otom etric  system s involved in finding ap­
propriate bo lom etric  corrections as well as our know ledge o f  the IM F , the ga lactic 
star-form ation  history and the local mass density.
2.4 Previous surveys
Due to their low  lum inosity, the first red dwarfs to  be  discovered were the nearest 
ones: the m ost apparently bright. T heir prox im ity  also em phasised their space 
m otion  and it was through their relatively  high proper m otions that they were 
detected . T he m ost com prehensive and enduringly valuable proper m otion  survey 
is the LHS survey (L uyten  1979). A long  w ith the N L T T  catalogue (L uyten  1979) 
it contains over 50,000 stars w ith  proper m otions as sm all as O 'M yr-1 and is 
estim ated to  be 90% com plete  for 65%  o f the sky (D aw son  1986), a lthough the 
value is alm ost certainly an over-estim ate for M dwarfs. T h e  survey detected  som e 
o f coolest known stars such as LHS 2924; sp ectroscop ic  ty p e  M 9V  which define, 
in observational term s, the end o f  the m ain sequence. Palom ar ‘ o ’ and ‘e ’ band 
plates were used in this survey to  assign a rough ph otograph ic co lour to  each star 
and distances were calcu lated using a reduced proper m otion  value; a statistical 
m easure o f lum inosity  based on the assum ption  o f  a com m on  tangential ve locity  
for all stars a given G alactic radius. T o fu lly  exp loit the catalogue b etter  parallax 
and ph otom etric  m easurem ents had to  be  m ade and m any o f the stars found  their 
way into the G liese catalogue.
T he Gliese catalogue (1969) and the updated G liese and JahreiB catalogue (1991) 
collect together all known stars w ithin 25 parsecs o f  the solar system . A s other 
surveys (e.g. Henry & M cC arthy  1992) have dem onstrated , the G liese cata logue is 
clearly incom plete  for the faintest stars but it still contains a wealth o f p h otom et -
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lie  and distance data. M any, if not all o f  the G liese stars have been the su b ject 
o f a search for fainter com panions and the successful d iscovery o f  low  m ass co m ­
panions around tw o stars in particular raised hopes am ongst brow n dw arf hunters 
(H arrington 1986). These stars, G1 644C and G1 752B, also know n as V B  8B 
and V B  10B have since been relegated to  the status o f  dM 7 and d M 8 stars respec­
tively, but due to their brightness continue to  be studied for com parative  purposes. 
R ecently, the star G1 229 has y ielded its com pan ion  to  infra-red study and this 
star, G1 229B is sufficiently faint and red m ark it as a definite brow n dwarf, or 
even a ‘ super Ju p iter ’ . Its infra-red spectrum  m ore closely  resem bles the planet 
Jupiter than any star, showing m ethane absorption  features w hich  m ay on ly  exist 
below  1000K. From  stars such as these and other hard-w on discoveries such as GD  
165B (B ecklin  & Zuckerm an 1988) and Teide 1 (R e b o lo  et al. 1995) a p icture  o f 
the obsei'vational properties o f the lowest m ass stars has em erged. Eight o f  the 
m ost im portant stars in this field are listed in table  2.2 w ith  their estim ated  mass, 
effective tem perature and w ide-band p h otom etric  m agnitudes. T h e  p h otom etric  
colours are the m ost im portant m easurem ents to  w ou ld -be  w ide-field  surveyors 
and are discussed in m ore detail in the follow ing section .
2.5 Photometric properties.
W e start with table 2.2; the m easured p h otom etric  m agnitudes and effective tem ­
peratures for a ju d iciou s selection o f very low  mass stars and brow n dw arf can di­
dates which allows us to  gauge the variation betw een observations and the level o f 
agreem ent w ith theory.
N otice  how these stars are very m uch fainter in visible bands than the b la ck -b od y  
estim ates in table 2.1 w ould have us believe. T he R  band contains at m ost, a 
few percent o f  the original continuum , the rest being dispersed in to  the infra red. 
This is the effect o f the m etal ox ide  absorption  bands described  in section  2 .3 .
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Table ‘2.2: Definitive dwarfs that straddle the end o f the main sequence.
Name sp. type Mass (M 0 ) Teff M r M i M j M h M K Mbol
G1 699 M5 0.17 3095J 12.0 10.5 9.0 8.5 8.2 10.9
G1 406 M6 0.1 2670J 14.7 12.5 10.2 9.6 9.2 12.2
VB 8 M7 0.1: 2650-8 15.6 13.2 10.7 10.2 9.8 12 .9
VB 10 M8 0.085 ‘2506J 16.3 14.0 11.1 10.4 10.0 13. 3
LHS 2924 M9 0.081 2219J - 15.1 11.7 11.0 10.5 14.0
Teide 1* M8 0.05? 2600 16.1 13.3 - - 9.6 12.7:
GD165 B M 10+ 0.06? 1856J 20.3: 17.9 13.2 12.1 11.4 14.9
G1 2296^ ? 0.02? 1200: 23.3 21.2 14.7 14.4 14.6 17. 3:
Photometry from Leggett (1992), other data from B: Bessell (1994 ) K: Kirkpatrick (1994) R: 
Rebolo et al. (1995) N: Nakajima et al. (1995) J: Jones et al. (1994).
T he effect varies strongly across the visib le p h otom etric  bands, decreasing w ith 
wavelength and has the affect o f enlarging the p h otom etric  colour term s o f  the 
stars. T he m ost im portant colour for this survey is R-T w hich, for a late M  dw arf 
is greater than 2.0, com pared  to  the b la ck -b od y  estim ate o f  0.6. T h e  sensitiv ity  o f 
other colour indices in this spectral region gives us a valuable too l for determ ining 
the tem perature /spectra l class o f  the star. T h e  values given in table  2.2 are based 
on m easurem ents in the Cousins and Infra-red (JH K ) p h otom etric  system s which 
are the m ost frequently quoted  system s. In the case o f  the R  and I bands, other 
system s such as M ould , Gunn and the ‘natural’ ph otograph ic system  are also used 
and it is im portant to be aware o f the colour term s, the differences that arise 
betw een the various filte r /d e tector  com binations.
2.5.1 Colour terms between photometric systems.
A lthough I band ph otom etric  system s are generally very sim ilar, the R  band filters 
have very different filter profiles from  system -to-system . This leads the large to 
differences betw een measures in the system s and is m ost evident in the d iscrepancy 
between the Cousins ph otom etric  and the ‘ S ch m id t’ ph otograph ic R -I  colours (see
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Figure 2.2: Transmission profiles for R  and I band filters o f the Cousins and photographic 
photometric systems.
figure 2 .2 ).
The variation is due to  the long, declin ing red-w ard ‘ ta il ’ o f the Cousins R c filter, 
a feature w hich does not occu r in the photograph ic R  filter; the ‘ R F’ band. Since 
the flux o f  cool stars rises rapidly  in R -I  region R c is m easuring m uch m ore o f  the 
stars light than R P w ith the consequence that the Cousins R -I  is m uch sm aller. 
A lso the extension  o f R c into the I band leads to  a ‘ saturation ’ o f  the the colour 
term  in the coolest stars.
T he m ost reliable and u p -to-date  corrections betw een the system s have been  de­
rived by Bessell (1986) and the relevant ones are given below . Leggett (1992) has 
also com piled  a com prehensive list o f colour corrections for m any o f the m odern  
C C D  system s used for visible and IR  band ph otom etry  o f  coo l stars. These term s 
transform  m ost system s to C ousins’ system  and these values in turn can be trans­
form ed with B essell’ s relations on to  the photograph ic system s used by the U K  and 
ESO Schm idt plates. T he colour term s derived by Bessell w hich are relevant to 
this survey deal with the Cousins R I system  and the tw o ph otograph ic bands Re3F 
and R 59f. R 63f refers to  the com bination  o f  IIIaF em ulsion and R G 630 filter used
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in early ‘ first e p o ch ’ UI\ Schm idt plates and the ESO Schm idt R  survey. R 59f 
refers to  the IIIaF em ulsion and the O G 590 filter which is used in the m ore re­
cent ‘ second ep o ch ’ U K  Schm idt plates. Bessell notes that separate co lour term s 
are required for dwarfs and giants in the R 63F system . T h e  follow ing term s, as 
quoted are determ ined up to  (R  -  I)c =  2.5 and also extend  to  a single star at 
(R  — I)c =  2.8 w ith corresponding R F -  IN values are approxim ately  3.2 and 4.3 
respectively.
R ssf - I n  =  -0 -0 0 5  +  0.934(7? -  I )  +  0 .095 (R  -  I ) 2 +  0.034(7? -  I ) 3.
R 63F - I n  =  -0 .0 1 6  +  0.785(7? -  7) +  0.121 { R  -  I ) 2 +  0 .027 { R  -  I ) 3.
D irect conversion  betw een R  bands can be  m ade w ith follow ing co lour term s, w hich  
have the sam e range:
R  -  R 59F =  0.006 +  0.059(7? -  7) -  0.112(7? -  I ) 2 +  0.0238(7? -  I ) 3.
Relation  for dw arf stars:
7? -  7?63 f  =  0.013 +  0.204(7? -  7) -  0.100(7? -  I ) 2 -  0.0295(7? -  I ) 3.
The Ic  and Ijv bands are essentially the sam e. T he U K S T U  h an dbook  (T ritton  
1983) gives the follow ing nom inal transform ation :
I  — I N =  (0.03 ±  0 .02 ) . ( V  -  7) 0.0 <  ( V  -  I )  <  1.9
2.5.2 Bolometric corrections and effective temperature.
Having corrected  a ph otom etric  m easure to  the appropriate system  a colour- 
parallax relationship can be applied to derive an absolute m agnitude w hich  can be 
related directly  to  som e physical property  o f  a star. A  colour such as R - I  m easures 
the ratio o f the sum m ed flux in tw o adjacent spectral regions. This ratio is related
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to  the underlying (P lanck) flux d istribution  and so a relationship betw een effective 
tem perature and colour can be found. E ffective tem perature and lum inosity  are 
related by  L =  A n ^ crT 4 where r is the stellar radius and a  is the S tefan -B oltzm ann  
constant. T he best em pirical determ ination  o f  this relationship can de found using 
the Gliese catalogue. T he determ ination  o f  relationships betw een the ph otograph ic 
R -I  index and the absolute m agnitudes on the system  is left until chapter 5. T h e  
m ost readily observable properties o f a star are its lum inosity  and effective tem ­
perature and we relate our ph otom etry  to  these v ia  a bolom etric m agnitude , Mboi- 
T he b o lom etric  m agnitude is a m easure o f  the total lum inosity  o f  an o b je c t  and is 
defined as
Mb0i =  —2.5 log ( L/ L q ) +  Mboi,©5
where the lum inosity  L is that derived from  the integrated flux d istribution . T he 
system  is often  based on the solar values, as quoted  here, where Mboi,® =  4.77 due 
to the relative ease o f  m easuring the solar energy distribution .
As coo l stellar atm ospheres deviate strongly from  an ideal P lanck distribu tion  it is 
necessary to  include a bolom etric correction , B C  to  account for this. If we m easure 
a ph otom etric  m agnitude M\ then
M a =  M hol -  B C X
where A is the appropriate p h otom etric  passband and B C \  is the b o lom etr ic  correc­
tion. This sim ple equation  gives us the essential relationship betw een  observation  
and theory.
In practice BCs have been calcu lated  by fitting a Planck d istribution  to  a spectral 
region that is assum ed to be free o f absorp tion /em ission  features and so m easures 
the continuum  flux. W here sp ectroscop ic measures are not available, a m eth od  
o f the sam pling the energy d istribution  over the w idest possib le spectral range 
by use o f B V R IJH K L M  ph otom etry  has been  used. T h e  total lum inosity  o f  the
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star is found by interpolating betw een the sp ectrop h otom etric  m easurem ents and 
sum m ing the flux under the derived profile and also under an assum ed R ayleigh- 
Jeans tail red-ward o f  available data. T h e  point used to  ‘ an ch or ’ the black b od y  
fit varies betw een authors, but there is a consensus that the fitting  m ust be  done 
in the infrared, near the peak o f the flux d istribution , and not in the absorption- 
dom inated visible bands which con tribute at least a factor ten less flux.
Berrim an and R eid (1987) (corrected  and updated  by Berrim an et al. 1992) chose 
the 2.2/zm K band as their anchor point. T he band is flanked by stellar and terres­
trial H 20  absorption  which leads to  over-estim ation  o f  the flux con tribu tion  when 
interpolating across these features. Bessell (1991) used the broad-band  p h otom e­
try technique to  derive far-red and infrared B C s for a larger sam ple o f  coo ler stars 
than that used by Berrim an and R eid  and considered the relationship o f R - I  to  
absolute m agnitude and tem perature. Berrim an et al. did not exp lic itly  deal w ith 
R -I  due to  concerns over the quality o f p h otom etry  and problem s o f  establishing 
a flux zero point and effective w avelength for the Cousins R  filter. T in n ey  et al. 
(1993) follow ed the m eth od  o f  Berrim an and R eid  but used the L ’ (3 .82/rm ) band 
to anchor the flux distribution . This band is relatively  clear o f H 20  absorption  
though the problem s o f in terpolation  at shorter infrared w avelengths rem ains. As 
Berrim an et al. poin t-ou t the tem peratures quoted  are equivalent tem peratures 
that represent the effective tem perature o f  the stellar photosphere i f  the flux at 
the ‘ anchor’ point is true black b o d y  continuum . Since this is not the case, the 
m easurem ents represent the best available estim ates o f  effective tem perature until 
the advent o f  detailed synthetic infrared atm ospheres. T h e  m ost recent attem pt 
to use synthetic atm ospheres is presented by Leggett et al. 1996.
These relations m ostly  deal w ith the im portant infra-red bands w hich  m easure 
the m ajority  o f  the stars flux, but tend to  avoid the p h otom etric  R  band due to 
the aforem entioned problem s in ca libration  and excessive colour term s. T h e  R  
band however rem ains an im portant too l for w ide-area ph otograph ic surveys o f 
cool stars and it is probab ly  fair to  say the continued im portan ce  o f  these surveys 
has kept the band ‘ a live ’ .
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Figure 2.3: Bolometric corrections to I band based on R-I photom etry
T he I-band b o lom etric  corrections determ ined by Leggett et al. 1996, B errim an et 
al. 1992 and Bessell 1991 are com pared  in figure 2.3 which also shows a com p osite  
curve representing a m ean o f  the m easurem ents from  the four sources. C oefficients 
o f the least squares polyn om ia l fits to  the m easurem ents are given below , in term s 
o f photograph ic R -I .
C om posite  : B C i  =  0.904 -  0.119(7? — 7) — 0.125(7? -  I ) 2 a  =  0.177 (2 .1)
Leggett et al. 1996: B C j  =  0.514 +  0.269(7? - / )  -  0.212(7? -  I ) 2 a  =  0.108 
H am bly et al. 1995: B C /  =  1.349 -  1 .262(R  -  I )  +  0.219 (R  - I ) 2 a  =  0.237 
Berrim an et al. 1992: £ C 7  =  1.023 -  0.388(7? -  7) -  0.026(7? -  I ) 2 a  ~  0.1 
Bessell 1991: B C i  =  0.590 +  0.139(7? -  7) -  0.167(7? -  7 )2 -  0.008(7? -  7 )3 a  ~  0.1
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Figure 2.4 com pares the ( (R f -  lN ) ,T eff) relationship along w ith  a com bin ed  fu n c­
tion based on the source m aterial quoted  above. This new determ ination  uses a 
w ide range o f tem perature estim ates based, where possible on several recently- 
published (post 1990) values. B y using weighted m ean values, the B C  is less 
sub ject to the system atic errors in any one system . W here on ly  one tem perature 
measure is available an uncertainty o f  10% is assum ed, w hich is usually m ore than 
the quoted error, but closer to  the scatter found in those stars w ith  several m ea­
sures. Three low  mass stars not included in the b o lom etr ic  studies along w ith 
three Pleiades brow n dw arf candidates (see R eb o lo  et al. 1996b ) have been in­
cluded w hich illustrate the extension  o f  the scale dow n to  around 2000K and to 
show the differences betw een the young disc (P leiades) and old  d isc stars (low er 
group). T he R -band colour term s for the coolest o f  these stars how ever are not 
known which reduces the status o f  this extension  to  som e thing o f  an ‘ encouraging 
extrapola tion ’ and it is clear that agreem ent on  the form  o f the relationship ceases 
for ob jects  w ith (R - I )  >  3. Coefficients for the com p osite  fit are given below :
C om posite  : Teff =  4335.8 — 822.6(7? — I )  +  65.7(7? — I ) 2 a  =  159 .OK
2.6 The stellar luminosity function.
A stellar lum inosity  function  (L F ) is defined as the num ber density  o f stars ex ­
pressed as a function  o f lum inosity, i.e. d N  — <j>(L)dL and is usually dealt w ith  in 
its observational form  as the num ber o f  stars per cu b ic parsec in the absolute m ag­
nitude interval M\ ±  &M\, for a p h otom etric  band A. T h e  purpose o f  constructing  
a lum inosity is tw o-fold ; firstly, to  study the effects o f  lum inosity  evolu tion  in a 
given popu lation  and second ly  to  derive the corresponding m ass fu n ction  (M F ) 
and mass density distribution  for popu lations w ith no m easurable lum inosity  ev o ­
lution. This discussion concerns the work in this field relating to  low  m ass dwarfs 
only. T he lum inosity  evolution  o f very low m ass stars, as discussed in section  2.2 is 
initially rapid and then essentially unm easurable during m ain sequence lifetim es,
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Figure 2.4: Colour-Temperature relation for R -I
which for these stars are com parab le to  the age o f  the U niverse. Thus, the LF can 
be used to  derive a mass function  for low  m ass stars which represents the entire 
contribution  o f the G alactic disc star form ation  era to  date and therefore the total 
mass density o f these stars. For lower mass brow n dwarfs, there is no period  o f 
stable lum inosity  (excepting  ‘ transition ’ ob je cts ) and so the shape o f  the LF o f 
these stars will be determ ined by their coolin g  rates.
T he tw o basic m easurem ents required to  derive an LF are the lum inosity  (or M \) 
and distance for every sam ple m em ber. This is on ly  d irectly  possib le for a very 
small volum e about the sun and for deeper surveys either k inem atic or p h otom etric  
parallax estim ates have been used. These statistical m ethods in trodu ce biases 
which are not significant in the nearby star data, but which m ust be  understood  
and dealt w ith in order to a derive a deep and m eaningful field LF. S tob ie  et al.
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(1989) discuss these problem s in detail and the salient features are sum m arised 
below.
• C om pleteness.
T he distance lim it o f  a survey falls w ith increasing absolute m agn itude since 
5 log d — (m  +  5) — M . This leaves the choice o f setting a very sm all volum e 
lim it and rejecting  valuable data on higher lum inosity  o b je cts  or retaining the 
brighter ob jects  and in com plete ly  sam pling the fainter ob jects . T h e  lVmax'' 
m eth od  (Schm idt 1974) addresses this prob lem  by defining for the sam ple a 
set o f m axim um  survey volum es. Defined by  the survey solid angle and the 
m axim um  distance out to  w hich each star cou ld  be  detected  in the survey, the 
sum o f  1/Vmax term s produces a lum inosity  fu n ction  in which each star has 
been sam pled out to  the com pleteness lim it for its lum inosity. T h e  m eth od  
has been generalized to take into account variations in space density w ithin 
a survey volum e (S tob ie  et al. 1989).
® C ontam ination .
T he principal contam inants o f p h otom etric  surveys o f m ain sequence stars 
are distant giant stars, sub-dwarfs and galaxies. Stellar con tam ination  can be 
rem oved by colour selection  and galaxies by im age m orphology. T h e  level o f 
contam ination  is dependent upon  G alactic latitude w ith  giant con tam ination  
decreasing and galaxy and sub-dw arf contam ination  increasing w ith  ga lactic 
latitude. Further details, w ith relevance to  ph otograph ic surveys are left until 
chapter 4.
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Figure 2.5: Recent measurements o f the low mass stellar luminosity function. Hawkins 
& Bessell (1988), Tinney (1993) and Kirkpatrick et al. (1994). Conversion o f HB88 to 
Mbol is by Reid (1987).
• C osm ic scatter
T he natural scatter in the em pirica l (co lour, m agnitude) relationships used 
to  determ ine ph otom etric  parallaxes leads to  a system atic m is-ca lcu lation  
o f  the distance o f the brighter stars o f a given colour w ith  the consequence 
o f  increasing the m ean m agnitude for a given colour by  sam pling a larger 
volum e than intended. Referred to  as M alm quist bias (M alm quist 1927), 
this unavoidable feature o f  p h otom etric  surveys not on ly  over-estim ates the 
m ean lum inosity  o f stars at any given apparent m agn itude but also over­
estim ates the num ber o f stars at that m agnitude. C orrection  for both  effects 
is necessary and Stobie et al. poin t-ou t that corrections to  previous surveys 
have not fully dealt w ith the affect o f the bias on num ber counts.
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2.6.1 Recent determinations of the low mass luminosity function
T he photograph ic surveys o f R eid k  G ilm ore (R G , 1982), Hawkins k  Bessell (I iB , 
1987), Stobie et al. (SIP, 1989) and T in n ey  (1993) have consolidated  our know l­
edge o f the low mass field star LF. A ll have used w ide-held ph otograph ic plates 
from  Schm idt telescopes, all m easured their plates w ith the C O S M O S  m easuring 
m achine and all used ph otom etric  parallax estim ates based on V - I  and R - I  (R G  
k  SIP and IiB , T inney  respectively). K irkpatrick  et al. (1994) have also m easured 
the held LF over an area equivalent to  a photograph ic plate using a C C D  array 
m ounted  on a transit telescope. As figure 2.5 shows, the LFs are in very  g ood  
agreem ent. M ost im portantly , they all show a m axim u m  near Mboi — 10 and a 
m inim um  near Mboi =  12. B eyond the m inim um , the LFs diverge in their p red ic­
tions as they approach the lowest m ain sequence lum inosities. T h e  origin  o f  these 
features has inevitab ly  been a source o f debate.
On the question o f the shape o f the LF beyon d  Mb0i =  12 there is no consensus 
other than to  agree to differ. T he reason is that no survey has yet to  con tribu te  
m ore than a handful o f stars to  these faintest bins and so the true shape is still 
w ashed-out by  statistical noise. T he interpretation  o f any ev idence o f  a rising LF 
as being suggestive o f a significant brow n dw arf popu lation  is not straightforw ard. 
T he strong age-depenclence o f  a brow n dw arf LF and the steep m ass-lum inosity  
relation i.e. a sharply falling mass function  can still y ield  a flat or rising LF. 
T h e  m inim um  beyond Mboi =  10 is inconsistent w ith  the LF derived from  nearby 
volum e-lim ited  sam ples using trigon om etric  parallax m easurem ents (W ie len  et al. 
1983, Dahn et al. 1986) which suggest a continuation  o f the m axim u m  dow n to  
their com pleteness lim its. T he difference betw een these surveys and p h otograph ic  
surveys lies in the resolution o f m ultip le star system s. T h e  typ ica l angular reso­
lution o f a photograph ic plate is 2-3” , estim ates o f  binary frequ en cy  am ongst disc 
stars range from  30 - 100% (R eid , 1987) and Fischer k  M arcy  (1992) cla im  that 
around 70% o f  binaries are separated by less than 100 a.u. As a consequence, 
the m ajority  o f  system s will go unresolved by photograph ic surveys w hich  extend  
beyond 50 parsecs. This fact has been suggested as a reason for the fa ll-o ff o f  star
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counts beyond Mboi =  10 in photograph ic surveys (K rou p a  et al. 1991). T h e  result 
o f  this is that we m ust distinguish betw een the local stellar LF which deals w ith 
stellar m ultip licity  and the system  or field, LF which does not. T h e  m in im u m  m ay 
or m ay not be real in the stellar LF but appears to  be genuine in the system  LF.
2.6.2 Brown dwarf luminosity functions.
W ith ou t an age m easurem ent for every brow n dw arf in a sam ple used to  m easure 
the LF, the BD  mass function  can not be found and this lim its us to  m easurem ents 
o f  the M F based on binary system s. U nfortunately  this has not yet been  a p rob ­
lem since there are no brow n dw arf sam ples to  prov ide a real LF. Several authors 
have m ade predictions however. To pred ict a B D  LF requires a m odel that a ccu ­
rately relates cooling  rates and lum inosity  evolution  to  observational properties, 
in short a reliable m odel atm osphere. T h e  earliest pred ictions did  w ithout such a 
luxury, assum ing a sim ple b la ck -b od y  flux d istribution  (Staller & de Jong 1981) 
whilst other authors have lim ited  them selves either to  pred icting  an LF  that deals 
exp licitly  w ith lum inosity  (H ubbard  et al. 1992, Laughlin & B oden h eim er 1993). 
N elson et al. (1986) and Nelson et al. (1993) present BD  LFs in various standard 
visible and infrared bands based on their detailed stellar m odels. A part from  scale 
differences due to  differing assum ptions o f  the loca l mass density, the various pre­
dictions show a sim ilar ‘ saw -tooth ’ trend. T h e  LF falls sharply at the lum inosity  
corresponding to the IJBM M  and then clim bs steadily into the B D  regim e. For 
longer wavelengths (far-IR ) the LF turns over again and falls to  zero m ore rapidly  
than at shorter wavelengths. Perhaps due to  the sim plicity  o f  the physica l as­
sum ptions there is little structure in the pred icted  LFs for a given passband but 
the value o f  the LFs lies in the relative differences betw een these passbands since 
the d istribution  o f ob jects  view ed in several passbands contains in form ation  about 
the mass distribution  v ia  the relative cooling  rates inferred from  gradient o f  the 
clim bing slope o f  the LF.
Prospects for future work in the held o f low  mass stellar LFs lie in studying the
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binary distribution  to  resolve the differences betw een nearby and distant (system ) 
LFs and in continuing to  sam ple larger volum es at fainter fluxes in order to  deter­
m ine the true shape o f the LF as it leaves the m ain sequence and enters the brow n 
dw arf regim e.
2.7 The stellar mass function
T he stellar mass function , ip is defined as the num ber density o f  stars in intervals 
o f mass M ± S M  i.e. dN  =  i p ( M ) d M  T h e  function  is often  represented by  a pow er 
law o f  the form
=  *°M° <2'2>
As w ith the lum inosity  function , the M F represents the space density in the G a lac­
tic  plane, and in this discussion the abbreviation  M F  refers to  the pop u la tion  I 
m ain sequence stellar mass function  and its con tin u a tion /ex tra p o la tion  in to the 
brow n dw arf mass function .
From  the stellar mass function  the tota l mass density in the G a lactic  plane can 
be derived which integrated vertically  w ith a space density d istribu tion  function  
yields the surface mass density o f  the G alactic disc. C om bin ing  this w ith  derived 
values for other less num erous populations (w hite dwarfs, giants, halo stars, gas 
etc) give a tota l mass density which can be com pared  to  dyn am ic m easures based 
on stellar m otions. D iscrepancies betw een the tw o m easures lead to  cla im s o f 
m issing mass in the form  o f  dark m atter  and the relevance o f  this top ic  to  low 
mass stars is discussed in the follow ing section . Needless to  say, controversial 
claim s o f dark m atter dem and a careful look  at the m ethods used to  derive the 
stellar mass function .
T he mass function  is related the lum inosity  function  by a m a ss /lu m in osity  rela­
tionship (M /L ) :
i p { M)  =  p ( L ) . ( d L / d M )
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E m pirical m easures o f  the M /L  are sparse, especially  for low  m ass stars (H enry 
& M cC arth y  1993) and are based on m easurem ents o f  binary system s. Since the 
physical conditions during the form ation  and evolution  o f  m u ltip le  star system s 
inevitab ly  differ from  those experienced by single stars we cannot be  sure that 
em pirical M /L s  fairly  relate mass and lum inosity  functions derived from  deep 
surveys o f  field stars. These doubts and the paucity  o f  low  m ass data  lead m ost 
authors to  use theoretical M /L s  such as those illustrated in figure 2.1, w hich  also 
have the advantage o f providing a range o f epochs and self-consistent relationships 
with other stellar param eters.
Figure 2.1 also reveals the largest source o f uncertainty in the transform ation : the 
rapidly  increasing steepness o f the slope below  M / M q ~  0.3 and the variation 
betw een m odels at a given epoch . T h e  dependence o f the slope on  m ass in this 
region rises from  around M 3 to  a m ore than M 20 at the m ain secp ien ce /brow n  
dw arf transition. T he m od e l-to -m od e l variation is on ly  significant for M  dwarfs at 
the earliest epochs where physical and environm ental conditions are uncertain  but 
for transition ob jects  and brow n dwarfs the differences am ount to  factors o f  up to 
0.4 in lum inosity  for a given mass. T he differences are m ost notab le  for lower m ass 
BD s at later epochs, which are cooling  into a range that is currently  well beyon d  
the scope o f  atm ospheric m odels.
T he ‘ sem inal’ mass function  for G alactic field stars was derived by  Salpeter (1955). 
T he function  extends dow n to  O.3M0 and is best fit by  a pow er law o f slope —2.35. 
By assum ing a (constant) star form ation  rate and considering stars o f  m asses below  
the m ain sequence turn -off point, the function  actually  m easures the initial m ass 
Junction  (IM F ). T he IM F represents the mass function  o f  a pop u la tion  at the 
point o f creation, prior to the effects o f  stellar evolution . This is som eth ing  o f  an 
abstract idea when applied to the G alactic disc popu lation  w hose m em bers are far 
from  coeval. It serves as a useful baseline by which other M Fs can be com pared  
and is im portant especially  when com parison  is m ade to  cluster M Fs. T w enty-five  
years o f  updating and im proving stellar structure and evolu tionary  m odels , and 
further studies o f the age and history o f the G alactic disc led to  the derivation
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o f the ‘ can on ica l’ field star mass function  by M iller & Scalo (1979). T h eir IM F 
extends to  0.1M ® and can be fit by  a log-norm al pow er law w ith  an index that 
varies from  -1.0 to  -3.8 from  the lowest to the highest (sa 1OOM0 ) m asses im ply in g  
a flattening o f the function  towards the H B M M .
Investigation o f the distribution  below  0 .1M @ has been carried-out by  the authors 
responsible for the lum inosity  functions discussed in the previous section . T w o 
consistent features o f  the M Fs derived from  deep (ph otograph ic) surveys are a 
peak around O.25M0 and a sam ple that peters-out to  statistical insignificance 
just short o f the IiB M M . T h e first o f  these features has ham pered attem p ts to 
characterise the function  by  a single pow er law index; the ‘ b i-m o d a l’ m ass fu n ction  
has raised discussion o f the possibility  o f  preferred mass scales in the star-form ation  
process. O ther authors have countered this argum ent by com paring  the M F s to  
those derived from  nearby star sam ples; again the prob lem  o f  unresolved b inarity  
in deep surveys has been seen as a possible reason for the fa ll-o ff o f  num ber counts 
in bins below  the O.25M0 peak. K roupa et al. (1991) have addressed this and 
find that they can reconcile  deep and nearby M Fs for the lowest m ass stars by  
assum ing large binary fractions, in fact their best fit requires that all stars be  in 
binary system s w ith a hydrogen-burning m em ber. ‘ A cce p ta b le ’ fits are possib le  
with binary fractions o f 0.43 to  0.56 in their m odel. M era et al. (1996) have re­
calcu lated previous w ide field mass functions using a new set o f  stellar m odels 
and derive what they consider to  be a theoretical M F that is consistent w ith  the 
K roupa et al. em pirical determ ination . Their mass function  rises sharply tow ard 
the H B M M  ( —2.5 <  a  <  —1.3) and they extrapolate  this trend to  infer the 
presence o f relatively large num bers o f brow n dwarfs. As w ith  all field M F s, the 
function  can do little m ore the extrapolate the m ain sequence trend in to the BD  
region due the the lack o f  age in form ation  in surveys, which as n oted , is essential 
to transform  brow n dw arf cooling  rates into M /L s .
The study o f open  G alactic clusters offers a chance to study  a coeval sam ple o f 
stars and thus m easure a brow n dw arf M F directly. Being young, evolv ing  low  mass 
stars can be seen at their brightest. Favoured clusters are the nearby Iiyades and
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Pleiades, Praeseppe and young star-form ing regions such as p O phiuchus. W id e  
field survey techniques are used and follow  the m ethods used for field star surveys, 
with the added com plica tion  o f ensuring that each star in the sam ple is a. genuine 
cluster m em ber. This often  involves k inem atic selection  criteria.
Table 2.3 reduces the results o f  several such surveys to  a best-fitting  pow er law 
index and com pares these to  values derived from  recent held star surveys. T h e  
sim ilarity betw een the indices, especially  betw een held and cluster surveys m ay 
have im plications for theories o f star form ation  (S ca lo  1986). A  fact not shown 
in table 2.3 is that in all cases the IM F is batten ing towards to  H B M M , w hich  
m ay be a consequence o f  incom pleteness in surveys or a real physica l feature. 
A lthough  several cluster surveys have produ ced  prom ising brow n dw arf candidates, 
notab ly  in the Pleiades (H am bly  et al. 1991, R eb o lo  et al. 1995) our continuing 
lack o f  know ledge o f the very low  mass IM F  leaves us having to  ex trapola te  our 
m easurem ents o f  low mass m ain sequence stars into the brow n dw arf region . T h e  
declin ing IM F inferred in this case does not necessarily im ply  a fa ll-o ff in the 
num ber o f B D s w ith respect to  M dwarfs since the integrated num ber o f  low  m ass 
BDs could  be huge. T he slope does however cast dou bt on suggestions that low 
mass ob jects  m ay balance the G alactic d isc ’s suspected  mass dehcit.
Table 2.3: Recent measures o f the initial mass function in Galactic clusters and wide-held 
surveys with best power law index quoted.
Survey a Ref.
Pleiades -1.0 Hambly et al. (1991)
Ilyades 0 to -1 Leggett et al. (1994)
Praeseppe -1.5 Hambly et al. (1995)
Rho Oph. -1.3 to -1.1 Comeron et al. (1993)
Nearby «  -1.4 Miller & Scalo (1979)
Nearby -0.47 to -1.1 Kroupa et al. (1991)
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2.8 The local mass density.
T h e suspicion  that the local G alactic disc contains dark, undetected  m atter has 
long been a source o f  m otivation  in low  mass star surveys. Very low  lu m in os­
ity stars such as brow n dwarfs are natural candidates and m uch work has gone 
into extrapolating  the stellar mass function  and com paring the integrated m ass 
density to  what has com e be  known as the O ort limit. Based on  O o r t ’s orig i­
nal estim ate o f  the local G alactic mass density (1932, 1960) the work suggested 
that dyn am ic estim ates o f the local density exceeded  observational estim ates by 
30 to 50% . D yn am ica l tracers used in previous surveys include G lobu lar clusters, 
R R  Lyrae variable stars and Halo stars all o f  w hich trace the G a lactic  v e loc ity  
held beyon d  the edges o f  (v isib le) G alaxy (See T rim ble 1987, table  1 for refer­
ences). These m ethods allow  a m easurem ent o f  the total G a lactic  m ass and im ply  
a m a ss /lu m in osity  ratio (M /L )  o f 10 -  50, which as G ilm ore (1990) points ou t, is 
roughly consistent w ith orth od ox  cosm olog ica l estim ates for baryon ic m atter. This 
value is considerably  higher than the M /L  ~  3 for the G a lactic  disc as inferred 
from  the local stellar popu lation  and m ay suggest dark m atter d istribu ted  w ith  a 
large scale height or several populations w ith differing distributions. T h is second 
possib ility  in corporating  a dom inant dark halo popu lation  sufficient to  flatten  the 
G alactic  rotation  curve at large radii and a lesser disc com pon en t d istribu ted  as 
popu lation  I stars or the inter-stellar m edium  (IS M ) is the m ost prom ising.
T he standard m eth od  used to  determ ine the local ga lactic m ass d istribu tion  is 
based on  the collisionless B oltzm ann  equation , reduced to  the Jeans equation  by  
the assum ption  o f  an isotherm al popu lation  (o f  constant v e locity  d ispersion ) in 
equ ilibrium  in a tim e-independent gravitational potential. T h e  surface density  S  
(M 0 p c- 2 ) can be derived d irectly  from  the m easured force  com pon en t and ap­
p lication  o f  P oisson ’s equation  yields the volum e mass density p (M 0 pc~3). T h e  
phase-space d istribution  required in this analysis can be expressed as a fu n ction  o f 
galactic height (z ) and vertical velocity  which can be  m easured directly. P rincipal 
uncertainties in the m eth od  com e from  ph otom etric  errors and biases w hich lead
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to system atic errors in the distance scale used. This is especially  im portant in de­
term ining p w hich is proportional to  the square o f  the distance. T h e  assum ption  
o f isotherm ality  is an unrealistic one and K uijken and G ilm ore ’s (1989c) treatm ent 
o f the Hill et al. (1979) F dw arf sam ple shows how even tw o popu lations w ith  sim ­
ilar ve locity  dispersions can prod u ce positive, negative or zero dark m atter results 
depending on how  they are com bined . Thirdly, H and p are related v ia  an assum ed 
scale height in an assum ed gravitational potential and these assum ptions are set 
by expecta tion s o f  the dark m atter d istribution . In practice  m any m odels  based 
on differing fractions o f  light and dark m atter w ith various distributions m ust be 
generated and com pared  to  the often  noisy m easurem ents.
D iffering popu lations require different tracers, as the tracer group m ust have a 
sim ilar d istribution  to the suspected dark m atter. R ecent surveys o f  dynam ica l 
mass have studied disc popu lation  tracers to  d irectly  determ ine the loca l mass 
density (K uijken  & G ilm ore 1989a,b, Bahcall et al. 1992). F dwarfs and K  giants 
have been  used, intended to  represent isotherm al disc popu lations. Until young 
stars are ‘ sm oo th ly ’ d istributed  in the G alactic plane (dyn am ica lly  relaxed into 
the G a lactic  potentia l) they can not be used as tracers in this way. T hus, studies 
o f the local, i.e. m id-plane density have used sam ples that represent the older, 
m ore w idely  dispersed m em bers o f the disc. Such sam ples can adequately  trace 
any dark m atter w ith a old  disc d istribution  but these sam ples are insensitive to 
m atter that m ay be  distributed closer to  the plane w ith the ISM .
T h e use o f  F and I\ stars is m ainly traditional and their repeated  use has ensured 
a constant im provem ent in the quality o f m easurem ents. A  tracer p op u lation  m ust 
be num erous enough to be statistically  significant and m ust be readily identifiable 
w ith a w ell-determ ined absolute m agnitude scale. B oth  F and I\ stars m eet these 
criteria, K  giants being the original popu lation  o f choice due to  their intrinsic 
brightness and easily identifiable spectral features. T h ey  suffer from  an absolute 
m agnitude scale that is com plica ted  by age, m etallicity  and a ltitude since this 
spectral class draws stars from  a w ide range o f masses, ages and d istributions. 
F stars have also been criticised (K uijken  & G ilm ore 1989c) due to  the effect
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o f the increasing evolutionary  tim escale across the spectral class w hich  leads to 
earlier types showing ve locity  structure which breaks the required assum ption  o f  
isotherm ality. T h e  possibility  o f sub-dw arf contam ination  at the 20%  level has also 
been suggested which casts doubt on earlier surveys that used insensitive selection  
techniques.
Results of recent dynamic surveys
Table 2.4 sum m arises the upper and lower lim its to  m easured surface and mass 
densities (evaluated at m id-p lane) published in the last ten years. Salient points 
are noted  below .





P0,max Dark matter 
fraction
Source
52.0 76.0 0.084 0.11 10% Bienayme et al. 1987
37 55 0.10 0.21 0% Kuijken & Gilmore 1989b, 1991
66 72 N /A N /A 43% Gould 1990
60.0 112.7 0.1426 0.4535 53% Bahcall et al. 1992
B ienaym e et al. . This work differs from  the others in that the authors use a 
G a lactic  m odel to  derive a best-fitting potential based on general star counts. T he 
advantage o f  this technique is that it rem oves the dependence on  rare, hard to 
define hom ogeneous stellar populations. T he m ain criticism  (B achall et al. 1992) 
is that one m ust essentially take into account every statistical prop erty  describ ing 
the disc popu lation  to  ensure the rem oval o f system atic effects.
Ivuijken & G ilm ore. T h e  upper-lim it quoted  for p is taken from  Bahcall (1984). 
T he K G  survey uses a h igh-altitude disc tracer that is relatively  insensitive to 
near-plane m ass distributions and they use their data to  illustrate how previous 
studies o f  the sam ple (such as Bahcall 1984) can produce am biguous results. T he
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second paper (K G  1991) attem pts to  address various criticism s (e.g . G ou ld  1990) 
and re-asserts the original result.
G ould. A  re-appraisal o f  the Kuijken & G ilm ore analysis a ttem ptin g  to  account for 
the effects o f  G alactic  rotation  constraints w ithin the m axim u m  likelihood  m eth od  
em ployed  by  K G 89. G ould  poin ts-ou t that the K G 89 paper is the first tim e that 
the loca l m issing m ass has been m easured to  be zero.
Bahcall et al. conclude that their findings are inconsisten t with models involving  
no dark m atter. T h ey  cpiote ‘ odds o f  6 -1 ’ against the local disc having no dark 
m atter and the best fit to  their data is a m odel w ith 53%  m ore dark than lum inous 
m atter. T h e  closest single exponential fit to their inferred density d istribu tion  has 
a scale height o f 320 pc, representative o f  an old  disc popu lation .
U nlike other aspects o f low  mass star research a clear consensus has yet to  em erge 
from  this field o f  study. T he paucity  o f  independent sam ples that m eet the strict 
criteria required has ham pered work and given the authors am ple op p ortu n ity  to 
criticise each others analysis. As G ou ld  (1990c) suggests, the differing conclusions 
o f K G 89 and Bahcall et al. are not necessarily inconsistent as their m eth ods are 
unsuitable for the analysis o f  each others data and are better thought o f  as c o m ­
plem entary  m ethods for different tracers. T he role o f the ISM  rem ains m urky 
am ongst the studies due to  the m id -to-h igh  altitude nature o f the tracers. If there 
is a consensus it is that loca l dark m atter does exist and m ay be  associated  w ith 
the ISM  or coo l degenerate stars. D ifficulties in recovering the volu m e m ass den ­
sity from  the surface colum n density are due to uncertainties in the m icl-plane 
potential m odels (the ISM again) and m ay also contain  the h idden  influence o f 
the G a lactic  halo. In this case, the con tribution  from  low  mass m ay not account 
for m uch m ore than 0.05 to  0.1 M 0 pc~3. Such a value w ould be difficult to  verify 
observationally  were it in the form  o f coo l w hite dwarfs due to their rarity, but 
even for such a small mass density, an extrapolation  o f  even the m ost pessim istic 
o f mass functions w ould im ply  the presence o f hundreds o f faint brow n dwarfs in 
the solar neighbourhood . Thus, even if astronom ers m ust relinquish their previous
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raison d ’etre for studying low mass stars they still m ay have 
study a w hole new popu lation  o f stars on their doorstep.
op p ortu n ity  to
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Chapter 3
A Low Mass Star Survey: 
Materials, scope and expectations
T his chapter discusses the instrum ents and m aterial used to  prov ide  the raw data 
for the survey. T h e  scope o f the survey is determ ined by  the quality  o f  ex isting  plate 
m aterial and the lim itations o f  the m easuring m achines involved, w hich  are dis­
cussed in the follow ing chapter. W e shall see that due to  coolin g  the m ost lum inous 
brow n dwarfs are concentrated  near to the G alactic plane w ith the consecpience 
that w ide-area, near-by surveys are likely to  fare better than narrow  p en cil-beam  
surveys in hunting these ob jects . Our chosen detector is the ph otograph ic p late, 
in particular those used by the U K  and ESO Schm idt telescopes.
3.1 The Schmidt telescopes
T he princip le beh ind Bernhard S ch m idt’s 1930 telescope design is to  achieve a large 
held o f view  by placing an aspheric ‘ corrector ’ lens at the centre o f  curvature o f  a 
spherical m irror. T he resulting held is m easured in degrees rather than m inutes o f 
arc and is ideal for w ide-held survey work. T he U nited K in gd om  1.2 m  Schm idt 
T elescope (U K S T ) sited at Siding Spring Observatory, A ustralia  began the first o f 
its southern hem isphere blue, red and infrared sky surveys in 1974. T h e  original
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intention had been to  copy  the design and com plem ent the survey program m e of 
the 1.2 m  O schin  Schm idt at M ount Palom ar, U SA. T h e  P alom ar P O SS -I survey 
program m e ran from  1950 to  1958 and the technical advances o f  the follow ing  years 
resulted in the final U S K T  design being different in every way from  the original 
O schin te lescope (apart from  the shutter design, R eddish  1992). T h e  principal 
im provem ent was the use o f  an achrom atic 1.2 m  correcting  lens, ensuring high 
quality  w ide field im ages at longer wavelengths (> 6 5 0  n m ). In 1973 the E uropean 
Southern O bservatory ’s 1.0 m  Schm idt telescope (E S T ) began a sim ilar task at La 
Silla, Chile.
B oth  the U K S T  and E ST  m ap their surveys on to the 1110 SER.C equal area 
survey fields (U K S T U  h andbook  1983). T he field size is based on the field o f  view  
available to  a lm  class Schm idt; at least 6 x 6 degrees. T h e  fields form  an over­
lapping m osaic w ith a spacing o f 5° covering the entire southern sky and extend ing  
northw ard by 15° for continuity  w ith the Palom ar fields (w hich  do not overlap ). 
T he ESO  blue and red surveys, which continued until 1990 cover the region  w ith 
8 <  —20° (606 fields). This border is also used in the U S K T  surveys to  define 
the m ain  (8 <  —20° ) and equatorial (0° >  8 >  —15° ) program m es. T h e  U K S T  
short-exposure surveys are available for galactic latitudes satisfying \b\ <  10° . 
T h e  current strategy at the U K S T  is to  com plete  the infrared SE R C -I survey and 
to prov ide survey-quality  first and second epoch  m aterial, separated by  15 years. 
T h e  S E R C -J  (b lue) survey is expected  to  provide the first epoch  m easurem ents, 
w ith the on -going  A A O -R  (red) survey providing the second epoch . A  report on 
the progress o f  current U K S T  surveys is provided by M organ (1995).
3.2 Photographic plate material
T he U K S T  plates cover 6.4 by 6.4 degrees and are 356m m  square and 1m m  thick. 
T he blue, red and infrared surveys use four em u lsion /filter com binations betw een 
them  and usually have a m inim um  exposure tim e o f 90 m inutes. W ith  a quantum  
efficiency o f  a few  per cent m aterial w ith a depth  o f 18-24th m agnitude is ob ta in ed ,
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Survey Waveband Emulsion Filter Flux limit 
(magnitude)
sky coverage
ESO-R (red) Re3F IIIaF RG630 22
OO1V
SERC-J (blue) B j IllaJ GG395 23 6 <  +5°
A A O -R  (red) R 59F IIIaF OG590 22 6 <  -2 0 °
SERC-I (infrared) In IVN RG715 19 6 <  +5°
Table 3.1: UK and ESO Schmidt deep sky surveys (UIvSTU Handbook, Tritton 1983) 
as sum m arised in table 3.1.
A side from  the survey, the U K S T  unit (U K S T U ) plate library (E dinburgh ) holds 
a large num ber (> 1 0 ,0 0 0 ) o f non-survey plates. T he archive o f  early R  plates 
(R G 630) is particu larly  useful to  this survey for reasons discussed in the follow ing  
section . B oth  ESO and the U K S T U  assign a grade to each plate based upon  the 
resolution . T yp ica l seeing on survey-grade plates is 2-3” corresponding  to  im age 
sizes o f  30fim  or larger. T h e  ESO grade is a straightforw ard m easure o f  this 
resolution  in m icrons. T he U K S T U  scale is m ore su b jective , being a com bin ation  
o f a single letter (a-e) and an optional string o f letters. T he first letter assesses the 
‘ overall quality  o f  the p la te ’ with subsequent letters indicating various blem ishes, 
im age distortions and so on. Survey-grade m aterial receives an A  grade and is 
usually accom pan ied  by  a further num ber w hich represents increasing quality  from  
three to  one.
To achieve survey-grade depth  the plates are exposed  for 90 m inutes or m ore. A ll 
plates are hyper-sensitised before use and the plate and holder are flushed w ith  dry 
nitrogen prior to  use to  rem ove water vapour. Plates exposed  before the n itrogen- 
flushing practice  was in troduced in 1982 show a system atic desensitisation due to 
water vapour trapped  in the curved  p late holder. T h e  trend o f  the desensitisation 
is to increase radially from  the plate centre and is believed to  closely  follow  the
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radial v ignetting  effect (to  w ithin 0.04 m ag .). T h e  affect o f radial v ignetting  is 
sm all (less than 0.05 m ag. below  3° ), but then rapidly increases w ith losses o f 
greater than 0.2 m ag. above 4° (U K S T U  handbook , Dawe & M etca lfe  1982).
T here are several w ell-catalogued form s o f unwanted im ages on Schm idt plates. 
These can be  grouped into optica l (diffraction  spikes, halos and ghosts), exposu re­
tim e (light trails from  artificial satellites and aircraft) and em ulsion flaws (d ev e lop ­
m ent stains, blem ishes and m icrospots). O ptica l flaws are m ostly  due to  internal 
reflections and are on ly  severe for the brightest ob jects . Halos are form ed  due 
to  back-reflection  from  the plate em ulsion and are reduced by  the app lica tion  o f 
an anti-halation  coating on IIIaF and IllaJ  em ulsions. T he IV -N  infrared plates 
can not b e  given this backing due to  conflicting  requirem ents o f  their hypersen ­
sitisation m eth od  and so they tend to show m ore intense halos o f  radius 1.5m m . 
H orizontal and vertical spikes are visible on stellar im ages below  m agn itude 16 
and are caused by d iffraction  about the four p late-holder arms. T h e  spikes are not 
necessarily unw anted, since the length is closely related to the m agn itude o f  the 
star and also allows a degree o f  star/ga laxy  discrim ination  for the brightest o b je c ts  
(see §3.4). As these effects are correlated with brightness (see U K S T U  h an dbook ) 
it is possible to  account for them  during ph otom etric  calibration .
Light trails during exposure tim e can be easily rem oved from  digitised im ages 
as they show extrem e axial ratio values when reduced to  an elliptica l im age. If 
the light source passes in front o f  a faint star it can in troduce a p h otom etric  
uncertainty w hich is difficult to  rem ove, though the typ ica l num ber density  o f 
im ages is sufficiently low  to prevent this from  being a serious prob lem . A nother 
type o f exposu re-tim e flaw is that o f under- or over-exposure w hich  can result in 
large scale intensity variations, (i.e. m uch larger than that o f  individual im ages). 
Large-scale intensity variations can occu r with em ulsion flaws too , particu larly  at 
developm ent tim e. O ther em ulsion flaws tend be singular im age-like effects such 
as blem ishes w hich can appear as very light (and hence bright) spots or erratic 
trails. T h e  circular type o f blem ish can be identified by lack o f  im age structure 
and the string-like blem ishes can be rejected  as they do not m im ic the appearance
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o f any (know n) astronom ical o b je c t  outside the G alactic plane.
M icrospots or ‘ gold  sp ots ’ are point-like reflective im ages w hich seem  to  occu r 
due to  irreversible chem ical reactions with the em ulsion and various atm ospheric 
reagents. T h e  spots can appear anywhere on a plate but concentrate in regions 
o f high em ulsion  density such as bright stars, clusters and especially  the step 
wedge: the graduated intensity calibration  area at the edge o f  each plate. A 
second yellow  variety has also been noted and differ in that they do not appear 
in reflected light and have a less well defined im age boundary. T here is statistical 
ev idence to  suggest that they are a pre-cursor to  gold  spots, although th ey  are 
less strongly  d istributed about bright im ages. M easurem ents have been  taken 
to  retard the grow th in num ber o f  these spots and T ritton  (1994) reports recent 
progress. R em oval o f  these ob je cts  from  the survey data relies on the fact that 
they accum ulate in regions o f high em ulsion density w hich are likely to  be  re jected , 
as discussed in chapter 4. Spots not accounted for in this way are assum ed to  be 
rem oved by the star /ga laxy  d iscrim ination  algorithm  also described  in chapter 4, 
since their lower surface brightness gives them  a non-stellar appearance.
3.3 Expectations
T he intention  o f  this section  is to  assess the scope o f a ph otograph ic survey for 
very low  m ass stars. T h e  follow ing points are discussed:
• Is a w ide-held photograph ic plate a suitable detector?
• W h at is the likely d istribution  o f very low  mass stars?
• H ow will this distribution  appear in a photograph ic survey?
3.3.1 Suitability of photographic plates
P h otograph ic plates are regarded by som e as an archaic choice o f  w eapon  in a 
very m odern  battle. T h e  study o f  extrem ely  coo l, low  lum inosity  stars w ould
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seem  to  be  best con du cted  w ith an efficient near-infrared detector. These devices 
have proved  their w orth in the held by revealing several brow n dw arf candidates 
in the P leiades (R eb o lo  et al. 1996) and by detecting  other extrem e o b je cts  such 
as G1 229B (N akajim a et al. 1996). T he nature o f this survey though is not 
to select specific  com p act ob jects  for deep ph otom etry  but to  cast the net w ide 
across the sky w ith intention o f  detecting nearby exam ples w ithin  the G a lactic  disc 
popu lation . W h en  the loca tion  o f the quarry is unknow n, m axim ising the sam pling 
o f the p op u lation  is the key to success. In som e cases this is just a m atter o f  using 
the largest volum e, for w hich a deep, narrow C C D  fram e can be o f  value. For 
G alactic disc surveys this technique can fall foul o f both  the declin ing density  o f 
o b je cts  w ith  depth , and the increasingly crow ded fields that are obtained .
Figures 3.1 com pares the efficacy o f  a 6° x  6° Schm idt plate (solid  line) and a 10' x  
1 O' C C D  (dashed lines) in detecting a popu lation  o f M i =  15 stars characterised 
by  a sim ple exponentia l space density distribution  o f the form
p < x e~ z/H% (3 .1 )
where z is the vertical distance from  the G alactic plane and H z is the scale height 
o f  the popu lation . M i =  15 is assum ed to be a likely value for a candidate o b je c t  
(see table  2 .2). T he C C D  curves represent a range o f lim iting  m agnitudes from  22 
to  25 and the Schm idt plate lim it is set at 1=19, values which represent sim ilar 
exposure tim es on various telescopes and thus sim ilar effort. B oth  figures show the 
tota l num ber o f  M i =  15 stars that w ould be detected  at a specific ga lactic  latitude. 
T h e  actual num bers are arbitrary and for the purpose o f  com parison  only. T he 
difference betw een the figures is in the value o f the scale height used to  integrate 
the sam ple. F igure 3.1 (a) uses H = 50  parsecs and (b ) uses H = 350  parsecs. T he 
form er figure is suitable for a young disc popu lation , perhaps less than 0.5 G yr 
such as 0 ,  B and A  stars. T he latter value is typical for the old  disc p op u lation  as 
characterised by  K and M  dwarfs (M ihalas & B inney 1981). T h e  C C D s are clearly 
less effective at higher galactic latitudes where the deep, thin volum e suffers from  
the fa ll-off in num ber density o f  the stars. This is m ost severe for the H = 5 0 p c
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sam ple w hich are m ore c losely-bound  to  the G alactic plane. T h e  figures tell us 
that lor a sim ilar effort, a Schm idt plate will y ield  m ore low  lum inosity  stars when 
w orking at m id -to -h igh  galactic latitude ( b >  40° ) and that the situation  im proves 
in the ph otograph ic p la te ’s favour w ith decreasing scale height where area is m ore 
im portant than depth ; a feature which is quantified below .




20 40 60 80
Galactic lattitude
Figure 3.1: Relative number counts for a population o f fixed luminosity as a function of 
Galactic latitude. UKST Schmidt plate and 10’ CCD frame are compared for various 
limiting magnitudes (labelled) and for two scale heights: 50pc (a) and 350pc (b ).
3.3.2 Space density
T he integration  o f  the previous section  can be repeated w ith a m ore realistic space 
density fu n ction  in order to gain som e idea o f the d istribution  o f m easurable p rop ­
erties o f  a low  m ass star popu lation . In choosing a suitable lum inosity  fu n ction  
we have to  m ake the decision o f  w hether to use the results o f previous observa­
tions or to  ‘ b u ild ’ a theoretical one. T he advantage o f  using an observed LF o f 
course is that there is som e evidence for the fact that it does represent the true 
distribution . T h e  m arked difference betw een the nearby (individual star) and p h o ­
tographic (system ) field LF has already been noted (§2.6) and is likely to  be  due in
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part to  unresolved binarity  in photograph ic surveys. C hoosing a ph otograph ica lly  
determ ined LF m ay seem  appropriate to  this study, but it seems likely that the 
nearby LF is a m ore accurate m easure o f  the real physical d istribution  o f  low  mass 
stars.
A  counter-argum ent against using an existing LF  as an input d istribution  is that it 
im m ediately  adds its ow n biases to  our study. If the chosen LF has under-sam pled 
a particu lar pop u lation , then it will be  under-represented in our pred ictions. For 
this reason the generation  o f an LF based on particular mass function  is preferred. 
T h e  chosen mass function  is a generic pow er law (equation  2 .2). As discussed 
in §2.7, a  ~  —1.5 is a com m on ly  derived value for low mass stars. This value 
along w ith a ‘ fla t ’ function  with a  =  0.0 and the Salpeter fu n ction , a  =  —2.35 
are com pared  here. O ther authors (e.g. T inney  1993) have presented n on -sm ooth  
lower mass M Fs but inclusion o f these will com plica te  what is m eant to  be a sim ple 
study and so we shall use a sm ooth  extrapolation  o f  the functions discussed above:
t)  =  N ( t ) M a , (3 .2 )
expressed in solar masses per cu b ic parsec (per unit m agnitude) at the m id -G a la ctic  
plane (z = 0 ) . N ( t )  is a norm alisation  factor which is a function  o f  tim e v ia  a stellar 
b irthrate function . Conversion to a lum inosity  function  is straight-forw ard:
' d N \  (  d N \  ( d M '
d L j t \ d M ) t \ d L ) t
(3 ,3 )
T he m a ss /lu m in osity  relation can be obtained  from  a suitable stellar structure 
m odel. Since lum inosity  is not a directly  observable quantity  it is m ore useful 
to express the LF  in term s o f som ething that is d irectly  observable. In this case 
absolute M r  and Mi m agnitudes (in the photographic system ). This requires a 
bo lom etric  correction , and one that is potentially  reliable when extrapola ted  dow n 
to  the lowest lum inosity  brow n dwarfs. Firstly, the stellar m odel o f  ch oice  here 
is that published by Burrows et al. , 1993 (B H SL93) since the published tabular
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version has a w ide range o f epochs (106 to lO10 years) and sufficient mass points 
to track any rapid variations in the transition region.
T he b o lom etric  corrections to the photograph ic Rp and In band have been ca l­
cu lated using a relationship derived from  a com pilation  o f published b o lom etric  
m easurem ents. Table 3.2 sum m arises these data and figure 3.2 illustrates the 
derived relationships betw een M i, lum inosity  and tem perature. N ot all o f  the ta b ­
ulated data are used to  derive the B Cs. T he m ost recently  d iscovered brow n dw arf 
candidates G D  165B, P C 0025+ 0441 , Teide 1, P P L  15 and G1 229B are included 
for com parison  on ly  and the linear extrapolation  that the fainter ones im p ly  is 
encouraging. Using the B C s in the region occup ied  by these ob je cts  is done purely  
in the interests o f  exploring the consequences and is not exp ected  to  be a reliable 
extrapolation . T h e  functional form s o f the BCs are given below , the scatter in 
both  cases being 0m.3:
M In =  2.622 -  3 .4 0 5 lo g lo (L /L 0 ) (3 .4 )
B C in =  -3 0 .2 8 7  +  8.743 log 10(T eff) (3 .5 )
Sim ilar relationships for the Rp band are given below . As ex p ected  the r.m .s. 
scatter is larger: 0m.4 in both  cases.
M Rf =  3.120 -  4.O151oglo (L /L 0 ) (3 .6 )
B C Rf =  -5 6 .4 2 9  +  15.755 log 10(T eff) (3 .7 )
T h e app lication  o f  the derived BC s to  the BH SL93 m odels produces a set o f 
isochrones relating mass to absolute m agnitude, as illustrated in figure 3.3. B y 
in terpolating betw een the isochrones, a m ass/lu m in osity  relation can be  derived 
for any epoch . N ote that equation 3.3 m ust be evaluated at a specified epoch , t and 
so the present day d istribution  can be found by sum m ing the initial mass fu n ction ,
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N am e M r M i M bol 7r (m as) T e fl(K ) R ef.
G L 406 14.81 12.63 12.27 145.1 ±  2.0 2651 ±  75 2,3,4,5
GL411 9.46 8.32 8.80 394.5 ± 1 . 2 3335 ±  106 2,5
G L 644ab 8.96 7.59 8.13 155.7 ±  0.7 3450 ±  150 1
G L 644c (V B  8) 15.53 13.22 12.68 155.7 ±  0.7 2544 ±  87 2,3,4
G L 699 12.07 10.42 10.76 546.7 ±  0.8 3127 ±  87 2,4,5
G L 752a 9.28 7.99 8.52 172.8 ±  0.8 3200 ± 1 5 0 2
G L 752b  (V B  10) 16.28 13.98 13.16 172.8 ±  0.8 2484 ±  87 3,4 ,5
G L 820b 7.21 6.41 7.40 287.0 ±  0.9 3900 ± 1 5 0 1
GL831 11.2 9.51 9.78 125.5 ±  1.9 2920 ±  150 4
G L 876 10.61 9.07 9.46 211.1 ±  4.8 3090 ± 1 5 0 4
G L 866ab 12.98 11.01 11.06 293.0 ±  2.7 2759 ±  87 2,3,4
G J1002 13.80 11.80 11.90 212.8 ±  3.3 2910 ±  150 4
G Jim 15.00 12.80 12.44 275.8 ±  3.0 2642 ±  ± 8 7 2,3,5
LH S2065 16.43 14.49 13.46 118.0 ±  1.7 2302 ±  106 3,4
LH S2397a 16.45 14.15 13.11 70.9 ±  2.4 2373 ± 1 0 6 3,4
LHS2924 17.39 15.09 13.81 93.3 ± 1 . 5 2437 ± 2 4 6 3,4,5
H B18 17.04 14.40 13.48 41.0 ±  4.0 2626 ±  150 3
IJB19 16.44 13.75 12.79 32.4 ±  4.0 2618 ±  150 3
T V L M  513-46546 17.36 15.14 14.02 101.8 ±  5.2 2080 ± 1 5 0 4
T V L M  513-8328 16.52 14.13 13.20 24.1 ±  4.5 2180 ± 1 5 0 4
T V L M  832-10443 16.38 14.04 13.17 36.4 ±  3.0 2230 ±  150 4
T V L M  868-110639 16.87 14.59 13.44 61.2 ±  4.7 1975 ± 1 5 0 4
T V L M  868-54745 - 12.43 12.33 32.0 ±  10.0 2450 ± 1 5 0 4
T V L M  868-84947 14.78 12.56 12.41 18.0 ±  6.0 2350 ± 1 5 0 4
ESO  207-61 17.03 15.31 14.35 65.4 ±  4.0 2618 ±  150 3
R G 0050.5 - 14.63 13.59 39.4 ±  4.0 2600 ±  150 3
B R I0021-0214 16.97 14.65 13.42 82.5 ±  3.4 1980 ±  150 4
G L 229b > 2 3 .3 21.2 18.26 174.9 ±  4.5 1200 ±  > 150 7
G D l6 5 b > 2 0 .3 17.2 14.83 27.8 ±  3.4 1780 ±  106 4,5 ,8
P C 0025 + 0441 - 15.26 13.79 14.0 ±  4.0 2010 ±  200 4
P P L  15 - 12.26 11.96 (m  — M  =  5.53 ±  0.05) 2800 ±  150 8
T eide 1 16.05 13.31 0.0 ( m -  M  =  5.53 ± 0 .0 5 ) 2350 ±  150 6
Table 3.2: Stars used to  define b o lom etr ic  correction s and tem perature relationships. T em p eratu res are
m ean values where m ore than sou rce  is available. T h e  uncertainty  in  Mbol is assum ed to  b e  10%  unless stated . 
R eferences: [l] V eeder, 1974, [2] B errim an el al. , 1992, [3] Bessell and  Stringfellow , 1993, [4] R eid  el al. , 1994,
[5] Jones el al. , 1996, [6] R e b o lo  el al. , 1995, [7] N akajim a el al. , 1995, [8] K irkpatrick  el al. , 1993, [9] L eggett,
1992. Stars be low  the horizon ta l line are included  for com parative  purposes and are not used in defin in g  the B C
(n ote  low er lim its to M r  in  first tw o).
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(a) Luminosity relation. M,
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Figure 3.2: Bolometric corrections to the In waveband, derived from the measurements 
given in table 3.2
i/>o{ M , t  =  0) o f  each successive epoch  o f star form ation  from  the form ation  o f  the 
G alactic  disc (f ,)  to  the present (t j ):
(3-8)
E quation  3.8 includes the function  ¡3{t) which is the stellar birthrate. T h e  birthrate 
represents variations in the star-form ation  process over the history o f  the disc which 
m ay be  due to  physical effects such as the gradual depletion  o f m olecu lar gas which 
is tim e-dependent and the enrichm ent o f the inter-stellar m edium  which m ay  affect 
the mass d istribution . T h e  star-form ing history o f the disc rem ains a m ystery  since 
the produ cts o f  all but the m ost recent events have relaxed into the general field 
and are all but untraceable. E vidence o f previous bursts cou ld  be gleaned from  
variations in the kinem atic distribution  o f various stellar groups. For exam ple, 





Figure 3.3: Comparison o f absolute magnitude-mass relationships for six isochrones o f 
the BHSL93 model based on the bolometric corrections discussed in the text.
events during the past 109 years. Such data are sketchy and not yet com pellin g .
M iller & Scalo (1979) and Scalo (1986) have review ed work in this field and con ­
clude that the current p icture is consistent w ith  a roughly constant rate o f  star 
form ation  over the ten billion  years or so o f the d isc ’ s history. A  tim e-independent 
birthrate can be  scaled to  the num ber density o f  low mass dw arf stars (later than 
spectral class K ) which have m ain sequence lifetim es com parab le  to  the ‘ I iu b b le ’ 
age o f the U niverse, i.e. 1010 years. These stars will not have evolved  significantly 
in lum inosity  and represent the cum ulative result o f the star form ing h istory  o f 
the disc. For a constant birthrate then, d ivid ing the integrated num ber density  by 
an estim ated  G alactic  disc age yields f3. T he general condition  for /3 is
f f /3( t ) dt =  1, (3 .9)
J u
which reduces to  f3(t) =  /3 =  jyzu-, he. the reciprocal o f  the age o f  the G a lactic  
disc, Tgal ■
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T he final step is to  norm alise the mass function  to som e likely value. For this 
exam ple, the m ost interesting case is that in which a brow n dw arf popu lation  
accounts for any local dark m atter, as discussed in §2.8. T h e  scaling then involves 
taking a possib le  value for the m issing mass density, pmm and setting this equal to 
the integrated mass o f  the brow n dw arf region o f  the low  mass star M F:
/>0.085M q
N  M 1+aclM  =  pmm M Qpc~3. (3.10)
J o .o i M q
T h e param eters chosen here to  fu lly determ ine equation  3.8 are: Tgai =  1 x  1010 
years, im ply in g  ¡3 =  1 x  10- l o y r -1 and pmm — 0.1 M &pc~3 for upper and lower m ass 
lim its o f  0.01 M q and 0 .085M q. T he upper lim it is reasonably well established as a 
suitable red /b row n  dw arf boundary but the lower lim it is som ew hat arbitrary and 
is chosen to  co in cide  w ith  the published lim it o f the BH LS93 m odel. T h e  BH LS93 
m odel suggests a lower lim it to  the stellar m ain sequence o f  0 .078M q, lower than 
the earlier B urrow s et al. (1989) m odels and those o f  Nelson et al. 1993 (N R J93 ). 
In this case, 0 .085M q is chosen for com parison  to  the N R J93 work and to  act as 
an upper lim it on the num ber o f  detectab le  brow n dwarfs and transitional ob je cts , 
though the published BH LS93 value is adopted  later.
T h e  resulting lum inosity  functions, generated w ith the M i — log (L ) relation  are 
shown in figure 3.4. T h e  distribution  for all ob jects  in the range 10 <  M i <  30 
is shown along w ith the contribution  for ob jects  below  0 .085M q. This gives som e 
indication  o f how m uch the M  dw arf popu lation  is ‘ con tam in ated ’ w ith  brow n 
dwarfs. C om paring  the features to  previous work, the functions generated by 
N RJ93 are the closest in style. T hey  show the contribution  o f  popu lations below  
various tem perature lim its, the highest being 3000K. T h e  tem perature cu t-o ff for 
the LFs presented here is roughly 2700K. C om paring the x-in tercepts: M j  ~  10 
for a 2700K popu lation  in the Nelson et al. LF and M j  ~  11 for this work. T he 
norm alisation  used is the sam e and the overall shape and scale o f  the functions are 
similar.
T he saw -tooth  variation o f  the fainter bins o f Salpeter-based LF appears to  be 
due the level o f  d igitisation  o f the BHSL93 m odel. A lthough  in terpolated  on to
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various grids ranging from  2 to  20 M yr the steepness o f the mass fu n ction  and 
m ass-lum inosity -tim e relation leads to  unreliable results in the regions w here the 
relationships are varying m ost rapidly. Coarser in terpolation  reduces this effect 
but also m asks the im portant variations in the brow n dw arf popu lation  during the 
first few  hundred m illion  years. It should be noted  that the youngest BH LS93 
m odels are for 3 M yr ob jects , representing T  Tauri stars in earliest v isib le  stage o f 
stellar evolu tion . Stellar m odellers are unanim ous in their warnings regarding the 
uncertainty in the m odels o f  these youngest ob je cts  due to  the as yet u n -m odelled  
and p oor ly  understood  processes o f  pre-m ain sequence evolution . T h e  pred ictions 
given in this section  are based on m odels o f  ob jects  older than 10 M yr to  alleviate 
som e o f this uncertainty.
A rm ed w ith  a lum inosity  function , a study o f the observable surface d istribution  
for a given set o f  survey conditions (detector, field o f  view , G a lactic  la titu de) can 
be pred icted .
3.3.3 Surface distribution
To ca lcu late the surface distribution  as a function  o f  apparent m agnitude 
the lum inosity  function  m ust be  integrated through space accord ing  to  som e den ­
sity function  p ( x , y , z ) i.e.
r oo
S (m \ ) =  Cl (f)(M \)p(x, y , z ) r 2clr. (3 .11)
Jo
S (m \ ) gives the num ber o f ob jects  p ro jected  on the celestial sphere in solid angle 
per unit apparent m agnitude o f waveband A, where the lum inosity  fu n ction  is 
expressed in the absolute m agnitude o f  the sam e w aveband and r  represents radial 
distance from  the observer.
A barom etric  density function  o f the form  given in equation  3.1 is usually used for 
p( x ,  y,  z) .  T h is sim plifies m atters by assuming uniform ity  in the (x ,y )-p la n e  o f  the 
G alactic  disc and sym m etry  about the perpendicular z-axis. T he z-d istribu tion  is
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Trail luminosity functions. Mr:log(L)
Mt
Figure 3.4: Simulated luminosity functions for three power law mass functions with all 
objects and brown dwarf contributions shown for each.
generally assum ed to  be centred both  in the G alactic m id-plane and the observer 
(the Solar system ) im plying  that the Sun lies at z = 0 . For a field at G a lactic  
latitude b and a density function  characterised by  a scale height H z , the surface 
d istribution  becom es
S ( m x) =  i î  H  <t>{Mx) e ^ Lr 2dr. (3 .12)
Jo
By com pu tin g  S ( m )  for the stellar and sub-stellar popu lations under the cond itions 
o f a ph otograph ic survey som e idea o f the relative number’s o f  the tw o popu lations 
at a given m agnitude can be gleaned. This m ethod  can be  extended  to  other 
functions such as tem perature, ph otom etric  colour or spectral type. F igure 3.5 
shows the com p u ted  I band surface distributions at tw o G alactic  latitudes (-45° 
and -90° ) for each o f  the mass functions discussed and the R band d istribution
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at -45° for the tw o b o lom etric  corrections available (equations 3.7 and 3 .6 ). T he 
bo lom etric  correction  for S ( I )  is given by equation  3.5 and a density d istribu tion  
o f  scale height 350pc is used. T he M F  norm alisation  and birthrate are as discussed 
above. In each case the thicker line shows the d istribution  for all ob je cts  w ithin 
the m ass range under consideration  (0.01 to  0 .2M 0 ) and the thinner line shows 
the con tribu tion  from  the brow n dw arf popu lation  alone (defined as being o b je cts  
less m assive than O.O85M0 ).
15 20 25 10 15 20 25 30
R R
and I-band surface distributions for three power-law mass functions.
BC( logT)  - 4 5 °
Figure 3.5:
T h e  distributions confirm  several expectations. Firstly, the num ber counts fall 
towards the G alactic poles. In this case, betw een a m id -la titude and polar field, 
by  a factor o f  approxim ately  five for the fainter ob jects  in the flat region o f  the 
d istribution . For the brightest bins, the curves are linear w ith gradient 0.6 (for
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log N ), due to  the tact that lor the nearest ob jects  the density functions are 
essentially constant and the surface d istribution  reduces to S ( m )  oc io °-6m+consi- 
for a given absolute M . N ote that these distributions concern  o b je cts  in the mass 
range o f  the BH SL93 m odel only. A ccord in g  to the m ost recent work on ca librating 
the m ass /sp ectra l type  relationship (Baraffe and Chabrier 1996) this m ass range 
represents dwarfs o f  type  equal to or later than type M4.
T h e apparent m agnitude lim it o f an I-band U K Schm idt survey plate is around 
19 which m eans that the interesting region o f these distributions for ph otograph ic 
work is this m ostly  linear region. T he m agnitude lim it at which the plates are 
com plete  in term s o f  the detection  o f all real ob jects  in the held is higher than this 
value by  one to  tw o m agnitudes. For this reason a lim it o f I =  18 is used here, 
w ith the caveat that detections in the I =  17 to 18 range m ay be in com plete  on  all 
but the deepest U K S T  I plates. N ote the sharp up-turn in counts for the Salpeter 
m ass function  in the b =  —45° case, a consequence o f the previously  n oted  saw­
tooth  nature o f  the corresponding LF acting on a large num ber o f  ob je cts . For 
the range o f  mass functions considered here, the integrated num ber density over 
the I =  10 to  18 range varies from  around 120 (a  =  0.0) to  8 (a  =  —2.35) for the 
b =  —45° case. T h e  num bers are slightly (15% ) lower for the b =  —90° case when 
the w hole d istribution  is considered, but the integrated num ber o f brow n dwarfs 
rem ains m uch the sam e. This is due to the effect o f  the density fa ll-off acting  on 
the m ore lum inous ob jects  (M  dwarfs) but not on the less lum inous brow n dwarfs 
w hich are sam pled to  sm aller distances.
Thus, although the num ber counts decrease towards the pole , the ex p ected  fra ction  
o f brow n dwarfs increases. T he fractional increase grows with decreasing a  and 
varies from  0.3 to  0.5 in the cases considered here (w ith  the vast m a jor ity  occu p y in g  
the I =  17 - 18 bin 1. This m ay be a consideration  in surveys that can on ly 
exp ect to  detect bright young BD s in the observationally  am biguous stages (in 
term s o f p h otom etric  colour and broad-band spectroscopy ) o f their evolu tion . In 
com parison  the variation betw een the two bolom etric  relations available (equations
' T h e  bins are actually centred on integer values ± 0 m.5
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3.5 and 3.4) are negligible. T h e  variation betw een the R band B C s is larger and 
it seems clear from  the figure that extrapolation  o f  the log L  relation  in particu lar 
gives very unreliable results. This is an inevitable consequence o f  the weaker R - 
band flux leading to  poorer m easurem ents and o f  the large colour term s betw een 
R  band filters adding further uncertainty to the in ter-com parison  o f  red ob jects .
Som e idea o f  the m odel-dep en den cy  o f these distributions can be found by com p a r­
ison w ith  the N R J93 distributions. T h ey  publish results for the polar case (though  
other distributions are easily generated by re-scaling as discussed in their paper). 
T h e  curves agree to  w ithin less than a factor o f ten, even at the extrem e faint end 
(I =  30). For the brighter bins, the curves are in closer agreem ent. N R J93 app ly  an 
upper tem perature  lim it (Tmax) to m easure relative num ber counts (as opp osed  to 
the equally  m odel-depen den t mass lim it used in this w ork). T heir Tmax =  3000 /i 
is the closest case to  BH LS93 m odel range used here and the Salpeter m ass fu n c­
tion  considered here shows the closest agreem ent to  their ‘ standard m o d e l ’ result. 
So the variation betw een these m odels, accepting the different initial con d ition s, 
is com parab le  to the variation betw een mass functions.
As noted  by  NR.J93 the surface d istribution  is sensitive to the norm alisation  o f 
the m ass function . T he im portant factor is the m issing m ass density. T o  test this, 
the a  =  —1.5 m ass function  was norm alised in the mass range 0.01 — 0.09M q 
to  three values o f  pmm: 0.05, 0.1 (the default) and 0.2 M e p c~3 for b =  —45° . 
F igure 3.6 presents the generated functions which show a large variation  in actual 
num ber counts. N ote the contribution  from  all ob jects  (th ick  lines) and brow n 
dwarfs (th inner line) for each case. T he integrated num bers over the I =  10 to 
18 range are just scaled by  the fractional pmm assum ed and the brow n dw arf 
density rem ains a reasonably constant 1 /3 . T he integrated BD  counts over the 
pmm range are sim ilar to  those obtained over the range o f  a  d iscussed above. 
For exam ple, the (pmm =  0.2, a  =  - 1 .5 )  case gives counts that are close to  the 
(pmm =  0.1, a  =  —2.35) case, and varying the mass function  produces a w ider 
range o f  num ber counts that scale accordingly. So due to  the very low  m ass of the 
ob jects  under consideration , m odest variations in the m issing m ass density  result
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in large variations (>  100% ) in the uncertainty in num ber counts for a given m ass 
function , and increased uncertainty betw een mass functions.
Figure 3.6: Surface distributions for three mass function normalised in the mass range 
0.01 — 0.09M q to the quoted mass density for an assumed dark matter component of 
the Galactic disc; pmm(M g p c-3 ).
It is w orth  review ing figure 3.1 which essentially plots S'(77?.) for a single bin  for 
various bgai. T h e  choice o f scale height is clearly im portant and its effect is now 
considered. Im plicit in equation  3.11 is an assum ption o f  tim e-in d epen den ce  which 
reduces H z to  a constant. However it is com m on ly  known that I i z varies w ith  M\. 
A lthough  the precise reason in unknown, a m echanism  suggested by  Spitzer and 
Schw arzchild (1951,1953) fits the observed variations. T he m odel requires the 
presence o f  large (1O5M 0 ) clum ps o f m atter in the G alactic disc to  interact with 
the stars and ev idence for such bodies occurring com m on ly  is weak. M ore recently  
W ielen  (1977) proposed  a m echanism  based upon the diffusion o f  stellar orbits 
which describes the observed trend in velocity  dispersion with tim e and relates it 
to other orbital param eters.
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These m odels have a popu lation  o f stars b o m  close to the G alactic  plane with 
a ‘ th erm al’ v e locity  dispersion that is small com pared  to the overall disc system . 
T he cum ulative effect o f  random  interactions with mass clum ps is to  increase the 
g rou p ’s ve locity  dispersion. T he z-dispersion  is pred icted  to be largely independent 
o f the x ,y  m otions and the three com ponents do not increase equally  w ith tim e. 
D uring this tim e the therm al m otion  o f the stars acts to  scatter them  above and 
below  the plane w ith  m ean distance increasing with the age o f  the group. For a 
coeval stellar group described by  a M axw ell-B oltzm ann d istribution  as discussed in 
§2.8 a scale height can be  associated with the velocity  dispersion and thus the age 
o f  the group, i.e H z oc <j\ , scaled by  the z -com pon en t o f the d isc ’ s gravitational 
potential.
Scale  height — age re lation for disc s ta rs
o
Figure 3.7: The predicted change o f vertical scale height and velocity dispersion with 
time, based on data from Wielen (1977).
Figure 3.7 shows the trends in scale-height and W -com p on en t ve locity  d isper­
sion as determ ined by W ielen  for a constant diffusion coefficient (w hich  gives the 
best em pirica l fit, o f those tried by  W ielen ). T he lines through the points are
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relationships determ ined for the surface distribution  study o f  this section . T h e
in m egayears (a  relationship for a w  is given in the follow ing section ). N ote the 
sim ilarity in shape o f  the curves, but difference in scale, as expected .
brow n dwarfs. T h e  largest uncertainty in using this form  o f  H z( t ) com es from  the 
assum ption  that the popu lations m ove sm ooth ly  from  one isotherm al d istribution  
to  the next throughout their evolution . For the oldest stars this appears to  be 
reasonable but for the youngest ob je cts , m ost tightly  coup led  to  the star-form ing 
regions o f the m id -p lane the group dispersion is likely to  represent the loca l con ­
ditions during form ation . It m ay take several hundred m illion  years before  the 
younger groups have relaxed into the overall G alactic potential. W ie len  notes that 
the pred icted  trend o f  A z { t )  is m ore accurate for young stars whereas the trend in 
A W  becom es m ore uncertain w ith tim e. W ith  this in m ind, it w orth com paring  
the standard approach to  the tim e-dependent one and suggesting that even if the 
d istribu tion  o f  the youngest ob jects  is not well represented by  H z ( t ), it likely to 
be even less well represented by  H z — con sta n t  and that the W ielen  m od el gives 
a ‘first ord er ’ im provem ent.
T he surface density distribution  now becom es
T he effect o f  a tim e-dependent scale height is p lotted  in figure 3.8, in which the 
stellar (solid  line) and sub-stellar (dashed line) contributions are shown for both
chosen H z(t)  relationship is quoted below , where t6 is the age o f the popu lation
H z(t)  =  3 .5 (t6)0-5 (3.13)
Since a significant fraction  o f sub-stellar ob jects  in the M i <  14 range w ill be 






density distributions. P lot (a) shows the absolute difference in num ber counts 
betw een the constant and tim e-dependent cases. T h e  counts have been scaled by 
25, to  represent the variation over an area o f  25 square degrees: the COSMOS - 
m easured area o f a Schm idt plate. T he difference over this scale is unm easurable 
for I <  18, w hich  is roughly the com pleteness lim it o f a IV -N  I-band survey plate. 
B eyond  this, the use o f  a constant scale height appears to  greatly  over-estim ate the 
num bers w ith  respect to  the tim e-dependent case. P lot (b ) shows the fractional 
con tribu tion  o f  brow n dwarfs to  the distribution  for both  cases, w hich  sheds som e 
light on the variation below  1 =  18. T he tim e-dependent case suggests a sm aller 
fraction  o f sub-stellar ob je cts  w hich is m ost significant in the I =  18 to  21 range: 
w ithin the range o f C C D  surveys. In these exam ples, is based upon  an a  =
— 1.5 m ass fu n ction  norm alised over the previously  discussed range and generated 
w ith B C  given by equation  3.5.
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Figure 3.8: A  comparison o f the expected number counts for constant (solid line) and 
time-dependent (dashed line) density functions, figure (a) compares absolute numbers 
and (b ) shows the fractional variation, both for the same 25 deg2 held
Im plicit in all o f the preceeding distributions is the assum ption  that the observer 
(the Earth or Solar System ) lies at the m id -G alactic  plane in the centre o f  the
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p(z )  d istribution . N um erous studies recently  have suggested that the Sun lies 
several tens oi parsecs above the plane: T he low  mass star lum inosity  function  
o f K irkpatrick  et al. 1994 derives a n orth /sou th  G alactic num ber density fraction  
that im plies Z Q ~  41pc. Stobie & Ishida (1987) also use n orth /sou th  (polar) stars 
counts to  infer Z Q ~  42pc. Van der K ruit (1989) measures 12pc from  deep space 
G alaxy  surface brightness m easurem ents and num erous authors ( B rand & B litz , 
1993, C om bes 1991 and references therein) have used the d istribution  o f  m olecu lar 
clouds and C O  to  infer values in the range 20 ±  20pc. T he co llective  strength o f 
these argum ents lies in the variety o f  different techniques that have independently  
suggested a value in the range 0 <  zQ <  40 (parsecs). These values are sm all 
com pared  to  the scale o f  the old  disc star distribution  (11 z ~  350pc) but are a 
considerable fraction  o f  the scale height for younger stars. T o exam ine the likely 
variation in surface d istribution  for z& >  0, the density function  is m odified  to
p/po =  (3 .16)
w here 2* =  z & +  r  sin b.
T h e result o f  this change is determ ined for both  the constant and tim e-depen den t 
scale height cases. F igure 3.9 shows the result, by d irectly  com paring  the S ( I )  
distributions. T w o  groups o f curves are apparent, the solid lines (th ick : all ob je cts , 
thin: brow n dwarfs on ly) represent the basic ‘ constant scale height, z@ =  O’ case. 
T he dashed lines show the affect o f assum ing ze  =  50pc w ith a constant scale 
height o f 350pc: a m inor increase in num bers, as expected  for a density fu n ction  
that is varying on  a m uch larger scale than the z@ variation. T h e  dot-dashed  
lines show the z e  =  0 d istribution  for the tim e-dependent scale height, w ith  the 
d otted  curves showing the equivalent zQ =  50pc case. Here, the relative increase 
in num bers is m ore pronounced , particularly in the I <  18 region. O ver this range, 
w hich is accessible to  Schm idt survey plates, the integrated (brow n dw arf) counts 
for the tim e-dependent case increase by around 50%  from  7 to  11. C om pare 
this to the tim e-independent case, where the absolute num bers are larger but 
the fractional change is sm aller: 20% from  15 to 18. N ote that the z& — 50pc
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distributions, in b oth  cases pred ict less ob je cts  in the range 1=10 to  13 and then 
m ore beyon d  this. This is due to  the fact that observer is not lying in the densest 
part o f  the d istribution  and because the survey beam  is poin ting  south through 
the G a lactic  plane where the density increases, before fa lling-off again for negative
i
Figure 3.9: A comparison o f the expected number counts for constant (solid line) and 
time-dependent (dot-dashed line) density functions at zQ =  0 and the corresponding 
cases: constant H z (dashed line) and time-dep. H z( t ) (dotted line) for zq =  50pc
To sum m arise this section , the integrated num ber o f  brow n dwarfs w ithin  the flux 
lim it o f  an I-band survey plate is around five to twenty per square degree for the 
favoured mass function  in a m id-latitude field. O f the variables considered here, 
this estim ate is m ost sensitive to the mass function  param eters, particu larly  the 
norm alisation , which scales directly  with the num ber density. T h e  assum ption  o f 
a tim e-dependent density function  reduces the expected  counts by a factor o f 0.5, 
and the variation due to  raising the Sun’s position  above the plane by 50pc acts
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to opp ose  this loss, by doubling the num bers to w ithin 60%  o f the standard case 
(i.e. to  about 10 d eg - 2 ). In term s o f age, the brown dw arf d istribution  in the I 
<  18 range is alm ost exclusively  m ade-up o f ob jects  less than 1 G yr in age: 95%  
by num ber, o f  which > 6 0 %  are younger than 0.5 G yr and m ost are fa in ter  than 
1=17. This has the im portant im plication  that any detected  brow n dwarfs will 
alm ost certain ly  m im ic the properties o f  dM  stars and thus som e kind o f  fo llow -up  
program m e is required to  d iscrim inate betw een the populations.
T h e  fractional con tribu tion  o f brow n dwarfs to the d istribution  o f stars w ith masses 
less than 0 .2M 0 , corresponding approxim ately  to  type dM4- and later, is around
0.35, though this falls to  around 0.2 for ob jects  near the plate lim it in the tim e- 
dependent density case. T o quantify this further, the figure 3.10 shows the ex p ected  
fraction  o f  brow n dwarfs w ithin each spectral sub-class, and the relative num bers 
betw een them . This was produced  by generating the surface distributions for stars 
w ithin  a g iven range o f tem peratures which have been chosen to  roughly represent 
the range o f  dM  sub-classes. T he counts are for the constant scale-height case, 
refer to  figure 3.8 to  scale the relative counts for the tim e-dependent case and 
figure 3.9 to  scale the absolute num bers. Table 3.3 gives the adop ted  effective 
tem perature range for each sub-class, w hich are each about 150 to  200 K  w ide; 
the size o f  typ ica l quoted  uncertainties. T he basis o f this scale are the references 
given in table 3.2.
S p ectra l class M 4 M5 M 6 M 7 M 8 M 9 M 10
T eff (A ') 3250 -3 050 3050 -2 900 29 00-2700 27 00-2550 2550-2300 2 3 00 -2 050 20 5 0 -1 8 0 0
Table 3.3: Approximate temperature range for dM spectral sub-classes.
T he are tw o striking features about figure 3.10, T he paucity  o f  o b je cts  o f  class dM 4 
and o f  hydrogen -burn ing stars beyond c!M7. T he first feature is fictitious and due 
to the fact that the stellar m odel used does not extend, in term s o f  T eff to  the upper 
lim it o f  the dM 4 range and so this bin is unreliable. T he dearth o f  M  dwarfs beyon d  
















Figure 3.10: The relative number of brown dwarfs and hydrogen-burning stars per spec­
tral sub-class per square degree for I< 18.
atm ospheres lead to  system atic shifts o f 100 to  200K in effective tem perature. If 
this figure were p lotted  w ith  the Nelson et al. (1993) m odels the counts w ould 
be shifted late-w ards by  about 1 sub-class. For the D ’antona & M azzitelli (1994) 
m odel, the shift late-w ard is one to tw o sub-classes. T h e  choice o f  s te lla r /b row n  
dw arf m ass lim it, the H B M M  is also im portant. Here, a value o f  0 .078M q has 
been used as discussed earlier. Again, this is m odel dependent, w ith  the NR.J93 
m odel pred icting  a higher H B M M  and therefore few er  stars in later bins. T h e  m ot 
recent Baraffe and Chabrier (1996) m odel estim ates H B M M  ~  O.O7M0 , the use o f 
which w ould lead to  predictions o f  m ore stars o f  later type  and correspond ingly  
less brow n dwarfs.
In the light o f this uncertainty figure 3.10 should not be taken too  literally. W h at 
it does tell us is that for I-band Schm idt-p lates the observable distribution o f  brown  
dwarfs is likely to peak around M 6  and then fall-off. Brow n dwarfs o f  later type  
are o f course m uch m ore num erous than the young M 6 ob je c ts , but they will
dM s u b c la s s
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not be detected  in any significant num bers below  1=18, whereas the num ber o f 
hydrogen-burn ing M  dwarfs really does fall off to zero beyond  about dM 6, as 
previous lum inosity  functions have shown.
3.3.4  Observable kinematic distribution
In this section , the likely d istribution  o f proper m otions for very low  mass stars 
is considered. T he assum ptions m ade in the previous section  about the space 
d istribution  o f the popu lation  are com bined  w ith a sim ple k inem atic m odel. T he 
intention  is to  determ ine if there are any m easurable properties that m ay be useful 
for the d iscrim ination  o f stars and brown dwarfs.
T he basic m odel recjuires a d istribution  o f velocities. In G a lactic  co-ord inates 
stellar velocities are resolved in to U, V  and W  com ponents. T h e  axes are oriented  
tow ard the G a lactic  centre (U ), the local d irection  o f rotation  about the G a lactic  
centre (V ) and the north G alactic pole (W ). T he d istribution  about each axis 
is assum ed to  be  (independently ) random  w ith Gaussian dispersion , im p ly in g  an 
ellipsoidal v e loc ity  distribution . This m odel has been shown be reasonably realistic 
(M ihalas & B inney p. 418), particularly  for the W  com pon en t, which does seem  
to  be  strongly independent o f  U and V . As discussed in the previous section , 
the v e loc ity  dispersions o f a stellar population  appear to  increase w ith age. A 
functiona l form  for the grow th o f a w  was shown in figure 3.7 and equations for 
each com p on en t, derived from  W ie len ’s data are given below . In each case, the 
age o f  the popu lation  t6 is supplied in m egayears. These fits are based on W ie len ’s 
constant dispersion  coefficient case, and the curves are just scaled by the dispersion 
at 10 G yr. T h e  dispersions for the ‘ tim e independent’ case vary w ith  the pop u lation  
that is used to  define them . W ielen  determ ines the values for the I\ and M  dw arf 
sub-set o f  the G liese catalogue at a m id-plane value (au  : a y  ■ aw  =  39 : 23 : 20) 
and the average integrated over z (48 : 29 : 25), this latter set are adop ted  here 
(all velocities are given in k m /s ).
a Lr(t) =  0 .6 0 (f6)0'5 (3. i 7)
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a v (t) =  0.38 ( i 6)a5 (3 .18)
a w {t)  =  0 .3 2 (i6)u'5 (3 .19)
T he vertex  o f  the largest com ponent o f the U V W  distribution  is oriented tow ard 
a d irection  that is called the longitude o f  the vertex  and is found to be l v ~  0° 
for ‘ m atu re ’ popu lations. T he correction  to  the p ro jected  U V W  com pon en ts for 
dev iation  from  this vertex d irection  is given by M ihalas & B inney (p. 421):
U =  Ui cos l v +  V\ sin l v (3 .20)
V  =  —U\ s in l v +  Vi co s£ v (3 .21)
W  =  W i (3 .22)
T here is an observed trend o f increasing vertex deviation  w ith younger popu lations 
(m ore  exactly , popu lations o f earlier spectral type). A gain  W ie len ’s study explores 
this and a tim e-dependent vertex deviation  function  can be ex tracted  from  it. 
E quation  3.23 gives a cu b ic fit up to  250 M yr ( f6 is age in M yr) w ith  a linear 
extrapola tion  to  l v =  0° at 500 M yr. T he predictions and fit are shown in figure
3.11 w hich  shows the increasingly positive deviation  for younger d istributions. 
R eal variations are negative as well as positive but there is no m odel as yet which 
can describe this.
i v =  91.2 -  0 .7 9 (i6) +  0.0024(T6)2 -  2.37 x 10~6(T6)3. (3 .23)
T o derive proper m otions from  this, the velocities can be corrected  for the solar 
m otion  w ith  respect to  the local standard o f rest, w hich is d irected  tow ards [ t  =  
53,° b =  25° ) w ith com ponents Uq =  —9 ,V q  =  12, W® =  7 in k m /s  (M ihalas
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Figure 3.11: The relationship between longitude o f vertex and age, for young stellar 
populations. Based on calculations by Wielen (1977).
& B inney p. 399). Transform ing from  the G alactic (U V W ) to  the rectangular 
equatorial fram e (heliocentric x , y , z )  and applying the follow ing tran sform ation 2 
yields the required proper m otions 
(and radial v e loc ity ).
x  cos 8 cos a  +  y  cos <5 sin a  +  i  sin 8 =  Vr (3 .24)
—x  sin 8 cos a  — y sin 8 sin a  +  z  cos 8 =  dy$ (3 .25)
— x  sin a  +  y  cos a  =  d/j.a cos 8 (3 .26)
Here, a , 8 are the celestial co-ordinates o f the o b je c t , y a , y s c o s 6  the correspon d ­
ing proper m otion  com ponents and d is the distance o f the star from  the Sun. 
T h e  d istribu tion  is produ ced  using a ‘ M onte C arlo ’ m eth od , by random ly  generat­
ing a d istance accord ing  the density distributions defined earlier. U V W  velocities
2see Trumpler & Weaver p. 244 for example
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are sim ilarly  selected from  their distributions and com bin ed  w ith absolute m agni­
tudes and random ly-generated positions w ithin a specified field. T hree cases are 
considered:
(i) C onstant scale height, m ean velocity  dispersion.
(ii) T im e-d ep . scale height, tim e-dependent ve locity  dispersion.
(iii) T im e-d ep . scale height, tim e-dep . velocity  dispersion, vertex deviation
In each case, the favoured a  =  —1.5 mass function , norm alised to  pmm =  0.1 M Qp c~ 3 
over the range 0.01 — 0.09M ® is used.
Figure 3.12 shows the pred icted  case (i) distribution  o f  old  (>  5 G yr) disc dwarfs 
(upper p lots) and brow n dwarfs (lower p lots) for tw o fields studied in this survey: 
21/l, — 45° (bgai =  —41° ) and 1^30, —40° (bgai =  —74° ). T he contours represent 
the num ber o f  ob jects  per square degree on a linear scale, w ith the largest ring 
contain ing about 65%  o f the ob jects . T h e  distributions show the ex p ected  stream  
tow ard the antapex o f the Solar m otion , w ith increasing p a and decreasing ps 
w ith the brow n dw arf distributions being further off-axis than the o ld  disc group 
by approxim ately  0".05 y r_ i . T here is no evidence o f the B D  contours being 
skewed w ith respect to  the old  disc.
Cases (ii) and (iii) for the brow n dw arf popu lation  are given in figure 3.13 and 
show that a) the assum ption  o f tim e-dependent ve locity  dispersion results in a 
considerable off-axis shift, acting to exaggerate the case (i) d istributions and b ) 
the additional assum ption  o f tim e-varying vertex deviation  does not add any fur­
ther significant variation. T he old disc distribution  for cases (ii) and (iii) is not 
shown since b oth  variables are significant on ly for young and in term ediate aged- 
ob jects  and so the pred iction  is unchanged. T he con tribution  m ade by younger 
hydrogen-burning stars is m ore relevant though, and the contours o f  the com bin ed  
brow n dw arf and stellar distribution  for ob jects  younger than 2 G yr are over­
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Figure 3.12: Predicted proper motion distributions for old disc dM stars and brown 
dwarfs in the same fields (case i).
a sim ilar inclination  but are not so far displaced from  the origin. T h e  difference in 
d isp lacem ent is larger for the l /l30, —40° held, as m uch as 0 " .l  y r -1 com pared  to 
approxim ately  0".05 y r ~ l in the 21h, —45° field. In order to  use this in form ation , 
sufficient ob je cts  m ust be detected  to ensure good  definition o f  the d istributions. 
Since the popu lations are m ixed , the m easured effect is an overly -e longated  dis­
tribution  in the third quadrant. For the l ;i30, — 40° field, at least 60 o b je c ts  are 
needed in order to  constitu te the barest m in im um  over-density, which by op tim istic  
estim ates from  the previous section  m ay require betw een four and th irty  square 
degrees; w ithin  the range o f  single survey field.
In sum m ary, the m a jority  o f hydrogen-burning stars have proper m otions o f  less 
than 0 " .l  y r - 1 . D ue to  the relative nearness o f any detected  brow n dwarf, the 
group will show a larger m ean proper m otion  by up to O Tl yr 1 which m ay allow  
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Figure 3.13: Predicted proper motion distributions for brown dwarfs (case ii: time- 
dependent velocity distribution, case iii: as case ii plus time-dep. vertex deviation).
indistinguishable.3 G iven the relative num ber o f  M -dw arfs and B D s in a sam ple 
(see previous section ) and the extent o f  overlap o f the M -dw arf proper m otion  
distribution  it is unlikely that the observed proper m otions alone can be  used to 
identify  ob jects . A ny ob jects  w ith a m otion  in excess o f  0 " .l  y r -1 will be  o f  interest 
though and plate m aterial can be selected with this in m ind.
3.4 Requirements of the survey.
T he basic ph ilosophy behind the p ro ject m ethod  is to  use red-sensitive p h o to ­
graphic plates to  detect brown dw arf stars in the field. T h e  w ide field o f  survey 
plates com pensates for their poor ‘ quantum  efficien cy ’ (sensitiv ity  to  light). P re­
vious ph otograph ic surveys o f coo l stars have selected ob jects  w ith the V - I  colour 
(R eid  & G ilm ore 1982, Stobie et al. 1989) and others have used R -I  (H aw kins &
3 As discussed previously, young brown dwarfs are predicted to follow a similar evolutionary path to 
pre-main sequence stars, giving them similar broad-band colours and spectra for the first 0.5 Gyr or so.
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Bessell 1988, Leggett & Hawkins, 1988, T inney  et al. 1993). T h e  areal coverage o f 
these surveys has varied from  a single field to  270 square degrees (ten  fields) and 
the em phasis has been on selecting the reddest ob jects , w hich, as discussed above, 
is not necessarily equivalent to  selecting the m ost likely brow n dw arf candidates. 
In this survey, attention  is given to  those ob jects  which show apparent youth  in 
term s o f  over-lum inosity  for a given colour and d istinctive proper m otion . E xtrem e 
red o b je cts  are obviously  not rejected  as these are interesting in their ow n right, 
but hotter o b je cts  o f class M 5 or M 6 are not necessarily rejected  either.
T he preceeding sections have suggested several constraints which should be  con ­
sidered in order to  m ake the best use o f the available m aterial. T h e  plate m aterial 
for the program m e has been chosen on the basis o f  w aveband, p late quality  and 
tem poral baseline. R  and I band plates are used for the p h otom etric  selection  o f 
near infrared ob jects  and the construction  o f a lum inosity  function  v ia  a colour- 
lum inosity  relationship. As the b o lom etric  relationships discussed in §2.5 suggest 
this is likely to be  reliable for R -I  <  2.0 and unreliable for R - I  >  3.0. A  third 
w aveband, Bj has been included in order to  provide 2 -colour d istributions which 
allow  identification  o f the m ain sequence and possible contam inants and to  act as 
a ‘ null resu lt’ in the detection  o f extrem ely  red ob jects  (i .e.  o b je cts  w ith  no B j 
counterpart). T h e  p ro jected  I-band num ber counts are very sensitive to  the flux 
lim it and so the best possible survey-gracle plates are required to  ensure a con ­
sistently deep plate lim it. Assum ing an I-plate lim it o f  18.0, and an u pp er-lim it 
to the R - I  index o f approxim ately  3.0, A n R-bancl plate lim it o f 21.0 is im plied , 
which is a reasonable value for an A  or B -grade plate.
M ore than one deep plate o f each ph otom etric  band is required for each field in 
order rem ove spurious im ages from  each plate by  in ter-com parison . S ince the 
U K S T  R  and I surveys are not yet com plete , and are on ly  required to have one ‘ a ’ 
grade plate per w aveband, poorer quality ‘ b ’ grade plates m ust also be used to  m eet 
this requirem ent. Fields close to the G alactic plane are ruled-out due to  the large 
num ber o f im ages which crow d to the point o f over-lapping. T h e  U K E quatorial 
R  survey replaces the deep R  survey in this region, defined as \boai\ >  20° . This
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survey uses short exposures and so is unsuitable for this p ro ject.
T he m easurem ent o f proper m otions requires plates to have been exposed  at epochs 
that are suitably separated to provide a good  m easure o f the im age d isp lacem ent. 
T his tem pora l baseline determ ines the quality o f the proper m otion  m easurem ent; 
the longer, the better. To detect ob jects  w ith total proper m otions o f  0 " .l  y r_1 as 
discussed, requires a baseline o f at least two years since, as shown in the follow ing  
chapter, the typ ica l positional transform  uncertainty is 2 to  3 m icrons ( O'M =  
1.5/Ltm ). It follow s that a baseline in excess o f four years is need to  determ ine 
a 0".05 y r “ 1 d isp lacem ent, though the use o f centroid ing to  identify  the different 
proper m otion  groups discussed above will add som e leeway to  this value if num bers 
perm it. These values give the barest l a  detection  and so a baseline o f  at least 6 
years is necessary to  ensure m easurem ents o f reasonable quality.
T he follow ing table lists all plate m aterial used in this work. ESO  S chm idt ri­
band plates are prefixed w ith an ‘e ’ in their plate num ber. T he table is ordered by 
increasing field num ber, w ith increasing plate num ber (and hence ep och ) w ithin 
each h eld ). P lates scanned by S u p e r C o s m o s  are indicated  w ith  a tick  m ark ( 
a /) in co lu m n  three, others having been scanned by COSMOS . O nly  five o f  the 
fields have plate scans and ph otom etric  data o f a high enough quality  to  p rod u ce  a 
reliable lum inosity  function  (see Chapter 4 for further details on  quality  estim ates). 
These fields are 117, 341, 342, 343 and 349. T he rem aining p late m ateria l was 
selected for various pre-survey studies and was not originally intended to  be part 
o f the program m e. T h e  three year gap betw een COSMOS and SUPERCOSMOS has 
led to the use o f  this m aterial to extend the red ob je c t  survey. This ty p e  o f  work 
does not require such high standards o f m aterial and calibration  but, as discussed 
in C hapter 5 has provided  the m ost interesting result o f the p ro ject. T h e  right­
m ost colum n lists the sources o f principal ph otom etric  calibration  sequences, w hich 
are listed in table 3.5. T he reference is given for the first plate in each field and 
applies to  all m aterial for that field, unless a further reference is given for a specific  
plate.
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Table 3.4: Plate material used in the colour-selection programme and the space distri­
bution measurements. Each field has two or more plates in both R. and 1 bands.
Field C*B1950 <5.B1950 b11,gal Plate No. S u p e r C o s .? G rade E poch Ref.
117 o co
_
oo -6 0 ° -45° J 2635 A 76.7 1,3
eR  5364 - 83.8
I 9647 b 84,8
O R  9746 b 84.9
I 9747 V b 84.9
O R  15825 V B2 93.8
296 01* 18’ 1 O o -76° J 3524 A2 77.6 4
eR  4429 - 81.8
O R  13216 V B4 89.6
I 13820 a 90.7
I 13821 V a 90.7
297 01/l 44 ’
oO1 i -4 CO o J 3593 A2 77.7 2
eR  4506 \! - 81.9
O R  10353 a 85.6
I 10435 V A2 85.7
I 10441 A 2 85.7
R  12688 y/ b 88.6
341 20h 48 ’ 1 O o -39° J 2375 A  2 74.4 1
R  4341 B 86.5
eR  6600 - 86.6
I 7254 y/ B2 81.7
I 8067 A2 82.6
O R  14521 v 7 A2 91.7
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Field &B 1950 £51950 hngal Plate No. S u p e r C o s .? G rade E poch Ref.
342 2 l h 14’
oO1 OI J 3564 A 2 77.7 1
eR  6596 - 85.6
O R  11184 A 2 86.5
I 11422 B4 86.8
I 13883 V B4 90.8
O R  14588 V A2 91.7
343 2 l h 40 ’ 1 o o -49° J 828 A l 74.6 1
R  4478 B4 78.7
eR  6227 - 85.8
I 7247 V B3 81.8
1 12809 A2 88.8
O R  13844 V A3 90.7
349 O 5r
*
o -3 5 ° -77° I 3533 a 77.6 5
R  5363 V B3 79.8
J 6145 A 2 80.5
eR  7636 - 88.7
I 16393 V A2 94.8
#  Reference
1 Stobie et al. 1983a,b
2 Lasker et al. 1988
3 Mighell 1990
4 Cunow 1993
5 Cunow & Ungruhe 1995
6 Metcalfe et al. 1995
Table 3.5: Photometric calibration sources for table 3.4
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Chapter 4
Plate measuring machines: 
properties and techniques
4.1 Measuring machines at the Royal Observatory.
This p ro je ct  spans the period  which saw the end o f one o f E d inburgh ’s p late m ea­
suring m achines and the start o f  another. It has not been possib le to  con stru ct a 
survey based on a set o f m easurem ents from  a single m achine and so the properties 
o f both  are review ed and com pared . Subsequent sections in this chapter discuss 
reduction  o f  analysis o f  this data, noting differences, sim ilarities and attem p tin g  
to assess the quality  o f SUPERCOSMOS m easurem ents in the p r o je c t ’s early stages. 
T he h istory o f  the m easurem ent o f photograph ic plates at the R O E  goes back  to 
the G A L A X Y  p ro je ct in 1965. G A L A X Y  is claim ed to  be an acronym  for G eneral 
A u to m a tic  L u m in osity  A n d  X Y  m easuring m achine. T h e  goal o f  the m ach ine 
was to  prov ide  astrom etric and photom etric  data lim ited  on ly  by  the fundam ental 
accuracy o f  the plate m aterial (and not the m easuring d ev ice ). G A L A X Y  was lim ­
ited to  the m easurem ent o f  stellar im ages and cou ld  process up to  900 per hour. 
T he im pen din g  southern hem isphere Schm idt surveys prom ised a supply  o f  data
that far exceeded  G A L A X Y ’s w orking speed and so the C O S M O S 1 p ro je ct  began. 
COSMOS began m easuring its C o-O rd in ates , Sizes, M agn itu d es, O rien tations and 
Shapes in 1979 (R eddish  1992, assures us that the acronym  is genuine). M easur­
ing a w hole Schm idt plate with sub-m icron  accuracy in about 6 hours, COSMOS 
fulfilled its astrom etric role and retired gracefully in 1993. T he next generation  
prom ised to  extract the full range o f ph otom etric  in form ation  from  a ph otograph ic 
im age as well as im proving  positional accuracy (by  a factor 10) and reducing m ea­
suring tim e by  a factor o f  3 or so. A t T h e  R O E , the SUPERCOSMOS m ach ine has 
been built to  achieve this. It officially began m easuring in 1996 and is one o f  8 
m icrodensitom eters designed for w ide-field astronom y currently at work around 
the w orld (see Lasker 1995, G uibert 1992, Deul 1992 and de Vegt et al. 1992 for 
details o f  the other seven).
T h e  principal use o f  b oth  COSMOS and SUPERCOSMOS is to  m easure the p h o to ­
graphic plates that store the Schm idt sky surveys. In practice  this m eans m ea­
suring the (x ,y ) position  and light transm ission through the em ulsion  for each o f 
the 109 10fim  -p ixels per plate. A ny  other in form ation  derived from  a scan is 
a function  o f  position  and transm ission and so these values determ ine the a ccu ­
racy o f  all subsequent uses o f  the data. As stated for the G A L A X Y  p ro je ct , the 
intention  o f the m easuring m achines is (ideally ) to  con tribute no noise to  the m ea­
surem ent process. T h e  designs em ployed  by the tw o (real) m achines to  ensure that 
ph otograph ic noise dom inates are very different.
4.1.1 C O SM O S
(Figures quoted  in this section are from  the report by M acG illivray  & Stob ie  
(1985) unless stated otherw ise.) T he light source used to  m easure transm ission  in 
the C o s m o s  m achine was a spot generated by a cathode ray tube. A  p h otom u l­
tiplier tu be  recorded  the light intensity and the photograph ic plate sat betw een 
the tw o instrum ents. COSMOS achieved its speed by using a ‘ flying s p o t ’ which
^ h e n  the text refers to COSM OS, I am referring to both the C O S M O S  and S u p e r C o s m o s  machines. 
Individual machines are referred to by quoting the name in SMALL CAPITALS style.
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swept in the x -d irection  whilst the carriage holding it m oved in the y -d irection , 
p roducing  a television -sty le raster scan o f  a rectangular ‘ lane ’ on  the plate. T h e  
positional accuracy  is registered prior to  each lane m easurem ent using M oire fringe 
gratings and scanning began after the carriage had stabilised to  0 .5 ¡nn  in x and 
y. A ccu ra cy  w ithin the lane depended upon the chosen spot and pixel size. For 
a 16¡.im increm ent, used to produce the data used in this survey, an accu racy  o f 
± 4 fim  was attained for a single pixel. Im age positions based on intensity-w eighted 
centroids can reduce this random  noise to  about 1.2fim  . C onsistency  during the 
six hours o f  a scan was achieved using a clim ate-con trolled  room  w ith  a tem p er­
ature stabilised to  2 0 ± 0 .5  °C , to  reduce physical expansion and con traction . T h e  
room  was kept dust free by filtering particles larger than 2fim  and m aintain ing an 
over-pressure in the room .
T he halo generated by  the C R T  spot accounted for 5%  o f  the light and led to 
reduction  in the m easurable contrast. T he lim iting dynam ic range o f  COSMOS 
em ulsion density m easurem ents as a result o f  this is given as 1.2 density  units 
above the loca l sky density. T he IllaJ  em ulsion is used as an exam ple: COSMOS 
noise exceeds photograph ic noise when m easuring densities above 2.5D , where 
em ulsion  range is from  zero to  three. T he quoted p h otom etric  accuracy, based 
upon intensity-w eighted m easurem ent is ± 0 .0 3  m agnitudes, though in practice  
m easurem ent o f  a single plate is lim ited  to about ± 0 .1  m ag. (R e id  1992). A  final 
restriction  on the scanning o f Schm idt plates should be m entioned: the physical 
arrangem ent o f  the table lim its the m easurable area o f a plate to  the central 286 x 
286m m  square. This usually results in the loss o f im ages close to  the plate edge. As 
these im ages suffer heavily from  the effects o f  vignetting, they are usually discarded 
unless a study o f  plate-p late overlapping is being m ade. This is not im portan t in 
this p ro ject  and so the lim itation  is not im portant.
4.1.2 SuperCOSM OS
SUPERCOSMOS differs from  its predecessor in the way that it m easures light. As
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with the nascent P P M  m achine at the US Naval O bservatory (Lasker 1995) it uses 
a single-d im ensioned C C D -based  system . Each o f  the C C D ’s 2048 pixels has a 
size o f 10 x 10 fim which m easure light from  a slit-focussed laser source as the 
array is drifted  in the y -d irection . Spanning the w idth  o f  a single (1280-p ixel) 
lane, the fixed line o f  pixels perform s the jo b  o f the flying spot in COSMOS . T he 
granite m easurem ent table is designed to  give a positional accuracy  o f  b etter  than 
0.3 ¡im  w hich  is achieved partly  by  controlling tem perature in the dust-filtered room  
to w ithin  0.05 °C . W orking under these conditions the m achine can scan a p late 
at 10¡im  resolution  (0 ” .7) in 2 hours. T he physical design o f  the m ach ine enables 
plates o f  0.5 x 0.5 m  to  be fu lly  scanned w hich rem oves the 286 x 286 m m  restriction  
o f COSMOS and allows the edges o f  plates to  scanned. In term s o f  astrom etry  
and p h otom etry  SUPERCOSMOS prom ises to  work close to the m easured lim its o f 
photograph ic em ulsions. A strom etric  precision is lim ited  by em ulsion  granularity 
and, accord ing  to  Lee & van A ltena (1983) is around OAfim and is independent 
o f  im age size prov ided  the im ages are over-sam pled by at least a factor 3 (w hich  
S u p e r C o SMOS should just achieve for im ages w ith 2-3” seeing d iscs). T h e  C C D  
array allows m easurem ent o f  densities o f up to  2.3 units above the sky level (c ./.
1.2 for COSMOS ). As yet, the effect this has on the quality o f  p h otom etry  has not 
been  reported .
4.2 The reduction and analysis of C O SM O S data
T h e follow ing  sections describe the process o f taking raw C O S M O S  data and p ro ­
ducing a catalogue o f stellar positions, displacem ents and p h otom etric  colours. 
F ive stages are involved:
1. R ed u ction  by  rejection  o f unwanted param eters.
2. Pairing im ages on a plate with their counterparts on all other plates.
3. C lassifying the im ages as stars, galaxies or other.
4. C alibrating the C O S M O S  m agnitude scale to a p h otom etric  system .
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5. M easuring im age displacem ents to give relative proper m otions.
T he density m ap produced  by a typica l C O SM O S scan is roughly 1 g igabyte in 
size. B efore the m ethods listed above can be applied , this m ap m ust be  reduced 
to a cata logue o f  im ages. T he C O SM O S u n it’ s im age analysis softw are perform s 
this task w hich  involves producing  a m edian-filtered m ap o f the background sky 
intensity. A  p ixel-con n ectin g  algorithm  (Thanisch  et al. 1984) builds im ages from  
those pixels that lie above a given intensity threshold. This threshold is usually 
set to  around 10% o f  the local (in terpolated) sky intensity. Each d etected  im age 
is then described  by  a set o f pixels from  w hich up to  32 param eters are ca lcu lated . 
This Im age A nalysis M ode (IA M ) dataset is typ ica lly  a few  tens o f  m egabytes in 
size and it is in this form  that the m easurem ents are su b jected  to  the five stages 
listed above.
T h e first stage involves the reduction  o f  the dataset by  retaining on ly  10 param ­
eters. These param eters are right ascension, declination , rectangular p late X ,Y  
centroid  co-ord inates, area, peak im age intensity, local sky intensity, sem i-m a jor
(a) and -m in or (b ) axes o f the ellipse fitted by  IA M  software to  the im age and 
‘ C O S M A G ’ , the instrum ental m agnitude. T he X , Y , a and b values are intensity- 
weighted. T h e  first pair o f  param eters are required for im age pairing, the second 
pair for proper m otion  m easurem ent, the next five for im age classification  and the 
final one for photom etry .
4.3 Image Pairing.
To prod u ce  a m u lti-co lou r ph otom etric  catalogue from  digitised ph otograph ic plates, 
each scan o f  a survey field must be m atched im age-for-im age with the other scans 
o f the field. This pairing  stage is carried out on C O S M O S  IA M  data files that have 
been reduced  and re-form atted  as discussed above. T he pairing process allows the 
rejection  o f  spurious im ages due to  em ulsion and m achine noise as such im ages 
have no counterpart on other plate scans. T he process requires a prim a ry  p late to
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cict as the co-ord in ate  iram e on to  which the other secondary  scans are m atched . 
A  pairing radius around each prim ary im age defines the detection  criteria. T he 
size o f  this radius determ ines the efficacy o f the process and places lim its on the 
survey ’s com pleteness and level o f k inem atic bias. T he best pairing radius to  use 
depends upon  the p h otom etric  colour, the brightness, p late position  and num ber 
density o f  the im ages. T w o pairing stages are used to  deal w ith these factors. A  
prelim inary pairing stage is carried out to  m atch  as m any o f  the prim ary im ages 
as possible. A  further pairing stage then refines the result o f the first stage by 
filtering out likely m is-pairs using criteria based on the im ages’ brightness and 
plate position .
4.3.1 Choosing a primary plate.
T h e prim ary p late should ideally contain m ore real im ages than any other p late 
o f the survey field. This generally m eans that the IA M  file w ith the m ost im ages 
is chosen. Since the survey requires R  and I colours for each im age, the prim ary 
should be  in one o f  these wavebands. A lthough  the infra-red sub jects o f this survey 
will be  brighter on  an I band plate, an R  plate is chosen as the prim ary for each 
field for 2 reasons; firstly, R  plates are usually m ore sensitive and so go deeper in 
term s o f  faintness, detecting  m ore ob je cts  (com pare Rum ~  21.5 to  lum zs 18.5). 
Secondly, the ability  to  detect an ob je c t  w ith the extrem e red colour o f  R -I fa  3.0 
is fixed by  the lim iting  faintness o f the R  plate since an 1=18.5 , R -I = 3 .0  o b je c t  
will be detected  on  an I plate but not on an R  plate).
T he tota l im age count can be affected by  large num bers o f  spurious im ages usually 
due to  em ulsion  noise peaking above the C O SM O S detection  threshold and from  
im ages being blended. Such contam ination  shows-up as fluctuations in the gener­
ally sm ooth  rise in im age count as a function  o f m agnitude (increasing faintness). 
Figure 4.1 shows the log (n u m b er)/m a g n itu d e  curves for tw o plates o f sim ilar w ave­
band in field 117. O ne m easured by COSMOS (a) and the other by SUPERCOSMOS
(b ). B oth  plates show excess im ages at the faintest m agnitudes w hich con tribu te
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significantly to  the overall im age total. T he SUPERCOSMOS m easurem ent shows 
a m arked deviation  from  sm oothness, alm ost certainly due to  the m ach ine since 
this is prelim inary SUPERCOSMOS p ro ject data. Such deviations w ould rule-out 
the use o f  the plate as a prim ary, and in this case raise doubts about the overall 
quality  o f the data.
(a ) OR 9746 (b ) OR 15825
COSMAG SuperCOSMAG
Figure 4.1: Raw magnitude distribution for R  band plates o f same field, (a): C o s m o s  , 
(b ): S u p e r C o s m o s
4.3.2 Image quality.
Im age quality refers to  the how well the C O SM O S im age represents the original 
im age p rod u ced  at the telescope. U ncertainty in the m easurem ent o f  position  
occurs due to  d istortion  o f an im age during the photograph ic p la te ’s exposure , de­
velopm ent and digitisation  stages. T he causes o f  im age d istortion  are sum m arised  
below :
• Trailing due to  telescope tracking errors during the exposure tim e o f the 
plate.
• Variations in em ulsion sensitivity across the plate.
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• Im age ‘ quantisation ’ due to  digitisation  lim its o f  the faintest im ages.
• T w o  or m ore close or over-lapping im ages being b lended into a single im age.
As discussed in section  3.2, all U K Schm idt plates are graded by the U K S T U . 
This grade is the m ost reliable indicator o f  the overall quality  o f  the plate. T he 
quality  o f the C O S M O S  scan  o f this plate can be studied by  exam ination  o f  im age 
axial ratios based on the C O SM O S intensity-w eighted sem i- m a jor  and m inor axial 
values assigned to  each im age ellipse. For stellar im ages the axial ratio should be 
close to  one since the im ages are just near-circular seeing discs.
4.3.3 The first pairing stage: Image number density.
For the prelim inary stage the prim ary plate is chosen as a reference fram e to  which 
other plates are com pared . C O S M O S  data provides tw o im age co-ord in ate  system s. 
C elestial co-ord inates based on astrom etry o f  FK 5 stars and accurate to  <  0".5  
are given as equ inox  J2000 and scan-dependent cartesian co-ord inates qu oted  to
0.01 p m  are available based on both  intensity w eighted and un-w eighted im age 
centroids. For the jo b  o f  im age pairing the celestial co-ordinates are sufficiently 
accurate and avoid the necessity o f p late-to-p late transform ations required by  the 
m ore accurate X ,Y  values. Having chosen the prim ary plate and reference fram e, a 
search radius is defined around each prim ary im age. T he closest secondary im age 
found in this area is chosen as a successful pair w ith the secondary im age record  
appended  to  the prim ary im age record. This produces a file w hich contains all o f 
the original prim ary im ages plus those secondary im ages which were m atch ed  to  
a prim ary. A n y  other secondary im ages are lost at this stage and are assum ed to 
be spurious.
T he size o f  the search radius used varies with each plate pair. T h e  value is de­
term ined by calcu lating the m ean im age separation on the secondary plate. T he 
pairing radius is set at one arcsecond below  this distance, to  a m in im um  o f  5
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arcseconds (a  lower lim it based on the results o f  testing the first pairing stage). 
T h e  pairing radius has a typical value o f 20” and ensures that alm ost all o f  the 
prim ary im ages are m atched  including any high proper m otion  o b je cts  w hich m ay 
be im portan t in nearby star survey.
M any m is-pairs ( ~  15% ) are in troduced  into the data how ever and the prob lem  is 
exacerbated  by the fact that the chosen pairing radius is a m ean value. T h ere  are 
generally fewer im ages towards the plate edges due to optica l v ignetting  and so 
the pairing radius over-estim ates the m ean separation o f  im ages in m ore densely- 
packed central parts o f the plate which encourages m is-pairing. T h e  prob lem  is 
offset by com pilin g , for each prim ary im age, a list o f  all candidate pairs. T h e  
nearest o f these candidates is chosen as the pair and rest rejected . This ensures 
that a prim ary is unlikely to be paired to a spurious secondary im age at the 
expense o f  a genuine one but does not alleviate the prob lem  o f  prim ary im ages 
being paired to  spurious secondaries when no genuine pair exists (either due to 
the poorer quality  o f  the secondary plate or the fact that the prim ary itself is a 
spurious im age). To correct for this type o f m is-pair, a second pairing stage is 
carried-out rejecting  spurious im ages on the basis o f a statistical analysis o f  this 
first pairing stage.
4.3.4 The second pairing stage: Image brightness and position.
T h e actual co-ord in ate  scatter for genuine im age pairs is m uch less than the tw enty- 
or-so arcseconds used in the first pairing stage. T he d istribution  o f  the scatter for 
all im ages paired at that stage is illustrated, for typica l plate pairs betw een four 
w avebands, in figure 4.2. T he distributions show a narrow Gaussian peak with 
a sm all tail. T h e  peak, whose full w idth  is generally less than five arcseconds, is 
the con tribu tion  from  genuine im age pairs and the tail is due to  m is-paired  im ages 
and accounts for around 15% o f the total num ber o f  prim ary im ages. A round 
10% o f  these im ages are lost due to blending (H eydon -D u m bleton  et al. 1989), 
leading to  genuine secondary im ages being m ispaired. T h e  rem aining 5%  or so are
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due to the pairing o f  spurious im ages caused by the use o f  a large pairing radius 
and the presence o f m any spurious im ages on both  plates. T he figures reveal the 
w avelength -dependence o f  the im age-pairing process. For the R 63f  to R 59f  and 
R-63F to  In pairings, there is a small transfornicition error o f  around one arcsecond 
and relatively  low  dispersion about this com pared  to the scatter in the R 63f  to  B j 
pairing about an offset tw o arcseconds and scatter extending to  four arcseconds 
(in agreem ent w ith  previous m easurem ents: M itchell, 1989).
B y  fitting  a suitable curve to the genuine im age distribution  we can filter out the 
large-separation  m is-pairs, but this does not solve the prob lem  o f the m is-pair 
d istribution  underlying the norm al curve. A  study o f  how the im ages w ith in  the 
Gaussian are d istributed reveals that the genuine im age scatter is dependent on 
im age brightness and plate position .
(a). R63(/R 63[ (F341) (b). Re3, /R 59[ (F341)
1 2 3 4 5
p la te -p la te  rras scatter (a rcsec .)
(d). R63f/B j (F341)
1 2 3 4 5
p la te -p la te  rm s scatter (a rcsec .)
1 2  3 4
p late—plate rm s scatter (arcsec.)
(c). R63f/ I N (F341)
p la te -p la te  rm s scatter (arcsec.)
Figure 4.2: Pairing scatter between plates o f various wavebands.
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Image brightness.
T he plate co-ord in ate  assigned to  an im age is determ ined from  the centroid  o f  an 
intensity-w eighted ellipse fitted to the pixels that m ake-up the C O S M O S  im age. 
T he lower lim it to im age size can be set prior to  the C O S M O S  scan and is set 
at 3 pixels for all scans used in this survey. Because o f the east-w est d irection  
o f the scanning head, such sm all im ages are m easured as east-w est ellipses rather 
than true circles and this reduces the accuracy o f the positional m easurem ent. 
T he brightest im ages show large diffraction  spikes which align them selves east- 
west and north-south . These spikes can be  broken-up into separate im ages by  the 
im age analysis software and this leads to  asym m etries in the overall shape o f  the 
im age w hich, again affects the positional m easurem ent.
T his variation in positional accuracy is dealt w ith by determ ining the scatter dis­
tribu tion  (the p rim ary /secon d ary  im age separation) for each m agn itude bin (in 
this case, bins are 20 C O S M A G  units w ide). A n  upper lim it to  the genuine im age 
distribu tion  (defined as fi ±  3 a ) is determ ined and secondary im ages w ith  larger 
scatter are rejected . T h e  m ean value, /i accounts for the underlying transform a­
tional error and the w idth , 3a is chosen such that the lim it results in the re jection  
o f no m ore than 15% o f the prim ary im ages (as discussed above). T h e  effect o f 
p late position  on  the scatter for each brightness group is also accou n ted  for. T h e  
variation in the m easured 3a  w idth w ith instrum ental m agnitude for each o f  the 
plate pair's represented in figure 4.2 is shown in figure 4.3. It is clear that there are 
m inor variations across the com m on  range with a slight decline for the brightest 
im ages, partly  h idden  by the poor num bers counts in these brightest bins.
Image position.
T he op tica l v ignetting o f photograph ic plates, the effects o f  differential a tm ospheric 
refraction  and the random  variations in em ulsion sensitivity  all con tribu te  to  the 
variation in the brightness, size and therefore quality o f im ages across the plate. 
T h e  v ignetting  function  and refraction properties are well understood (U K S T U
Pairing scatter: dependence on image brightness
COSMAG
Figure 4.3: Variation in the width o f the plate-to-plate pairing scatter with instrumental 
magnitude (C O SM A G : see §4.5). The four lines represent the pairing o f a single Rg3F 
plate to a single plate o f one o f the following wavebands: R 63F> R59F, In or B j, based 
011 field 341 measurements.
han dbook  , T ritton  1983) and result in a quite sudden drop in the num ber o f 
im ages w ith  radius beyon d  3° from  the plate centre. Em ulsion variations are 
generally random ly  spread and therefore im possib le to  account for analytically, al­
though the m agnitude o f the variations seems to  be em ulsion -dependent (w ith  the 
IV -N  em ulsion  being the worst case). B y  producing a m agn itude-b inned  scatter 
distribu tion  for sm all regions o f the plate, the affects o f  local em ulsion  variations 
can be  com pen sated  for and the affects o f v ignetting and refraction  are a u tom ati­
cally dealt w ith. T h e  chosen area is 30m m  x 30m m , which produces a 10 x 10 grid 
on  the p late and should account for variations in positional accuracy  over scales 
o f a few  centim etres (see §4.6 for further details).
summary.
T h e positional scatter o f  each im age pair then, is added to  a h istogram  on the basis 
o f  the prim ary brightness and plate position . A  Gaussian curve is fitted  w ith  the 
least squares m eth od  and an upper lim it to  the genuine im age scatter is defined 
as /i ±  3a  where ¡jl is the cu rve ’s m ean value, a  is the standard deviation  and the 
factor 3 has been  chosen by  m anual exam ination  o f the results o f the initial pairing 
process on  several sets o f  plates. T he usually results in a cu t-o ff radius o f  four to 
five arcseconds. Im ages which lie outside this lim it are flagged as a likely m ispair 
but retained for further study as a proper m otion  ob jects  (see §4.6). Pairing the 
IA M  data in this way results in a catalogue o f im ages w ith com parative  m easures 
o f brightness, position  and shape which can be used to  d iscrim inate betw een the 
different popu lations o f detected  ob jects .
4.3.5 Kinematic bias
A stellar survey based on the ph otom etric  selection o f im ages from  ph otograph ic 
plates is su b ject to  a kinem atic bias due to the fact that the sam ple has been 
com piled  by pairing im ages o f each m em ber on different ph otograph ic plates. This 
process involves defining a pairing radius around each m aster (or ‘ tem p la te ’ ) im age 
w ithin  w hich  the corresponding im age is searched for on secondary plates. A n y  star 
whose proper m otion  exceeds the pairing diam eter will not be  d etected , resulting in 
a biased sam ple. T h e  baseline betw een the photograph ic plates, i.e. the difference 
in tim e betw een  the exposure o f the plates will determ ine w hether the chosen 
pairing radius is large enough to detect a given proper m otion . For exam ple , a 
1” radius used to  pair plates with a baseline o f  5 years will on ly  detect stars that 
have m otions o f  0” .‘2 y r_1 or less.
In a ph otom etrica lly -lim ited  survey this bias acts against less lum inous stars w hich 
m ust be  relatively  closer to  be detected . T he nearer a star, o f a given tangential 
velocity , the larger its proper m otion  and thus the m ore likely it is to  be  excluded  
form  the sam ple. Using too  sm all a pairing radius then leads to  a sam ple which 
under-represents both  low -lum inosity  and h igh -velocity  stars. E xpressed differ­
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ently; we can define the m agnitude and velocity  range o f  our survey by choosing 
a pairing radius to  m eet our needs. A n  upper-lim it to  the pairing radius is given 
by the surface density o f  im ages on the plates, which can be treated as a function  
o f G a lactic  latitude.
T h e  relationship betw een the various param eters is derived below . T h e  follow ing  
sym bols are used; R  : Pairing radius ( ” ), fi : proper m otion  ( ” / y r ) , Vt : tangential 
ve locity  (k m /s ) ,  D : distance to  star (parsec), A t : baseline betw een  plates being 
paired (y r). Stars are excluded  when A t.fi >  R. Since Vt — fi.D  (¡i in radians) we 
can w rite the bias con d ition  as
V lA t R
'
where a  scale the param eters to  the units given above. T h e  distance, D is related 
to the brightness o f  a star by (m  — M ) — 5 log ( D)  — 5, where (m  - M ) is the 
‘ d istance m od u lu s ’ . T he bias cond ition , w ritten in term s o f  a star ’s m agn itude 
and com bin in g  the baseline and pairing radius into a single m easurable quantity  
is
=  R / A t. (4 .1 )
O q Q 0 . 2 ( m - M )  +  l
T h e observable lim its necessary to avoid bias in a survey can be  determ ined  from  
equation  4.1
Figure 4.4 illustrates how increasing the baseline (epoch  difference) w ith  respect 
to the chosen pairing radius leads to  a loss o f h igh -velocity  stars and that the 
effect is m ost extrem e for near-by stars. In this case the radius has been  set as 5” 
w hich is the typ ica l value used in the pairing routines (see above). T h e  ten curves 
represent values o f  the plate baseline from  one to 13 years. B y  using a five year 
baseline for exam ple, all stars with a tangential velocity  below  50 km  s_1 will be 
detected  whereas a 13 year baseline will lose any stars o f  this ve locity  w ith in  about 
20 parsecs. 80 km  s-1 is the chosen velocity  cu t-o ff for the survey, ensuring the
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ve lo c ity /d is ta n ce  lim its  fo r  various baselines. R = 5"
D istance Modulus (m —M)
Figure 4.4: The Fian completeness limits for plate-pairs o f various baseline paired with 
a 5” search radius.
full detection  o f  disc dwarfs and the possible rejection  o f  sub-dw arfs. T h e  value 
R/ A t  =  5 /3  m ust be used for each plate pair which in practice  m eans setting 
the pairing radius to  a value appropriate to  the plates being paired. T h e  largest 
baseline used in this survey is 13 years which thus recprires a pairing radius o f  21” . 
This radius is close to  the typica l im age separation in m id -la titu de  fields and so 
represents an upper-lim it to  the choice o f baseline.
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4.4 Image Classification
A stellar survey m ust contain  only stars if it is to be statistically  com plete . This 
section  discusses the m ethods used to  ensure that im ages are accurately  classified 
accord ing  to  type. A  m easured im age cou ld  be any o f  the follow ing types:
Star Dust (on  the plate surface during scanning)
G alaxy Em ulsion blem ish
Star-star m erged Satellite trail
Star-galaxy m erged Stray light (internal reflections)
G alaxy-ga laxy  m erged U nclassifiable
As we are just concerned w ith deciding whether an im age is a star or not the task 
o f  classifying accord ing  to  the types listed above is greatly sim plified if we can 
m easure an im age property  that is unique to stars. T h e  param eters available are 
those described  in §4.2. T he principal difference betw een stellar im ages and others 
is that they are essentially point sources o f  light, convolved  w ith  the atm ospheric 
‘ poin t spread fu n ction ’ (P S F ) - the seeing. T he im ages are circu lar (exclu d in g  
optica l and digital d istortion ) with an intensity profile that is strongly  centrally- 
condensed . If conditions are stable during the plate exposure and the em ulsion  
response even across the field, we can expect all stars o f a given m agnitude to  have 
the sam e profile: in fact, to  have the sam e physical im age size. G alaxies on  the 
other hand are characterised by  low surface brightness and are m ore likely to  have 
an irregular and less circular profile. Dust reveals itself due to  its high op acity  for 
its size and em ulsion blem ishes frequently appear as spots or irregular shapes and 
are thus identifiable by a uniform ly high light transm ission (a  non-stellar P SF ) 
a n d /o r  by  non-circu lar shape. Satellite trails are reduced by the im age analysis 
routines to  a series o f  highly elliptical im ages which are easily rejected . Stray light, 
such as the ‘gh osts ’ discussed in §3.3 either distort large areas o f a p late (w hich  
m ust be cut from  the survey) or contribute to background intensity  variations 
which affect the ph otom etry  o f saturated images.
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T h e num ber o f m erged im ages can be reduced by app lication  o f  deblending softw are 
which filters each im age through a series o f isophotal thresholds in order to  detect 
local intensity  peaks (B eard et al. 1990). A  study by  H eydon -D u m bleton  et al. 
1989 (H D 89) shows that, for South G alactic Pole fields, b lended im ages con tribu te  
approxim ately  10% o f the total. A lthough  there is a tendency for the fa intest, m ost 
crow ded  im ages to suffer m ost from  blending, the 10% value appears constant ‘over 
a w ide range o f  m agn itudes’ due to  the effects o f overlapping d iffraction  spikes on 
brighter stars. T he HD89 study was concerned with the effect o f  b lended  galaxy 
clusters; regions w ith galaxy im age densities around 20 arcm in “ 2 com pared  to  the 
average p late value o f  2 arcm in“ 2. T he effect o f deblending in this case was to 
increase the com pleteness level from  50% to greater than 80%  at the expense o f 
creating m any spurious im ages around larger star and galaxy im ages and having 
to  reject im ages near to  reflection haloes. A  study o f com pleteness levels w ith and 
w ithout deblending (B eard et al. 1990) suggests that for stellar surveys dealing 
w ith  low  surface stellar num ber densities ( i.e. «  2 arcm in“ 2) the effect o f  b lended 
im ages is barely  m easurable (and above 95%  w ithin estim ated uncerta inties). T h e  
quoted  im provem ent due to  deblending is on the sam e level as the uncerta inty: less 
than 5% . B ecause o f  the uncertainty in troduced by and effort required to  rem ove 
the unw anted produ cts o f deblending, the m ethod  is not used in this survey. T in n ey  
et al. (1993a) cam e to  a sim ilar conclusion  for their ph otograph ic star survey, finally 
decid ing  to  em ploy  the m eth od  sim ply ‘on the off-chance that we find that elusive, 
w orld -beating  brow n dw arf candidate am ong th em ’ .
T w o tried -and-tested  classification m ethods have been chosen for this w ork, based 
on the im age properties discussed above. T he first com pares im age area to  (in ­
strum ental) m agnitude and the second com pares a m easure o f the point-spread  
w idth  (the sigm a or ‘ S ’ param eter) to m agnitude. M acG illivray  & S tob ie  (1985) 
and Shanks et al. (1984) am ong others have dem onstrated  the use o f the im age 
area test to  discrim inate betw een stars and galaxies for im ages o f in term ediate 
brightness ( approxim ately  15 <  B j <  19). T he log (A rea ) param eter is preferred 
due to  the large range o f area m easurem ents. For fainter im ages, the S param eter
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is preferred. M easuring the 1-sigm a w idth  of a Gaussian approxim ation  to  the 
intensity profile o f  an im age, the S param eter as used in this work is defined as
— A rea  1
27T log {Ithresh) lo§(-Ipeai:)
Ipeak is the peak intensity recorded in the im age and Ithresh is the background sky 
intensity  threshold for im age detection . Ithresh is calcu lated  by m u ltip ly in g  the 
loca l sky intensity m easurem ent by  (s k y c u t /100) where ‘ sk y cu t’ is the percentage 
sky cut used by  the im age analysis software. A rea  is the im age area expressed in 
pixels. T h e  S param eter contains intensity in form ation  which allows it be  used to 
fainter m agnitudes than the A rea m easurem ent which is m ore rapidly  a ffected by 
im age digitisation . H D89 find that it is effective to  B j «  20.0 but is increasingly 
less reliable for brighter im ages due to  saturation. Thus the use o f b o th  A rea 
and S m easurem ents allows for classification o f both  saturated and unsaturated 
im ages, w ith  on ly  the brightest ob je cts  ( Bj <  14.0) susceptib le  to  system atic  
m isclassification . B eing a low mass star survey, such bright im ages w ou ld  m erit 
inspection  by eye and so the quality  o f  im age classification for these bright, rare 
o b je cts  is not o f concern .
T o quantify  the ability  o f  these m ethods to  correctly  classify stellar im ages, a region 
o f field 342 has been chosen as a test held. T he region is 25m m 2 in size and centred 
at Otb 1950 =  21/! 14m, ¿>¡,1950 =  —39°48/ . W ith in  the held, 214 im ages ranging from  
the brightest m agnitudes down to  a cu t-off point several m agnitudes above  the 
plate lim it have been classihed by  eye and assigned a type  from  the first 5 item s in 
the list above. Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show the logarithm ic area and ‘ S ’ d istrib ition  
for this held. T h e  six survey plates listed in table 3.4 m ake up the paired data for 
this held. Four o f  these plates are COSMOS data, the other tw o are m easured by 
SUPERCOSMOS . In both  figures p lot ‘ a ’ shows the d istribution  for the COSMOS 
-scanned plate O R  11194 and plot £b ’ shows the SUPERCOSMOS -scanned plate O R  
14588 to  illustrate the m achine-dependent differences. Classihed and unclassified 
im ages are p lotted  according to the co lou r-coded  key on each plot and further 
d iscrim ination  is m ade based on an axial ratio cu t-off of b /a  =  0.7. 1 he axial ratio
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cut is chosen by experim ent to  illustrate the tendency for elliptical im ages to  lie 
above a locus o f  near-circular im ages. T h e  locus represents the stellar p op u lation , 
w ith galaxies and m erged im ages lying above. T h e  ch oice  o f  m agnitude cu t-o ff 
for the visually classified im ages coincides w ith the m erger o f  the popu lations and 
represents the lim it o f accurate im age classification.
T h e  d istribution  is resolved into discrete vertical bands for the faintest im ages. 
This is due the ‘ p ixe la tion ’ o f  the sm allest digitised im ages at w hich  scale, the 
in form ation  required by the classification m ethods is lost. Im ages this sm all show 
a large variation in m easured ellipticity  as a single extra p ixel is added. F igure 
4.7 illustrates such variations and inform s us that the use o f  axial ratios in im age 
classification  m ust be  dealt with as a function  o f  m agnitude. T h e  actual use o f  the 
axial ratio  data is this work is m ore subtle than a straight m agn itude-dependent 
cut. T h e  solid line p lotted  on each o f  figures 4.5a,b and 4.6a,b  represents the result 
o f  the autom atic  classication  m eth od  designed for this survey. T h e  m eth od  used 
is as follow s:
1. D iv ide  the plate into a grid o f 40 x  40 m m  cells, based on the co-ord in ate  
fram e o f  the prim ary plate in the paired data set.
2. In each cell: C alcu late the log (A rea ) and log (S ) param eters o f  the im ages 
for each plate scan in the data set and assign to  the appropriate one o f  15 
instrum ental m agnitude bins spanning the full m agnitude range.
3. Use the first 30 random ly occuring  im ages in each bin to derive a least squares 
quartic polyn om ia l fit to both  distributions on each plate scan.
4. W eight the points contributing to each fit according to  1/cr2 =  (a/b)n.
5. C alcu late the m ean \/2 value for the fits to  each plate scan and find the m ean 
scatter. A ny plate whose y 2 deviates by m ore the 2.5 standard deviations is 
flagged as unreliable.
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Figure 4.6: Image classification by S parameter.
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Mean axial ratio as function of magnitude. 0R11184 (342)
COSMAG
Figure 4.7: Distribution o f mean axial ratio in bins o f width =  40 CO SM AG  units.
7. For each im age, the accum ulated num ber o f stellar classifications (one per 
p late  scan in the data set, exclud ing unreliable x 2 re jects) is used to  prov ide 
an over-all m ean classification ranging from  0 to  1 (star to  galaxy)
Discussion of the method
T he data is d iv ided  into cells to  account for field variations in b oth  the background 
sky intensity and the axial ratio distribution . M addox et al (1990) report (extrem e) 
sky variations o f  20%  ( ~  0m.2) on scales o f 0°.5 ( 27 m m ) and M itchell (1989 P h D ) 
discusses the effects o f  axial ratio gradients. T he cell size is sufficient to  include 
several thousand im ages.
M agnitude binning ensures that axial ratio variations are accounted  for. T h e  
restriction  on the num ber o f  ob je cts  in each bin that is allowed to  con trib u te  to  
the curve fit is to  ensure that the fit is not heavily biased tow ards the faintest 
im ages which m ake-up the m ajority  o f  the data but cannot be classified due to 
their p oor  signal-to-noise level. T he value o f 30 was found by experim ent to  ensure 
that im ages o f  interm ediate m agnitude do not dom inate the less num erous bright 
o b je cts  for which the classification m ethod is valid. T he im ages used are chosen
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ran dom ly  to  avoid in troducing any further bias.
W eighting the fit with the im ages’ axial ratio to som e pow er is found to  be a 
m ore valuable use o f  the ellipticity  m easurem ents than a straight cu t-off. B y 
experim enting  with visually classified im ages in field 342, indices o f  n =  —2.0 for 
the log (A rea ) d istribution  and n — + 1 .0  for log (S ) were found to  give the best 
results for all six fields. Using n — —2.0 for log (A rea ) has the effect o f w eighting 
the curve in fa vou r  o f  galaxies which pushes the curve up above the concentrated  
stellar locus and ensures that a m inim um  num ber o f stars are rejected . For log (S ) 
the stellar locus is m uch less concentrated and the galaxies m uch  m ore distant, 
thus the best fit will tend to  sit above the stellar locus and the ‘ p u li ’ o f  the m ost 
distant galaxies is offset by the weakly positive index.
In the case o f  the field 342 test field, applying both  tests to  each o f  the six plates 
in the data set gives 12 independent classifications for each im age. In each case, 
classification  as a star is given the value 1, and 0 for a galaxy. T h e  final classifica­
tion  param eter assigned to  each im age is a single num ber in the range 0-1 which 
is the m ean score based on all independent classifications that were not re jected  
by the criterion . C om paring the visual classification to  the autom ated  m eth od  
for the field 342 data suggests that the lowest overall m is-classification  rate can be 
obta in ed  (using the quoted  weights) by  stipulating that at least 50%  o f  the inde­
pendent classes m ust be stellar for an im age to  be reliably classed as a star. T h e  
m eth od  described  above correctly  classified 91.2%  o f the visually classified im ages 
(assum ing visual classes to be correct). Variation either way p rod u ced  poorer re­
sults. F igure 4.8 illustrates the fractional m isclassification o f im ages as a function  
o f stellar classification fraction . T hat is, a stellar fraction  0.5 im plies that at least 
50%  o f  the 12 independent classes is stellar for the o b je c t  as a w hole to  be  treated  
as a star. T h e  five curves illustrate som e o f the variation with axial ratio w eighting 
about the g loba l m inim um  values o f  riArea =  —2.0,?rs =  + 1 .0 .
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Image c lass ifica tion  tes ts
Ste llar c lass ifica tio n  fraction
Figure 4.8: Image classification tests.
Galaxy counts
As a test o f  the classification m eth od  across a w hole field the surface num ber 
density o f  galaxies in field 342 has been determ ined in the R p and In bands. T he 
surveys o f  T yson  (1988) and Jones et al. (1991) prov ide R  and I band counts 
based on  C C D  and Schm idt plates w ith w hich the F342 data can be com pared . 
T y so n ’s C C D  data is based on fainter (>  19m.O) ob jects  which lie beyon d  the flux 
lim it o f  U K S T  survey plates. These data are useful for the I band counts since 
this band is under-represented in the literature, which m ostly  deal w ith  the B 
band. T h e  Jones et al. survey uses U K S T  Bj and Rp plates. T h e  authors present 
differential log (n u m ber) counts that are approxim ately  linear and com pare  their 
data to  several previous surveys. A lthough the slopes o f the d istributions are in 
g ood  agreem ent the zero-point varies by up to  20% betw een the surveys. T h is is 
likely to  be  due in part to uncertainties in colour corrections betw een the different 
p h otom etric  system s used and variations in the com pleteness estim ates. T able 4.1 
sum m arises the slopes by Jones et al. and T yson  along with the values m easured
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Author R. I
slope range slope range
Tyson 1988 0.41 20-25 0.34 19-23
Jones et al. 1991 0.37 19-21 n /a n /a
This work 0.36 15-19 0.40 14-18
Table 4.1: Comparison o f galaxy count gradients.
from  the F342 study.
Figure 4.9 shows the differential num ber counts from  F342 in the tw o w avebands. 
T h e  distributions are linear as expected  from  previous work and the m easured 
R  and I band gradients are 0.36 and 0.40 respectively. T h e  T yson  and Jones et 
al. linear fits are p lotted  as dashed lines. T he R  band gradient and zero-poin t 
agree well w ith  the earlier studies and begins to  underestim ate ga laxy  counts 
around 18.m0 w ith an uncertainty o f greater than 40%  at the com pleteness lim it 
o f  R  =  20.0 where the counts fall-off. T h e  I band distribution  is system atica lly  
sm aller in absolute num bers by around 30% . M etcalfe  et al (1995) have noted 
discrepancies o f  up to  70% betw een their deep R  band C C D  counts (a  continuation  
o f the Jones et al study) and that o f Tyson . T h ey  have transform ed T y so n ’s 
isophotal ph otom etry  to  their tota l ph otom etry  and derive a slightly steeper slope 
(?» 0 .41). It is suggested that the T y son ’s choice o f survey field m ay in trodu ce  a 
system atic bias into the counts. T he uncertainty that M etcalfe  et al. in trodu ce by  
the Rxyson to  R f transform  should also be considered.
In conclusion , the im age classification m eth od  is able to  satisfactorily  reproduce 
previous differential galaxy counts in field 342. For im ages brighter than 18.0 
(R.) and 17.0 (I) around 92%  are correctly  classified and below  this com parsion  
to  previous num ber counts suggests that >  40%  can be classified correctly  to  the 
com pleteness lim it o f  20.0 (R ) and 18.0 (I). For the interm ediate and high ga lactic 
latitude fields studied in this work the num ber-m agnitude d istribution  o f classified 
galaxies provides a m easure o f  com pleteness lim it o f the ph otograph ic survey which
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R f m a g n it u d e
16 1i
lN m a g n it u d e
Figure 4.9: Differential galaxy number counts for Field 342. (a): logn(R.F) compared to 
Jones et al. (1991) slope, (b): logn (lN ) compared to Tyson (1988) slope.




T h e C O S M O S  m achines provide an instrum ental m agnitude m easurem ent for each 
detected  im age. This is defined as m !nsi =  —250 log Y . i ( h —h k y)- T h at is, the in ten ­
sity above the background sky threshold o f each pixel, i in the im age contributes to 
the sum  which is expressed logarithm ically  and scaled by -2.5 by convention  and 
by 100 for storage as an integer value. Intensity m easurem ents are based upon  
light transm ission values derived from  m easurem ent o f the ph otograph ic p la te ’s 
step wedge at scan tim e. T he step wedge is a region o f  the p late edge w ith several 
d iscrete squares o f  em ulsion with densities that have been determ ined at the tele­
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scope using a known light source and a set oi neutral filters. T he d yn am ic range 
o f in ten sity /tran sm ission  has been discussed in §4.1.
T h e  p h otom etric  range o f  interest, from  about 5m to  25m is represented by ap­
prox im ate ly  2000 discrete values on the COSMOS m inst scale and by 20,000 on 
the SUPERCOSMOS scale. C alibrating this scale to a standard p h otom etr ic  sys­
tem  requires a set o f  im ages in the field o f study to  be photom etered  by  both  
instrum ental and standard system s. A  direct com parison  o f  the values y ields a 
relationship w hich can be  applied to all im ages in the held. It is im portant to  cor­
rect for any colour term s betw een the ph otom etric  sequence and the ph otograph ic 
system . C olour term s such as those given in §2.5.1 are required and thus the ph o­
tom etered  o b je c ts ’ colours should not exceed the range o f  the co lour equations. 
For a stellar survey the im ages used should preferably be stars, since galaxies gen­
erally show a different im age profile: a broader exponential shape as opp osed  to 
a tighter approxim ately  Gaussian profile. This difference can lead to  variations in 
the isophotal C O S M O S  m agnitude for im ages o f equal tota l m agnitude.
As figures 4.10 a and b show, the response o f the photograph ic em ulsion  to light 
across the w hole range o f m easurem ent varies noticeably. T he relationship is char­
acterised by  three approxim ately  linear regions o f differing slope. For the faintest 
im ages, dow n to  about R =  15, there is a straight-forw ard in tensity-m agn itude 
relation  w hich  results in a straight line if the density-intensity  ca libration  is good . 
T h e  curve adopts a different slope for brighter im ages due to  the saturation  o f 
the instrum ental intensity scale. T he appearance o f  a halo and d iffraction  spikes 
above the sky threshold for the brightest im ages is the cause o f the second change 
in slope. For these im ages, the size o f the spikes is also prop ortion a l to  im age 
brightness and can be used as a sim ple calibration  scale, (see U K S T U  h an dbook  
for exam ple).
F itting  a low  order (cu b ic  or quartic) polynom ia l is usually sufficient to  give a re­
liable m agnitude calibration . O ccasionally  a sharp change in slope from  saturated 
to unsaturated im ages and a non-linear density-intensity relation  require a spline
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(a )  Ph otom etr ic  ca libration eR 5364 (b) Photom etr ic  cal ibration OR 15825
Minst. (COSMOS) Minst (S u perC O S M O S )
Figure 4.10: Typical photometric calibration curves for the C o s m o s  (a) and S u p e r -  
C o s m o s  (b ) instrumental magnitude scales.
fit to  cop e  w ith  the kinks. As expected , the scatter about the curve increases with 
m agn itude tow ard the plate (sky) lim it. T he scatter for a particular sequence can 
vary from  below  0m.05 to  over 0m.5 across the m agnitude range but this is a p oor 
m easure o f the p h otom etric  accuracy. T o m easure the real variation in m agnitude, 
it is useful to  study the rms plate-to-p late scatter about m ean m agn itude for a 
set o f  paired-up im ages. F igure 4.11 shows this d istribution  as a scatter p lot for 
the m agn itude ca librated  R  plate data (1 in every 75 stars on ly ) for field 34-2 (see 
table  3 .4). It is clear from  this figure that despite sm all scatter about m agn i­
tude calibrations for brighter (saturated) im ages, the variation in practice  rem ains 
in the range 0m.l  to 0m.2 but increases sharply w ithin a m agnitude o f  the p late 
lim it. R eid  (1982) has shown that this value is a broadly  app licable  lower lim it 
across the range o f com m on  em ulsion /filter com binations with sets o f  up to  five 
plates. T h e  independence o f this scatter from  the fit to the p h otom etr ic  sequence 




Figure 4.11: Scatter plot o f the R.M .S. variation o f R band magnitudes for a set o f 
paired stellar images in held 342.
ca libration  across a w hole plate scan. T he m ost im portant requirem ent o f  the 
ca libration  is that the resulting scale is uniform  across the w hole field. A lth ou gh  
the instrum ental-to-standard com parison  is straightforw ard, the ach ievem ent o f 
un iform ity  is not and requires a study o f  where p h otom etric  variation originates, 
how  it varies and how it can be corrected  or com pensated  for.
4.5.2  Field variations
Variations in ph otom etry  arise due the unevenness o f  the sky intensity across a 
field since this defines the baseline for the isophotal C O S M A G  scale. As figure
4.12 illustrates this is partly  due to photographic em ulsion density variations and 
partly  due to  the C O S M O S  sky m easurem ent technique. T h e  figures are based 
upon  m easurem ents o f the sam e plate (I 13883) as m easured by C O S M O S  (a) and 
S U P E R C O S M O S  (b ). T he grey scale measures variations in sky intensity with 
respect to  the m edian value in the region o f a p h otom etric  sequence used in the 
m agnitude calibration . T he step size being 2 per cent. T he im m ediately  obvious 
difference is the presence o f sm all circular regions o f ex trem e over-intensity  (greater
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than 14% ) in the C O S M O S  scan, w hich are due to  the presence o f  bright stars. T he 
S U P E R C O S M O S  field does not show these features due to im provem ents in the flat- 
fielding a lgorithm  used w ith the new m achine. A pparent on both  scans how ever 
are changes o f  several per cent ( 5 to  10) on scales o f a few  centim etres. This is a 
feature o f the em ulsion and the radial vignetting pattern o f  the telescope.
T o appreciate how these variations affect the photom etry , consider the m eth od  
used to  determ ine the instrum ental m agnitude. F igure 4.13 illustrates the m eth od  
as applied  to  unsaturated and saturated im ages. Using the sim ple approxim ation  
o f a a  =  2".5  Gaussian profile for a stellar im age, a loca l sky value is determ ined 
and a detection  threshold Ith defined above this. This threshold is typ ica lly  2 10 
per cent above the sky intensity and determ ines which pixels w ill con trib u te  to 
the sum m ed intensity o f  the im age (in this case, all those w ithin the isophota l 
radius R ;so). For saturated im ages (F ig. 4.13 a) the peak intensities are truncated  
which leads to  loss o f the signal from  the unshaded region at the peak o f  the 
profile. T h e  effect o f  a varying sky intensity on the m easured m agnitude o f  an 
im age w ith respect to  the true sky level (that w hich is m easured, say in the region 
o f p h otom etric  calibrating sequence) is shown in figure 4.14.
F igure 4.14 a shows how the com petin g  effects o f signal-loss through saturation  
and the over-all grow th o f the im age balance and that the effect o f  sky variations 
rem ains roughly constant, gradually lessening w ith increasing brightness. In this 
case im age m easurem ents are assum ed to saturate at 5 m agnitudes brighter than 
the sky level. For unsaturated im ages, the increasing im portan ce o f  the sky in­
tensity  in evitab ly  leads to  an increasing deviation  o f m easurem ent from  the true 
m agnitude, reaching several tim es 0m.l  w ithin 1 m ag. o f  the p late lim it. D espite 
being a sim ple sim ulation, the curves do show the observed behaviour o f  a rel­
atively  m agnitude-independent level o f ph otom etric  scatter o f  order 0.05 to  0.2 
m ag. (e.g . R eid 1982). W e can be confident then o f  having identified the largest 
con tribu tion  to p h otom etric  scatter across a field in the form  o f  em ulsion  intensity 
variations o f  several percent.
2For this work, the C o s m o s  scans have a threshold o f  7 -9 %  and the S u p e r C o s m o s  scans use 12%
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(a) I 13883 COSMOSscan.
100 200 
m iH im atres
(b) 113883 SuperCOSMOS scan.
100 200 
i n i l l i m e t r e s
Figure 4.12: Sky intensity variation with respect to the region o f a magnitude calibration 
sequence. Figure (a) shows a C o s m o s  scan and (b) a S u p e r C o s m o s  scan o f the same 
plate. Grey-scale steps are 2% variations.
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Figure 4.13: COSMOS isophotal magnitude method.
(a) Saturated images, sky intensity variation (b) Unsaturated images, sky intensity variation
U10 - 9  - 8  - 7  - 6  - 5  1 -5  - 4  - 3  - 2  - 1  0
Magnitude above plate limit Magnitude above plate limit
Figure 4.14: The effect o f sky variation on magnitude measurement.
In sum m ary, it is not possible to  correct for sky-dependent p h otom etr ic  variati 
unless the sky level in the region is externally  calibrated. F igure 4.12 shows how 
the use o f a single ph otom etric  sequence can lead to  large field variations and 
thus large p h otom etric  uncertainties over a significant fraction  oi the field. T h e  
effect is w orsened if, as in this case, the sequence lies near the p late edge or in a 
region o f  over or under-dense em ulsion. W ide-fie ld  variations can be reduced by 
using several p h otom etric  sequences located  in regions o f differing sky intensity. 
Ideally, each sequence is used for the m agnitude ca libration  o f im ages found  in 
regions o f  sim ilar sky intensity. A  further m easure, that o f  m asking-out regions 
w ith  sky intensity above a chosen fraction  o f the sequence sky intensity  is also 
advisable. F igure 4.14 gives som e idea o f the fractional threshold to  app ly  for a 
given upper-lim it to  ph otom etric  variation. A  ± 1 0 %  threshold is chosen for this 
work which should ensure ph otom etric  variations o f  less than 0m.3 for all but the 
faintest ob jects .
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4.6 Proper motion measurement
T his section  discusses the m ethods used to  m easure the proper m otions o f  im ages 
detected  in the ph otom etric  survey. T he reason for wanting to  know the space 
m otion s o f  the ob jects  has been discussed in chapter 3. Since the d isp lacem ents are 
ex p ected  to  be o f order 0 " .l  y r_1, this determ ines the accuracy  o f  the co-ord in ate  
transform ation  involved. W e have seen in §4.3.4 that the celestial co-ord inates 
prov ided  w ith C O S M O S  IA M  data are only reliable for m atch ing im ages w ithin 
one to  three arcseconds and so these m easurem ents are clearly not o f  sufficient 
accu racy  for proper m otion  work. T h e  IA M  data also includes the rectangular plate 
co-ord inates o f  each im age centroid  (both  unweighted and intensity w eighted ), 
quoted  to  0.1 p,m and 0.01 p  for C O S M O S  and S U P E R C O S M O S  respectively.
4.6.1 Choice of reference frame
As discussed previously  the requirem ent o f a large epoch  difference betw een  the 
plates under com parison  is checked by the need to  use plates o f  the sam e w aveband 
to  m inim ise the effects o f atm ospheric refraction. Since the first U K S T  I band 
survey is not yet com plete , the num ber o f fields that can boast tw o survey quality  
I plates o f  any epoch  is small. T he story is sim ilar though less severe for R  plates 
and the use o f  ESO R  survey plates can fill the gaps south o f  8 =  —20° where 
necessary. Thus the R. band plates are used for the m easurem ents. W ith  on ly 
tw o or three R  plates per field, the X ,Y  fram e o f the prim a ry  p late is chosen , as 
opp osed  to determ ining a m ean fram e, which is m ore appropriate to  larger p late 
sets.
T h e  set o f im ages already paired by  cr, 8 are used to  determ ine the transform  
from  the secondary to prim ary rectangular co-ordinates. T h e  m easurem ents are 
thus relative as opposed  to  absolute proper m otions since the d isp lacem ents are 
m easured w ith  respect to a non-fundam ental fram e that is defined by o b je c ts  that 
are also m oving. T h e  m otions w ithin the reference fram e will con tribu te  to  the
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uncertainty  in the transform ation  accuracy  and so it is desirable to  reduce these 
effects. T h e  sim plest way is to  rem ove a sub-set o f  im ages that are likely to 
show  relatively  high displacem ents: galaxies and nearby stars being the obvious 
candidates. Galaxies m ay seem  to  be an ideal fixed reference fram e but as figure 
4.15 shows, erroneous displacem ents are often  m easured due to  their often  irregular 
shape and low  surface-brightness which hinders accurate centroid ing.
4.6.2  Co-ordinate transformation
T h e transform ation  o f the secondary co-ordinates X s ,Y S to  the m aster fram e ac­
counts for translation , rotation  and scale differences, as expressed below .
X '  =  f3(Ys sin 9 +  X s cos 6) +  A  
Y ' — (3(YS cos 9 — X s sin 9) +  B
where X '  and Y ' are the transform ed secondary co-ord inates, ¡3 is the scale fac­
tor, 9 the rotational shift and A  and B are the translational shifts for X  and Y  
resp ective ly ). H igher-order term s (shear) not required as these vary by  fractions 
o f l/n?r over the w hole plate.
4.6.3  Field variation
T he C O S M O S  m easurem ent tables are designed to preserve their positional a c­
curacy  on the scale o f one lane and so drifts are inevitable on larger scales. T he 
dom inant source o f drifts in positional accuracy com es from  the variation o f tem ­
perature during scanning w hich causes the plates to  expand and con tract on  a
scale o f  several m icrons. F igure 4.15 shows the variation in R .M .S . transform
residuals w ith field size using C O S M O S  m easurem ents o f survey field 342 plates 
eR6596 and OR11184. Sm aller field sizes rem ove large-scale effects but reduce the 
num ber o f  im ages available for the transform . T he error bars on the stellar curve
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show the variation betw een the m easured X  and Y  scatter. D ivid ing the scanned 
data in to cells o f  side 30m m  and using stellar im ages ensures that large-scale drifts 
in positional accuracy  are avoided and also that there are sufficient stars (several 
hundred) in the region to  provide a reliable transform .







Cell size (m m )
Figure 4.15: Field variations in the rms X ,Y  scatter for co-ord. transforms in various 
sub-plate cells. Measurements for three sets are shown: all images in the cell, galaxies 
and stars.
4.6.4  Choice of baseline
Since the reference fram e is defined by stars, increasing the p late-p late  baseline 
will increase the uncertainty in the transform ation  due to  the larger random  dis­
p lacem ents o f the im ages. In practice , the variation in scatter w ith baseline is less 
than 0 .4 /im  about a m ean o f 2.6/¿m which shows a barely significant increase o f 
around four per cent per year over the available (13 year) range. T h e  ch oice  ol 
baseline then is determ ined by the pairing requirem ents explained in §4.3.5 and
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the pred icted  space m otions presented in §3.3.4. T he im age pairing con d ition  sets 
an upper lim it for the given tangential velocity  cut and corresponds to  the typ ica l 
im age separation on the plate. T he proper m otion  pred ictions set a lower lim it o f 
approxim ately  six years in order to m easure small variations in the d istribu tion  
w ith 3cr accuracy.
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Chapter 5
Results and Follow-up work
This chapter presents tw o distinct results o f  the p ro ject  to  survey the lowest m ass 
stars and detect brow n dwarfs. A  stellar lum inosity  function  for M -dw arfs w ithin  
100 p c  is presented based upon a 112 square degree survey. T h is d istribu tion  is 
com pared  to  previous field m easurem ents in the ph otograph ic R  and b o lom etric  
m agn itude system s. Secondly spectroscop ic observations from  a program m e to 
detect brow n dwarfs am ongst a sam ple o f  red ob jects  are presented. T h e  o b je cts  
were selected from  a pre-SuPERCoSM OS analysis o f the survey data  and so u p ­
dated p h otom etry  is given where relevant. T h e  detection  o f  lith ium  is focussed  
upon  as the principal m eans o f star/brow n  dw arf discrim ination .
5.1 Luminosity function
W ith  the five prim ary survey fields listed in Chapter 3 a study o f  the space d istri­
bu tion  o f low  mass stars, or m ore accurately coo l stars can be m ade by constructing  
a lum inosity  function . This is done in the follow ing steps:
1. Selection  o f  im ages by ph otom etric  colour.
2. Assessm ent o f  com pleteness and contam ination.
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3. D efin ition  o f  a distance estim ator.
4. C om pu ta tion  o f  space density.
5. A ssessm ent o f  bias.
5.1.1 Image selection
W ith  m agn itude-ca librated  data im age selection is based upon  R  -  I colour. A ll 
o b je cts  that are classified as stars according to  the m eth od  o f  §4.4 are chosen from  
regions o f the fields that have been assessed to  be ph otom etrica lly  un iform  (see 
§4.5 .2). O ther contam inants are also possible: m is-paired im ages, sub-dw arfs and 
red giants. M is-pairs often  show large variance in individual m agn itude m easure­
m ents; certain ly  m ore than the 0.1 - 0.4 m ag. exp ected  from  field variations. For 
the faintest lum inosity  bins where each star is im portant the actual p late im ages 
are checked by eye.
Sub-dw arfs are typ ica lly  one m agnitude fainter for their colour than pop u la tion  I 
disc stars and so are difficult to  identify  photom etrica lly . T h ey  can be  identified 
by their large space m otions ( velocities o f order 100 k m /s )  and are likely to  be 
re jected  by  the pairing radius lim its (§4.3.5) or detected  as high proper m otion  
o b je cts  otherw ise.
R ed  giants can be  identified using ph otom etric  parallax estim ates since they are 
extrem ely  lum inous for a given colour. G ilm ore et al. (1985) have estim ated  that 
giant con tam ination  is unim portant for V  >  13.5 and is less than four per cent 
for V  <  16.5 in a sam ple o f stars with colour V - I  >  1.5. T h e  correspond ing  
ph otograph ic R -I  lower lim it is approxim ately  0.6 for R  >  12.6.
5.1.2 Completeness and proper motion checks
T h e apparent m agnitude lim it for the survey is determ ined by the least com p lete  
plate in the set, that is, the plate scan which shows a fall in the im age num ber
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density  at the brightest apparent m agnitude. Figures 5.1 shows, for R  band (a) 
and I band (b ) plates, the galaxy counts for im ages detected  on four or m ore plates 
(i .e .  2 x  R , 2 x  I) in the field. T he R  band im ages counts fall o ff rapidly  beyon d  R. 
=  20 and the I band counts continue to around I =  18, suggesting that the overall 
quality  o f  the I band plate m aterial is better than the R band m aterial. T h e  I 
band counts show m ore variation (i .e . deviation  from  linearity) and the apparent 
1=18 lim it m ay be  lower than this. T he R  band uncertainty has led to  the rem oval 
o f the follow ing  plates from  the photom etric  study: O R  15825 ( F 117)1, OR. 14521 
(F 341) and O R  14588 (F 342). T he counts are binned per m agn itude and the peak 
bin is m arked on each diagram  by the dotted  line. This represents the estim ated  
survey com pleteness lim it, which is set at R  =  19.0 and im poses no restrictions on 
the selection  o f red stars below  this, given an I band lim it o f  I =  17 to  18.
A fter the rem oval o f  photom etrica lly  suspect regions (see §4.5.2) and accounting  
for the 3° v ignetting  cut (§3.2) the rem aining usable area for each held, in square 
degrees is 22.6 (117), 23.5 (341), 21.3 (342), 20.6 (343) and 23.6 (349). T h e  total 
surveyed area is thus 111.6 square degrees, or 0.034 steradians.
T h e  proper m otion  m easurem ents for the reddest ob je cts  (R -I >  2.0, correspond ing  
to  spectral types later than approxim ately  M 4) are presented in figure 5.2. T he 
three fields around 21h, —45° : 341, 342 and 343 should be  com pared  w ith  figures
3.12 and 3.13 w hich pred ict the stellar and brow n dw arf d istribution  for that held. 
T h e  distributions are in reasonable agreem ent. T he m a jor ity  o f  o b je c ts  in all helds 
reflect the solar m otion  w ith a small num ber o f exceptions. In the case o f  the held 
349 the three ob jects  in the fourth  quadrant, m ay not be part o f  the loca l M dw arf 
group represented by  the rest o f the sam ple. T he m otions are sm all how ever and 
the difference m ay not be significant. T he distributions give con fidence that the 
selection  m eth od  is correctly  choosing red dw arf stars.












Figure 5.1: Differential number counts in R and I for galaxian images detected on at 
least 4 plates per field in each o f the five survey fields. The estimated completeness limit 
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Figure 5.2: Proper motions o f stars with R -I> 2 .0  that define the luminosity function 
within 100 pc.
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5.1.3 Photometric colour and parallax.
In the absence o f  a distance m easurem ent based on trigon om etric  parallax, a statis­
tical estim ate can be m ade using ph otom etric  colour indices. F igure 5.4 shows the 
p op u lation  I M -dw arf sub-set o f the Gliese catalogue. T h e  relationship o f  absolute 
m agnitude M r  to  the photograph ic (R - I )  colour index is shown. T h e  baseline o f 
the ph otograph ic colour is longer than that o f  the standard p h otoe lectr ic  system  
w hich  gives the photograph ic system  a small advantage. H ow ever, the b o lom etric  
corrections to  the R -I  index shown in figure 2.3 show an increasing divergence 
from  R -I  ~  2 to  3 due to  the ‘ saturation ’ o f the index 2. T he uncertainty  beyond 
this is so large as to render the relationship unusable for p h otom etric  parallax 
work. This does not rule-out the use o f  R - I >  3 for the detection  o f coo l stars how ­
ever, but o b je cts  detected  in this range will certainly need m ore accurate follow -up  
observations to  determ ine their nature.
T h e  scatter in the diagram  is due to  m easurem ent errors, the natural cosm ic  vari­
ation  in elem ent abundance (m etallicity ) and variation in radius. B eing related to 
age and stellar evolu tion , the second and third factors are not independent though 
the scatter due to  variations in stellar radius is dom inated  by  the other uncer­
tainties. T h e  size o f  cosm ic scatter in this relationship is about 0.4 m agnitudes. 
T h e  size o f  the trigonom etric parallax uncertainty is im portan t, as a system atic  
bias is in troduced  in the absolute m agnitude scale due to the geom etric  grow th  in 
d istance w ith  distance m odulus.
T h e  correction  for this effect has been discussed by Lutz and K elker, 1973 (L K 73). 
T heir approach  is to  assume that the stars defining the p h otom etric  parallax rela­
tionship  are characterised by a Gaussian error distribution  about the true parallax. 
For a uniform  stellar distribution , the num ber o f stars in the d istance elem ent r
2The (R -I) index is essentially measuring the variation of the T iO  and VO bands with temperature. 
These bands are observed to saturate in dwarfs later than M6 with a corresponding loss in colour index 
sensitivity
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to  r  +  dr is
N (r )d r  =  47rr2dr. (5-1)
In term s o f the trigonom etric parallax angle p  the num ber is
A '(P )dp  =  (5 .2 )
Thus for m easurem ents distributed equally about p  by  dzdp, the num ber count is 
biased towards the sm aller values o f  p, yielding a m ean m agnitude for the range 
that is lai’ger (m ore distant). LK73 define a dim ensionless parallax Z  =  p/po and 
express the d istribution  o f m easurem ents p  about the true value p0 as
2 '
g{p\po) OC G (Z )  =  j ^ e x p  J (5 .3 )
where a  is the standard deviation  o f the m easurem ents, such that G (Z )  =  1 for 
Z  =  1 regardless o f  the value cr/po■ T he m agnitude correction  A M  is then given 
by
A M  =  M tme -  Mobserved =  5 log p/p0 =  5 log Z , (5 .4 )
and the ex p ecta tion  value o f  the distribution  is given by
5 / 0°° log Z G (Z )d Z  , x
=  i/ G {z ) J  ■ <5-5>
To avoid  the d ivergence o f the term s as Z  —* 0, LK73 evaluate the integrals 
num erica lly  for a small lower lim it e, where e ~  0.1 and prod u ce a table  o f  values 
for cr/p0 vs (A M ) ,  which are p lotted  in figure 5.3. T h ey  find corrections are 
possib le  (i .e .  the com pu tation  o f equation 5.5 produces stable, physica lly  sensible 
results) for cr/po <  0.15. In order to use these results, a cu b ic  p o lyn om ia l has 
been fitted to  the tabulated values and also p lotted  as a dashed line in figure 
5.3. In app lying these corrections to  the chosen sub-set o f  the G liese cata logue 
on ly o b je cts  w ith m easurem ents satisfying cr/po < 0 .1  are used, ensuring that the
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estim ated  corrections are no larger than Om. l l .  T he po lyn om ia l curve used has 
the form
( A M )  =  7.57 x  1 (T 4 -  0.328(ct/p0) -  1 .073(Cr /p o) 2 -  6 3 .0 3 (a /p o )3. (5 .6)
0.00 
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Figure 5.3: Correction o f trigonometric bias to absolute magnitude, from computations 
by Lutz & Kelker 1973.
D espite the com p lex ity  o f the relationships at higher tem peratures (low er colour 
in dex ) a linear fit is chosen to  represent the m easurem ents. T h e  follow ing  rela­
tionships are derived, based on a sam ple o f 103 stars, w ith the resulting absolute 
m agnitudes being on the photographic system  and the standard dev iation  being
0.6 m ag. in each case.
M Rf = 4 . 2 1 7 +  4 .191 (R f - I n ), (5-7)
M i =  4.356 +  3 .071 (R f - I n ) (5-8)
T h e form  o f equation  5.7 is p lotted  in figure 5.4 as a solid line. T h e  w eighted fit 
p rod u ced  by the set prior to correction  by the m eth od  described  above is p lotted  
as a dashed line. T h e  difference is insignificant, due to the restrictions im posed  on 
selecting stars for the fit.
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P h o t o m e t r i c  p a r a l l a x  r e l a t i o n s h i p .
Figure 5.4: Colour-magnitude relationship for cool stars with approximate spectral class 
and linear least squares fits before (dashed line) and after (solid line) correction for 
trigonometric parallax bias.
5.1.4  Calculating the space density
H aving estim ated  the lum inosity  o f each star using the d ista n ce /m a gn itu d e  rela­
tionsh ip , the lum inosity  function  is constructed  by binning the stars by  absolute 
m agn itude and ensuring that the sam ple is com plete  (100%  o f the stars in the field 
are accou n ted  for) w ithin a specific volum e. This volum e is determ ined by the lim ­
iting observable distance o f the least lum inous star in the sam ple, which in turn 
is determ ined  by the flux lim it o f  the detector. In a survey w hose intention  is to  
d iscover stars w ith the lowest possible lum inosity this is a great restriction , since 
it reduces the survey volum e to a very small region in the solar n eigh bou rh ood  
and forces the rejection  o f  otherw ise useful m easurem ents o f m ore distcint (m ore  
lum inous) stars.
A n  estim ate o f  the lum inosity  function  o f a magnitude-limited, survey can be calcu -
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lated  using a m eth od  described by Schm idt (1975) that com e to  be  know n as the 
£V max’ m eth od . As m entioned briefly in Chapter 2, this m eth od  treats each o b je c t  
w ith in  the survey lim it as an individual sam pling o f the lum inosity  fun ction . For 
each sam ple m em ber j  a value Vrnj  is calcu lated which represents the m axim u m  
volu m e that the o b je c t  cou ld  contribute to  the survey and still be detected . This 
can be defined in term s o f the m axim um  distance r mj  at w hich  the o b je c t  is still 
w ith in  the survey ’s flux lim it i.e.
k m j  —  ^  g  7rrm ,j  ( 5 - 9 )
W h ere  if is the survey solid angle and r mj  is assum ed to  be  independent o f  d irec­
tion  on  the sky and random ly distributed (see Felten 1976 for discussion o f this 
and other cases). T h e  case considered here also assumes a loca lly  flat (E uclidean ) 
space with distances on a intra-galactic scale and thus unaffected by cosm olog ­
ical evolu tion  (unlike S ch m idt’s original app lication ). W ith  this defin ition , the 
lum inosity  function  for the N  m em bers in a given m agnitude bin is given by
i  =  (s - 'O )
j = 1 V™ ,j  
w ith variance
Var(f> = J2 (5-n )
j = 1 m ,j
i.e. Poissonian (\/N) error bars.
T h e  above m eth od  is suitable for isotropically  distributed  ob je c ts , but for disc 
stars the fa ll-o ff in density w ith disc height must be  considered, in the form  o f  a 
generalised volum e
Vgen =  if  f  z 2p/p0dz. (5 .12)
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For the standard density function  p jp 0 =  e z!Hz, integration  by parts gives
Vgen =  n H zs [2 -  { y 2 +  2y +  2 )e~ v], (5 .13)
w here y  =  z/ H z . Stobie et al. use this m eth od  for their G a lactic  pole  survey.
T o further generalise this to  any G alactic latitude 6, the exponent term  becom es
y = ( r  sin b)/H z and the generalised volum e term  becom es
vgm = n ^ 4 - [ 2 -  (y 2 +  2y +  2 )e~ y], (5 .14)
sin o
as used by  T in n ey  et al. (1992).
5.1.5 Accounting for photometric bias
As n oted , the absolute m agnitude-colour relations used to  derive stellar distances 
have a natural scatter o f  around 0.3 to  0.5 m ag. (depending on  w aveband). This 
leads to  a bias in the volum e sam pling o f a lum inosity  function  that is usually 
know n as M alm quist bias (M alm quist 1927). For stars o f  equal apparent m agnitude 
in a given co lour range, the m ean absolute m agnitude, M m o f  stars in that bin  is
increased. This effect is due to  the logarithm ic nature o f  the d istance-m agn itude
relation  and was discussed in the previous section with respect to  the p h otom etric  
d istance relationship. T he effect here is due to  the cosm ic  scatter as opp osed  
to  the instrum ental scatter discussed above, but the effect is the sam e: a larger 
over-estim ate  o f distance for an over-lum inous o b je c t  o f  m agnitude M  +  6 M  than 
the under-estim ated  distance for a star o f M  — 6 M . T he over-estim ate o f the 
m ean m agnitude is the result o f working w ith a m agn itude-lim ited  (or flux-lim ited ) 
sam ple and can be corrected  to  the ‘ tru e ’ m ean, M 0 as w ould be  determ ined  from  
a vo lu m e-lim ited  sam ple by  applying the follow ing correction  to  each star in the 
sam ple:
9 1 dN  .
A M  =  M m -  M o =  - a 12-  — . (5 .15)
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Here a  is the (G aussian) cosm ic scatter and ^  the differential num ber counts (for 
M ).  S tob ie  et al. (1989) have poin ted-ou t that the effect o f the bias is tw o-fold : 
firstly, the m ean is biased, as discussed above and secondly, the num ber o f  im ages 
outside of the survey volum e that are scattered into a bin  increases geom etrica lly  
w ith  apparent ?n, biasing the calculated num ber density. This effect is different to 
that o f the sam pling o f  stars o f m agnitude m  already w ithin the survey volu m e to 
larger volum es, which is dealt w ith in equation  5.15.
T h e  result o f  this effect is contained in an extra correction  term  that m ust be 
applied  to  the data. T h e  correction  is applied to the lum inosity  fu n ction  itself 
and not to  the individual ob jects  in the sam ple. T h e  fractional change in the 
lum inosity  function  according to  Stobie et al. is
A  4>I4> =  - c r 2[(0.61n 10)2 — 1.2 In 10(f)'/(/) +  41" /  (5 .16)
where a  is the staxrdard deviation  o f the coloui’-m agiritude relationship (th e cosm ic 
scatter) and qY and (f>" are the first and second derivatives o f the lum inosity  function  
w ith  l’espect to  absolute m agnitude. A pp lication  o f this correctioir thus requires 
d ifferentiation  o f  the lum inosity  function  which is done here by use o f  a Lagrangian 
difference m eth od  (see K opal p. 87-92 for exam ple).
5.1.6  The photographic luminosity function of low mass stars
T h e lum inosity  function  for dw arf stars with absolute m agnitude M r f >  10.0 is 
presented here. T he sam ple is taken from  live survey fields: 117, 341, 342, 343 and 
349, the m idd le  three o f  which are contiguous on the sky. Stars have been selected 
accord in g  to  the criteria discussed above w ith the further stipulation  o f  a d istance 
lim it o f  100 p c  and a m agnitude lim it o f R  =  19.0. T he distance lim it serves two 
purposes: to  m inim ise to effects o f inter-stellar reddening o f  the ob je cts , w hich  will 
bias the function  towards cooler stars and to reduce the effects o f  the fall in the 
stellar density function  with distance from  the disc. This second effect has been 
partially  dealt w ith by the use o f  a generalised sam pling volum e, but this function  is
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scale-height dependent and thus introduces a bias into the sam ple w hich  increases 
expon en tia lly  w ith distance from  the plane. Considering tw o possible values o f  the 
old  disc dw arf scale height; 300 p c  and 350 pc, the difference in sam pled density 
at 100 p c  is no m ore than 5%  and this value decreases w ith \bgai\.
T h e tabu lated  lum inosity  function  for each field is given in tables 5.1 to  5.5. T h e  
com bin ed  fu n ction  is given in table 5.6 in w hich the num ber o f  ob je cts  per bin  in 
each field is listed again in colum ns tw o to  six.
Table 5.1: Stellar luminosity function for field 117.
Mr, ±  0.5 Objects <f> mag xpc 3x l0 3 log (f>
10.5 14 7.41 -2.13
11.5 19 10.05 -1.99
12.5 41 21.69 -1.66
13.5 12 8.82 -1.05
14.5 1 3.90 -1.41
15.5 0 0.0 -
16.5 0 0.0 -
able 5.2:: Stellar luminosity function for field 34i
M r  ±  0.5 Objects 4> mag xpc 3x l0 3 log<£
10.5 41 19.56 -1.71
11.5 46 21.95 -1.65
12.5 29 13.84 -1.86
13.5 13 8.45 -2.07
14.5 9 16.19 -1.79
15.5 1 3.54 -2.45
16.5 1 13.75 -2.86
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Table 5.3: Stellar luminosity function for field 342.
M r  ±  0.5 Objects cj) mag xpc 3x l0 3 log 4>
10.5 27 14.43 -1.84
11.5 30 15.89 -1.80
12.5 20 10.59 -1.97
13.5 9 6/26 -2.20
14.5 1 1.03 -2.99
15.5 0 0.0 -
16.5 0 0.0 _
Table 5.4: Stellar luminosity function for field 343.
M r  ±  0.5 Objects 4> mag *pc 3x l0 3 log<£
10.5 24 12.27 -1.95
11.5 32 16.35 -1.75
12.5 18 9.20 -1.89
13.5 6 4.96 -2.00
14.5 1 1.05 -2.97
15.5 1 3.75 -1.69
16.5 0 0.0 -
"able 5.5 : Stellar luminosity function for field 341
M r  ±  0.5 Number (f) mag *pc 3x l0 3 log cf>
10.5 11 5.83 -2.23
11.5 24 12.73 -1.90
12.5 31 16.44 -1.78
13.5 9 5.74 -2.24
14.5 6 14.44 -1.84
15.5 2 18.36 -1.74
16.5 0 0.0 -
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Table 5 .6 : Combined Stellar luminosity function for fields 117, 341, 342 , 343 and 349.
M r
± 0 .5
#117 #341 #342 #343 #349 # to ta l ^ M r )
m a g ^ p c ^ x lO '3
lo g ^
10.5 14 41 27 24 11 117 11.90 -1.92
11.5 19 46 30 32 24 151 15.44 -1.81
12.5 41 29 20 18 31 139 14.39 -1.84
13.5 12 13 9 6 9 49 6.86 -2.16
14.5 1 9 1 1 6 18 8.02 -2.09
15.5 0 1 0 1 2 4 5.20 -2.28
16.5 0 1 0 0 0 1 2.87 -2.54
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Figure 5.5: The RG 630/IIIaF band (R p) luminosity function o f dM -type stars within 
100 pc o f the Sun with R < 19.0. Five individual fields are shown plus the combined 
function at lower right. The total sky coverage is 111.7 deg2
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Table 5.7 : Raw and corrected luminosity functions in R.p and bolometric wavebands. 
Values are logarithmic, expressed in m ag_1pc_3
Bin log 4>{Mr ) log 4>(Mboi)
± 0 .5 raw cor. raw cor.
8.5 - - -1 .6 -1 .73
9.5 -2 .20 -2 .36 -1 .32 -1 .49
10.5 -1 .92 -2 .07 -1.95 -2 .14
11.5 -1 .81 -1 .98 -2 .12 -2 .33
12.5 -1 .84 -2 .02 -2.51 -2.61
13.5 -2 .16 -2 .35 -2 .53 -2 .54
14.5 -2 .09 -2 .29 - -
15.5 -2 .28 -2 .38 - -
16.5 -2 .54 -2 .55 _ _
T h e derived function  can be  put into con text by com parison  w ith  previous de­
term inations. T he Hawkins & Bessell (1988) LF is given in the sam e w aveband 
as the one above and so a direct com parison  can be m ade. T h e  R -I  b o lom etric  
correction  given by equation 2.1 is used to  transform  the data o f this w ork to 
the b o lom etric  system  which allows com parison w ith several other surveys. T he 
T in n ey  et al. (1993) LF is given for a different R  band and conversion  betw een 
the tw o will in troduce a considerable uncertainty. T h ey  also present a b o lom etric  
LF w hich  the LF o f this survey is com pared  to in figure 5.7. R eid  (1987) has also 
transform ed the HB88 LF onto the b o lom etric  system  which is also com pared , as 
is the K irkpatrick  et al. (1994) C C D  survey. T he raw and b ias-corrected  lu m in os­
ity functions in each w aveband for this work are given in table  5.7. T h e  effect o f 
the bias correction  is the shift the function  to  lower space densities and brighter 
m agnitudes.
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Figure 5.6: The R band stellar luminosity function. Error bars mark the raw data, the 
solid line shows the Malmquist bias-corrected function. Dashed line is the LF o f Hawkins 
& Bessell 1988 on the same photometric system, with no bias correction applied.
T h e  lum inosity  function  presented here is in fair agreem ent w ith  prev ious m ea­
surem ents. T h e  m ost obvious features being the peak around M r  = 1 1  and the 
subsequent decline. For the M r  function  there is som e disagreem ent w ith  the 
FIB88 fu n ction  for the faintest bins, where they m easure sm aller space densities. 
T h e  LF presented here does not extend to  the M r  =  17 bin as the IiB 88  does 
and the sam pling o f  their survey is better due to  the higher m agn itude lim it (R  =  
20). T h e  excess in the M r  =  14 and 15 bins w ith respect to  H B88 is notable . In 
num bers this is 22 ob jects , the m ajority  com ing from  fields 341 and 349. W ere this 
excess to  be rem oved, the functions would be in better agreem ent. This excess does 
not how ever con tribute to  any evidence that the function  is rising again towards 
the faintest bins. T h e  excess counts m ay be genuine or due to  con tam in ation , a 
possib le  candidate for which is photom etric  scatter from  adjacent bins. F ield  349 
was noted  for having a sm all group o f ob jects  w ith unusual proper m otion s that 
suggested possible contam ination  o f the sam ple. T he high proper m otion  ob jects  
in this held do contribute to this bin  and are a likely source o f  con tam ination . Fur­
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Figure 5.7: The stellar luminosity function for Mboi- Error bars mark the raw data, 
the solid line shows the Malmquist bias-corrected function. Dashed line is the LF o f 
Kirkpatrick et al. 1994, dot-dashed is that o f Hawkins & Bessell 1988 and dot-dot-dash 
is that o f Tinney 1993.
ther observations are required to identify these ob jects  since loca l excesses w ould 
suggest variation o f the nearby stellar LF w ith field loca tion , w hich  goes against 
the prevailing evidence. A ll ob jects  in the M r  =  14, 15 and 16 bins are listed, 
w ith  coord inates in table 5.8.
T h e  b o lom etric  lum inosity  function  is in general agreem ent and supports a lower 
space density  for the faintest ob jects  as opposed  to  the generally higher space 
densities and rising function  as m easured by T inney  (1993). A gain  it should be 
n oted  that the statistical significance o f this sam ple is weaker than that o f  its peers 
due to  the low  num ber counts and im posed flux lim it. T he b o lom etric  function  
does not show the excess counts noted in the R  band LF to  the sam e extent. T h e  
rebin ing and the uncertainty in the bo lom etric  correction  appear to  have sm ooth ed  
this feature.
H aving presented a new m easurem ent o f the stellar lum inosity  fu n ction  and having
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shown that it is in broad agreem ent w ith several m ore extensive m easurem ents it is 
w orth  addressing the question “ what new in form ation  does this new m easurem ent 
give u s ? ” . T h e  answer is that this survey has been con du cted  w ith a data  set that 
is very typ ica l o f  what is available in the U K S T  plate archive. T h e  Iiaw kins & 
Bessell survey studied fields w ith relatively large num bers o f  plates (fields 287 and 
the south G alactic  polar fields), used m ore extensive p h otom etry  and achieved 
a depth  one m agnitude fainter than this survey. T h e  T in n ey  survey used m ore 
typ ica l p late m aterial but again used an extensive set o f  p h otom etric  sequences in 
each field. D espite these advantages the num ber o f  very low  m ass stars detected  
in these surveys is sm all: tw o in the HB88 survey and around ten in the T in n ey  
survey. T h e  im portant region o f the lum inosity  function  for such work begins in 
the sixteenth  bin where m ost ob jects  are close to  or beyon d  the ph otograph ic flux 
lim it. It seems clear that statistically useful work (i .e . detecting  lots o f  very low 
m ass stars) can on ly be  achieved in photographic surveys by  casting the net over 
a very large area o f  the sky. T he plate m aterial that future large-area surveys will 
have to  use is o f  the standard o f  that used in this survey. This work shows that 
reasonable results can be obtained  from  such m aterial.
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Table 5.8: Stars with M r  > 14.0 detected in the 112 deg2 survey.
q'1950 ¿1950 Rf (nfi) R  - I (<Tr_/) Mr. Ha (<7;i) ¡If, ( O'p )
h m s  o » » m a s / y r  m a s / y r
03 40 11.11 -58 17 41.2 17.10 0.06) 2.36 0.08) 14.13 14.36 (18.92) -54.09 (17.24)
00 01 17.52 -34 18 13.9 18.37 0.04) 2.36 0.15) 14.09 -28.39 (17.15) +  19.56 (17.6)
00 05 10.76 -36 56 43.9 18.68 0.12) 2.54 0.14) 14.90 -18.81 (16.73) -58.62 (17.17)
00 05 11.78 -35 37 14.4 18.51 0.12) 2.43 0.22) 14.42 35.47 (17.48) -48.29 (18.31)
00 05 18.82 -34 42 58.2 17.62 0.06) 2.45 0.07) 14.51 +85.43 (16.43) +117.5 (18.15)
00 06 57.68 -34 39 30.3 17.01 0.10) 2.42 0.18) 14.35 38.80 (19.31) -68.28 (19.40)
20 44 04.02 -39 25 36.1 17.12 0.07) 2.50 0.22) 14.71 -71.13 (10.49) -89.23 (10.34)
20 46 03.55 -40 54 31.1 18.99 0.11) 2.43 0.24) 14.41 -13.96 (10.85) +  14.37 (10.44)
20 47 29.09 -40 16 49.1 18.54 0.070 2.49 0.17) 14.68 28.53 (10.44) +  10.39 (9.83)
20 49 56.44 -40 22 16.3 18.19 0.09) 2.39 0.19) 14.24 8.15 (10.14) -13.35 (9.83)
20 53 33.29 -41 16 03.8 18.33 0.07) 2.48 0.30) 14.62 40.66 (9.73) -45.45 (9.07)
20 54 22.70 -41 14 08.8 17.42 0.05) 2.46 0.18) 14.54 11.72 (11.51) -36.48 (11.31)
20 57 42.40 -40 46 34.2 18.72 0.13) 2.55 0.33) 14.92 10.29 (10.54) +31.18 (9.88)
20 58 08.78 -40 31 41.4 17.89 0.05) 2.56 0.20) 14.95 -9.27 (10.49) -13.65 (9.73)
20 58 49.55 -39 43 07.3 16.75 0.13) 2.39 0.35) 14.26 73.99 (9.7) -56.87 (9.2)
21 22 25.76 -39 22 04.5 18.99 0.01) 2.44 0.12) 14.44 28.88 (21.45) -32.07 (21.45)
21 45 43.18 -40 01 09.3 17.32 0.14) 2.37 0.45) 14.15 45.85 (14.40) -31.27 (10.62)
23 53 44.29 -35 30 52.5 17.78 0.02) 2.34 0.13) 14.02 53.29 (17.48) -19.31 (16.82)
00 03 44.50 -35 06 00.4 18.55 0.12) 2.67 0.14) 15.41 -187.02 (19.31) -46.63 (19.40)
00 00 11.07 -36 09 40.1 17.08 0.14) 2.58 0.18) 15.04 -197.34 (16.15) +223.49 (16.15
20 57 34.57 -41 18 32.7 18.95 0.06) 2.79 0.47) 15.92 16.20 (10.95) +38.72 (10.91)
21 32 57.47 -40 21 32.0 18.31 0.15) 2.59 0.50) 15.05 39.23 (7.62) -19.70 (7.06)
20 49 24.38 -40 19 54.2 18.92 (0.07) 2.97 (0.27) 16.68 55.54 (10.14) -40.26 (10.14)
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5.2 Red object survey candidates
T h e follow ing  o b je cts  listed in this section have been selected from  the survey for 
further attention . T h ey  are listed in table Table 5.9, being those im ages selected 
from  the original COSMOS m easurem ents prior to the acqu isition  o f  SUPERCOSMOS 
data. Each candidate ob je c t  is assigned a nam e com posed  o f  the SE R C  survey 
field num ber and a letter obtained  by listing the candidates in each field in order 
o f increasing right ascension. Celestial co-ordinates are based on the COSMOS 
m easurem ent o f the prim ary plate o f each set, and are quoted  in the B1950 system  
as given  in the original IA M  data. T he photom etric  m easurem ents are based upon 
the m ost recent m agnitude calibration  involving both  COSMOS and SUPERCOSMOS 
data, which replaces the values used to select the original sam ple. Several o f  the 
original o b je cts  been rejected  as a result o f the recalibration  and all lie bey on d  the 
m agnitude lim it o f  the lum inosity  function  survey except for 341A , 341B , 342A 
and 349H.
5.3 Follow-up observations: The Lithium Test
COSMOS -m easurable properties are insufficient for ind ividual s ta r /b row n  dw arf 
d iscrim ination  in all but the m ost extrem e cases. T he crucial factor is m ass w hich 
can on ly  be realistically m easured in nearby binary system s. T h e  next m ost im ­
portant param eter is age: know ing the age o f each star in a sam ple is the on ly  way 
to  extract the initial lum inosity  and mass functions from  the observed d istribution .
A ge can be  m easured, or at least correlated w ith k inem atic and sp ectroscop ic  
properties. T h e  kinem atic relationship, that o f increasing ve locity  dispersion  w ith 
age has already been discussed in Chapter 3. This m eth od  requires a large sam ple 
o f  o b je cts  in each age group in order to m easure significant differences in space 
m otion . Furtherm ore m easurem ent o f space velocity  requires a d istance m easure­
m ent for each o b je c t . T he acquisition  o f trigonom etric parallaxes adds greatly  to 
the am ount o f  tim e and resources involved in any follow -up  program m e. P h oto-
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Table 5.9: Red object candidate list from a survey o f six SERC survey fields.
Name R.A . (B1950) Decl. (B1950) 1 R-I
117A 3 41 43.3 -5 7  49 40.0 17.34 •2.41
117B 3 49 57.8 -59  05 42.3 16.85 2.85
117C 3 51 00.1 -5 9  52 59.0 16.84 •2.63
117D 4 01 28.9 -60  10 53.0 16.87 3.05
296A 1 22 36.0 -3 7  00 16.1 14.57 2.54
296 B 1 24 40.8 -39  36 44.2 17.93 2.34
297A 1 39 33.8 -42  20 27.5 16.40 •2.66
297B 1 39 55.1 -39  25 38.6 15.14 3.03
297C 1 42 21.9 -39  52 21.9 16.02 •2,32
297D 1 48 03.7 -38  54 40.3 16.50 •2.40
341A 20 47 29.1 -40  16 49.1 16.05 2.49
34 IB 20 50 03.8 -4 0  02 43.5 15.84 2.14
341D 20 59 24,8 -39  16 51.0 16.61 2.57
342A 21 03 06.9 -40  56 54.0 15.15 •2.21
342C 21 22 07.3 -38  33 06.4 16.07 2.44
342E 21 23 42.0 -39  27 51.0 16.43 2.42
343A 21 48 39.2 -40  46 30.3 16.29 2.64
343B 21 48 43.4 -42  24 47.9 17.13 2.61
349B 00 09 54.9 -33  48 45.3 16.69 ‘2,57
349 C 00 10 04.0 -34  13 04,3 17.08 2.70
349E ‘23 48 15.2 -34  29 24,5 16.24 2.73
349H 23 58 55.6 -33  16 06.7 16.69 2.22
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m etric  parallaxes can be used though the uncertainty is usually m uch larger (see 
§5.1 .2). R adial ve locity  and proper m otion  m easurem ents m ust also be m ade. 
P roper m otions can be m ade with the existing plate m aterial, radial velocities 
require sp ectroscop ic  m easurem ents.
S p ectroscop ic  indicators o f age have the advantage o f being specific to  each star: 
a group property  is not required although in som e cases the relationship m ay be  a 
statistical correlation . T hree types o f age-related features can be  m easured: those 
related to  light elem ent abundance and nuclear depletion , those related to  ‘ youth fu l 
a c t iv ity ’ where abnorm al atm ospheric features are excited  and those sensitive to  
atm ospheric pressure, allow ing m easurem ent o f surface gravity  which is related to 
age v ia  the stellar radius.
T h e  follow ing section  presents observations o f  COSMOS selected candidates with 
the intention  o f  detecting  the presence o f the L ithium  I resonance doublet at 670.8 
nm . M easuring the level o f nuclear depletion  o f lith ium  via  this absorp tion  feature 
in fu lly  con vective  stars is a standard technique in the study o f T  Tauri stars. 
T h e  lower tem perature lim it for lithium  burning is close to that o f  the pred icted  
central tem peratures o f  high mass brown dwarfs which m akes m easurem ent o f 
the feature a potentia l star/brow n  dw arf d iscrim inator. This m easurem ent has 
been  du bbed  “ The Lithium  Test” by  R eb o lo  et al. (1992) and in the absence 
o f  a m ass m easurem ent, ‘passing the test ’ is regarded by som e as the strongest 
con firm ation  o f  an o b je c t ’s sub-stellar nature. W ith ou t a lum inosity  m easurem ent, 
im p ly in g  a distance m easurem ent, the value o f  the test is lessened and secondary 
m easurem ents m ust be m ade to  constrain the age o f  the candidate. Tem perature 
evolu tion  is chosen for this work and the far-red spectroscopy  required is presented 
below .
5.3.1 Light element abundance and The Lithium Test
T h e light m etals D euterium , L ithium , B eryllium  and B oron  are believed to have 
been synthesised during the first few  m inutes o f the Universe. T h e  cosm ic  abun­
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dance o f  these elem ents has decreased ever since through dep letion  by further 
nucleosynthesis o f heavier elem ents in stellar interiors. These elem ents are in­
volved in the three principal p roton -p roton  chain reactions o f stellar fusion: P P I 
(D ), P P II (Li and B e) and P P III (B e and B ). T he im portan ce  o f  these reactions 
is that their rates are m ost sensitive to  tem peratures in the range 1 — 4 x  106K , 
below  that o f  the m ain  energy-providing steps o f proton  fusion w hich require tem ­
peratures in excess o f  5 x  106I\. Because the elem ents are so rare com pared  to 
hydrogen  (by  a factor 10-9  there is potentia l for these elem ents to  be  fu lly dep leted  
in som e pred ictab le  tim escale, w hich can be used a m easure o f age. Since brow n 
dwarf stars are pred icted  to achieve m axim um  core tem peratures w ithin  or below  
the critica l fusion range quoted  above, the presence o f  these light elem ents in a 
star can be used a star /b row n  dw arf discrim inant.
Several authors (P oz io  1991, Pavlekno et al. 1994 and Nelson et al. 1993b) have 
m odelled  the physical conditions and found that light elem ents are dep leted  very 
rapidly  (in less than 10s years) once fusion begins. T he dep letion  rate, being 
strongly  tem perature-dependent is related to mass. Thus the presence o f  the ele­
m ent in a star o f  a given mass tells us that the star is younger than the dep letion  
age. M ore usefully, if age lim its can be placed on the star from  effective tem pera ­
ture or lum inosity  evolution , then the presence o f  the elem ent places lim its on the 
star ’s mass.
T h e  discussion above assumes that m aterial in the stellar core is v isib le  to  the 
observer. This is on ly  possible in m ain sequence or pre-M S stars if the internal 
con vection  zone extends into the core. In this case core m aterial can be dredged 
in to the atm osphere to  produce absorption  features which are poten tia lly  observ ­
able. T h is degree o f convection  occurs in stars o f  masses around 0 .3M@  and below  
w hich includes brow n dwarfs and the sub-set o f low m ass stars that they share a 
com m on  appearance w ith during the era o f light elem ent burning.
C ool stellar atm ospheres, as discussed in chapter 2 present the largest prob lem  to 
the physical m odeller and so give the least reliable o f  pred ictions from  a stellar
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m odel. P red iction  o f  line strengths and profiles o f light elem ents are dogged  by 
b oth  the influence o f  the stronger m etal oxide features and by uncertainties in 
the con vection  and m ixing processes w ithin the star. T he elem ent lith ium  has 
been  singled-out as the m ost potentia lly  useful to the observer due to  the p red ic­
tions o f  relatively  strong a tom ic lines in the visible spectrum  (specifica lly  610.3nm , 
670.8nm  and 812.6nm  ). In fact, the 670.8nm  line is well know n to  observers o f 
T -T auri type  stars; pre-m ain  sequence stars, usually o f  spectral type  Iv or M  w ith 
ages o f  order one to  ten m illion  years. Stars as young as this have not yet depleted  
their supply  o f lith ium  and the 670.Snm absorption  feature is visible, typ ica lly  
w ith  an equivalent w idth  o f  around 0.05nm  (usually quoted  as 0 .5A ).
In a large T -T auri survey by  G arcia-L opez et al. (1994) and M artin  e e t  al. (1994) 
the largest m easured equivalent w idths are less than 0 .8A , even for stars o f  es­
tim ated  ages below  one m egayear. These m easurem ents can be  com pared  w ith 
the theorists predictions. G row th  curves from  Pavlenko et al. (1994) for exam ple  
pred ict values o f  0 .3A for 3000K dwarfs o f solar m etallicity. T h e  lines w iden w ith  
decreasing tem perature such that a 2500K star o f  solar m eta llicity  w ould  show an 
equivalent w idth  o f around 0.6A . For stars o f higher m etallicity , such as a T -Tauri 
w ould  have, the 3000K and 2500K cases give w idths o f  0 .9A  to  3 .0A , for log n (L i) 
=  2.0. .So whilst the predictions for higher mass, higher tem perature stars o f solar 
lum inosity  are in fair agreem ent, the case for lower mass, younger o b je cts  such as 
clM class T  Tauris and presum ably brow n dwarfs ( w ith  even cooler, m ore com p lex  
atm ospheres) is less clear. T he observational evidence suggests that the p red ic­
tions m ay over-estim ate line w idths by a factor o f five or so. W ith  this in m ind , the 
observational program m e was designed to  detect equivalent w idths below  0.5A.
T h e observational basis for the test has been developed recently  by surveys o f  a 
num ber o f  cluster and field brow n dw arf candidates. These include M agazzu et 
al. 1991, R eb o lo  et al. 1992, M artin et al. 1994, and R eid et al. 1994 none o f 
w hich  succeeded  in detecting  a lith ium -bearing brow n dw arf candidate but have 
helped to  w eed-out several long-standing candidates from  the list o f possib le  brow n 
dwarfs. Very recently  tw o successful results have been  reported  by Basri et al.
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1996 and R eb o lo  et al. 1996, both  o f  which have m easured the line in Pleiades 
B D  candidates. T he Basri et al. paper reports the detection  in the o b je c t  P P L  
15 (Stauffer et al. 1994) w ith a m easured equivalent w idth  o f  app roxim ately  0.5A 
and thus sim ilar to  the T  Tauri m easurem ents. T h e  star appears to  m ark the 
m ain  seq u en ce /b row n  dw arf d iv ide, and the R eb o lo  et al. report adds weight to 
this by  presenting spectra o f  tw o ob jects  o f lower lum inosity  than P P L  15 (T eide 
1 and Calar 3) w ith m easured equivalent w idths o f 1.0 ±  0.2 and 1.8 ±  0.4 which 
are closer to  the m odel atm osphere predictions discussed above. T h e  case for the 
brow n dw arf nature o f these ob jects  is very strong and is an encouraging sign for 
the future app lication  o f the lith ium  test.
T h e  observations for this program m e were carried-out betw een 1995 A ugust 19 
and 21 using the A n glo  Australian Telescope at Siding Spring, New South W ales, 
A ustralia . T h e  R G O  spectrograph was used w ith the P200R grating w hich  provided  
a resolution  o f  0.54A per channel, sufficient to detect the Li line in T  Tauri stars, as 
discussed above. T h e  Tek C C D  gave a range o f  6540 to 7080A. Further observations 
o f  the candidate ob je cts  were m ade with the sam e instrum ent using the 270R  
grating to  m easure far red spectra w ith a resolution  o f 3 .4A  per channel in the 
5670 to  9150A range. T he purpose o f these m easurem ents was to  p rov ide  an 
estim ate o f  the spectral class and effective tem perature o f  the candidate ob jects . 
T h is spectral range contains several features which allow  su b -d w a rf/d w a rf/g ia n t 
d iscrim ination .
T h irty  m inute integrations were used with the 1200R grating to  obta in  spectra  
o f  the Li region, and 10 m inute integrations for the 270R  m easurem ents. T h e  T  
Tauri star Sz 81 was m easured to provide a com parative Li spectrum  and the M 7 
dw arf V B  8 (LH S 644C) and M8 dw arf V B  10 (G L  752B) were also observed. 
Eight candidates were observed this way and the resulting spectra  are shown in 
figures 5.8 and 5.9. C andidates 297A, 341C, 342B, 342D, 342E, 343C , 349A  and 
349D were also observed but poor weather rendered the spectra  unusable. Sz 81 is 
p lo tted  in each figure and the solid vertical line m arks the position  o f  the exp ected  





































Figure 5.9: Li I
Wavelength (A )
As is clear from  the above spectra, on ly one o f  the observed candidates shows 
any ev idence o f  bearing the Li line: 296A. T he spectra o f 342C and 343A  are 
in conclusive  due to  lack oi signal. T he rem aining five ob jects  show sim ilar M  dw arf 
absorption  features as defined by the V B  8 spectrum . T h e  T iO  line around 6705A 
is clearly  b lended w ith the Li feature in 296A and is visible in V B  8. T o assess 
the im plications o f  this detection , a stellar structure m odel that treats lith ium  
dep letion  is required.
5.3.2 Interpretation of the 296A Lithium measurement
T h e  lith ium  test is em ployed  as a m eans o f discrim inating betw een low  m ass stars 
and brow n dwarfs. T h e  fundam ental difference betw een these types o f  o b je c t  
is their m ass, which is either above or below  the m inim um  required for stable 
hydrogen  burning. T h e  presence o f  lith ium  is not d irectly  related to  m ass, but to  
age since it is the extent o f  depletion  o f the elem ent in the star that determ ines 
w hether it can be observed or not. Thus, the presence o f lith ium  sets an upper lim it 
to  the age o f  an o b je c t , this lim it being the latest epoch  at w hich lith ium  is present 
in the stellar atm osphere. T he rate o f lith ium  depletion  is a fu n ction  o f  m ass and 
so the 100% depletion  epoch  is also a function  o f  mass. T h e  in terpretation  o f  the 
detection  requires a detailed m odel o f lith ium  depletion  for a range o f  m asses and 
the stellar m odels o f  Nelson et al. 1993 provide this as do the m ore recent m odels 
o f  D ’ A n ton a  & M azzitelli (1994) and Chabrier et al. (1996). W ith  no further 
lim its, the m odels give a range o f possible masses from  that o f  a typ ica l T  Tauri 
star ( «  O.5M 0 ) dow n to a lim iting value around O.O6M0 below  w hich full lith ium  
dep letion  cannot occur. To narrow this mass range to  a sufficiently sm all span to  
be  o f  use requires further in form ation  about the o b je c t ’ s age. For a given mass 
a star w ill evolve through a range o f lum inosity, tem perature and radius values 
that can be quantified by a stellar m odel. T he range o f  values possib le  prior to 
the cessation  o f  lith ium  burning can further constrain the mass o f  the star should 
these values be m easurable. T he studies o f  the Pleiades dwarfs discussed above 
have used lum inosity  as the principal constraint, but this requires know ledge o f the
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distance to  the o b je c t  and a reliable (i .e . infrared) b o lom etric  correction , neither o f 
which are available in this study. T he JH K  colours o f  the star have been m easured 
on the C IT  system  (see Thackrah  et al. (1997)) to be  (H --K ) =  0.31, (J -H ) =  
0.54 and ( I -K )  =  ‘2.83 w ith uncertainties o f  0.05 m ag. in each. T h e  tem perature 
evo lu tion  is considered here since an estim ate can be m ade by sp ectroscopy  alone.
Figure 5.10: Far red spectra o f 296A compared to a giant (BS 6020) and a dwarf system 
(G1 65AB). Three features used to assess the surface gravity o f the star with respect to 
giant and dwarf classes are marked.
Classifica tio n
Wavelength An gstrom s
Figure 5.10 shows the far red spectra o f three stars including 296A , m easured w ith 
the 270R  grating as described above. C om pared to  296A are BS 6020, an M 5 giant 
and GL 65A B  an M 5 .5 /M 6  binary. Three absorption  features are ind icated , CaH 
(6975A ), Na I (8183A ) and Ca, II (8542 A ). These features have been  show n to  be 
sufficiently sensitive to  atm ospheric pressure to allow  d iscrim ination  betw een  dw arf 
and giant stars and to  give som e m easure o f the surface gravity  o f the o b je c t  (w hich 
is related to  age). Table 5.10, from  Thackrah et al. (1997) details the m easurem ent 
o f three flux ratios, nam ed A , C and D here (after K irkpatrick  1995). R atio  A 
m easures the ‘ con tin uu m ’ flux at 7035 A over the flux at the CaH feature. R atio
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Table 5.10: A  comparison o f absorption feature strengths used to assess the gravity and 
hence evolutionary status o f 296A. Ratio A measures continuum 703.5/CaH  697.5 , ratio 
C is continuum 811.5/N a 818.3 to 819.5 and ratio D measures cont. 857 .2 /C a  II 854.2 
(wavelengths in nm).
Object Ratio A Ratio C Ratio D Spec, type
VB10 1.50 1.12 1.10 M8 V
G1 65AB 1.50 1.45 1.11 M5.5 V +M 6 V
296A 1.40 1.16 1.09 M6 V
Sz81 1.26 0.97 1.08 M5.5 IV
BS6020 1.23 1.01 1.383 M5 III
C m easures the 8115 A continuum  over Na I and R atio  D m easures the 8572A 
flux over the Ca II feature. Included in table 5.10 are the T  Tauri Sz 81 and the 
M 8 dw arf V B  10 (G L  752B ). T he trend in values from  low  gravity  giant, through 
T  Tauri to  (o ld ) disc dw arf confirm s that 296A is a dwarf, albeit a young one. 
T h e  spectral class o f 296A is estim ated to  be M 6, based upon  the V O  feature at 
7445A (com pare  with the K irkpatrick  et al. 1991 classification o f  GL 6 5 A B ) and 
a corresponding  tem perature 2800 ±  200 /l is inferred (m easurem ents prov ided  by 
Hugh Jones).
A rm ed  w ith  a tem perature estim ate, the status o f  296A can be  assessed by a suit­
able stellar m odel as discussed above. Figure 5.11 plots the effective tem perature 
isotherm s o f three m odels for 2600, 2800 and 3000K in the (m ass, age) plane. 
T h e  m odels o f Nelson et al. (1993), D ’ A ntona and M azzitelli (D M 94 , 1994) and 
Burrow s et al. 1993 are com pared , the solid lines for N R J93, dot-dashed  lines for 
BI1SL93 and dotted  lines for DM 94. T he isochrones m arking the onset and end 
o f  lith ium  burning are m arked as dashed lines and are taken from  the NR.J93 ca l­
culations. T h e  region bounded  by the NR J93 isotherm s and isochrones is shaded
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and represents the possible range o f mass and age values available to  a star w ith 
undep leted  lith ium  in the 2800 ± 2 0 0 A" tem perature range. T h e  NR.J93 m odel sets 
upper and lower lim its for the mass o f  296A at O.O9M0 and O.O45M0 respectively. 
U sing the isotherm al lim its o f either o f  the other com pared  m odels gives a lower 
upper lim it, O.O7M0 for the DM 94 m odel. T he lower mass lim it carries w ith  it the 
assum ption  that the star is currently burning lith ium . T he equivalent w idth  o f  the 
296A  6708A Li I is m easured to  be  0.5 ±  0.1 A  which, by  theoretical pred ictions 
is below  initial abundance for such a star and thus supports the assum ption . It 
should be noted  that stars w ith masses below  about O.O65M0 are pred icted  to 
retain their measurable lith ium  content indefinitely. T h e  defin ition  o f  the start 
o f  lith ium  burning taken here is the sim ple one o f  any reduction  in the initial 
abundance o f the (dom inant) 'L i com ponent o f  the line.
T h e  lith ium  test has been proposed  as a brow n dw arf d iscrim inant for free-floating 
field stars o f  age greater than one gigayear (N elson et al. 1993b). For younger 
stars the test is not so clean-cut due to  the duration o f  lith ium  burning in higher 
m ass ob jects . T he test has however been applied and as described  above has been 
able to  considerably  im prove the mass estim ate o f the o b je c t . A  star such as 
296A  w ith  an R -I  o f  2.5 and a spectral class M 6 w ould y ield  a m ass o f  around 
0 .12 M 0 from  conventional bo lom etric  corrections3 as they have been  applied  in 
previous ph otograph ic surveys to  define the stellar mass function . T h e  star is 
the first G a lactic  field o b je c t  to  have a sub-stellar mass determ ined  in this way 
and is im portant in the affirm ation it gives to  the presence o f  free-floating brow n 
dwarfs in the G alactic disc. T he study presented in chapter three suggested that 
a lm ost all brow n dwarfs detected  in a conventional ph otograph ic survey w ill be 
younger than one gigayear and so the nature o f  296A is not surprising. Future 
p h otograph ic surveys m ust contend with the fact that m any o f  the very low  mass 
stars that they m ay detect will be similar to  296A and thus require the kind o f 
sp ectroscop ic  m easurem ents discussed here if lim its on the local mass density  are 
to  be  set.
3see Kirkpatrick 1995
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Figure 5.11: A  comparison o f predicted isotherms for three brown dwarf models. The 
dashed lines represent the start and end o f lithium burning for a given mass, based on the 
NRJ93 model, solid lines are isotherms for the NRJ93 model representing the inferred 
temperature limits o f the brown dwarf candidate '296A. Dot-dashed mark the equivalent 





T his thesis has taken the detection  o f very low  mass stars and brow n dwarfs by 
ph otograph ic m ethods as its them e. T he case for the existence o f  brow n dwarfs 
has been review ed and it is concluded  that current theories o f  the form ation  o f 
low  mass bodies in the inter-stellar m edium  are not sufficiently developed  yet to 
able to  place a lower lim it to the m in im um  stellar fragm entation  mass. E xisting  
m odels consider the form ation  o f binary and planetary system s as being m ore 
likely than the form ation  o f free-floating ob jects . M odels o f  stellar structure are 
m ore fu lly  developed  and suggest a continuation  o f  the properties o f  low  mass 
stars through a transitionary region near the m in im um  hydrogen  burning mass 
dow n to  ob jects  w ith masses at least as small as O.O1M0 . T h e  weakest facet o f 
the num erical m odels are the atm ospheres which are essential for the relation  o f 
physical values to  observable values. A  seem ingly system atic offset o f  100-200K 
exists betw een m odel atm ospheres and observations o f  the coolest stars although 
progress is being m ade in m odelling  the atm ospheres o f  b luer, low m eta llicity  stars 
where the effects o f  T iO  and V O  are less dom inant.
T h e  cpiestion o f the existence o f dark baryonic m atter in the G a lactic  disc rem ains 
open , although agreem ent is converging on a value around O.1M0 p c - 3 . R ecent 
m easurem ents o f  the low mass stellar mass function  in a variety o f  environm ents 
have suggested that a mass pow er law o f index a «  - 1 ,5  is a reasonable app roxi­
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m ation . T h e  value differs for the very nearby solar n eighbourhood  ( <  10 p c ) and 
the issue o f  b inarity  rem ains a very thorny problem .
P redictions o f the low mass star surface distribution  suggest that surveys em ­
p loy in g  far-red photograph ic p lates/em ulsions will be lim ited  to  detectin g  brow n 
dwarfs w ith  ages less than one gigayear, due to  the rapid coo lin g  o f  these o b je cts  
and the high flux lim it o f photographic plates. These ob jects  m ay on ly  con stitu te  
around one tenth o f  the w hole popu lation  (for a constant star form ation  rate in 
a 10 gigayear old  G alactic d isc). E xtrapolating the stellar m ass fu n ction  in to the 
brow n dw arf regim e to account for the suggested local m issing m ass yields surface 
num ber counts over one square degree w hich are close to  unity w ithin  the com ­
pleteness lim it o f  a photograph ic plate. T h e  num ber counts have been  com pared  
to  the case o f a tim e-dependent density function  and for a case in which the Sun 
lies 50 p c  above the G alactic plane. T he resulting num ber counts vary by  ap­
p rox im ately  50%  in the photograph ically  detectab le  range but differences are on ly  
significant beyond  the photograph ic flux lim it.
T h e  stelhir lum inosity  function  has been m easured from  a survey o f 111.6 square 
degrees o f the southern sky in SERC fields 117, 341, 342, 343 and 349. A gree­
m ent w ith  previous m easurem ents is fair, but an excess density is im plied  for 
M r  =  14 ±  0.5 which m ay be due to  contam ination  by several o b je c ts  revealed by 
proper m otion  m easurem ents. T he overall trend o f the function  is a decline from  a 
peak around M r  =  11 to  the faintest sam pled bin at M r  =  16. T h e  o b je c ts  for the 
M r  =  14, 15 and 16 bins are tabulated with the suggestion o f  fo llow -u p  work on 
the brighter m em bers to  verify or disprove the possib ility  o f  loca l variation in the 
lum inosity  function  and on all m em bers to ascertain their age and evolu tionary  
status, from  w hich it m ay be possible to apply mass lim its, should the o b je c ts  be 
sufficiently young.
Such follow -up  observations have been presented for a second sam ple o f  stars culled 
from  a prelim inary red o b je c t  survey o f the original fields selected for the lum inosity  
fun ction . T h e  observational program m e is based around the detection  o f  the Li I
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absorption  feature at 6708.8 A . T he depletion  o f lith ium  has been shown to  be very 
sensitive to  the conditions prevalent in low  mass brow n dwarfs and m easurem ent o f 
the line provides a ‘ L ithium  test ’ which is pred icted  to clearly d iscrim inate betw een  
o b je cts  above or below  a mass o f approxim ately  O.O65M0 provided  the age o f  the 
o b je c t  is at least 10s years. For younger ob jects , in terpretation  is m ore com p lex  
and requires additional m easurem ent o f  a physical value such as lum inosity  or 
tem perature to  estim ate the evolutionary  status o f the o b je c t . This adds further 
m oclel-dependence to the analysis but is capable o f  significantly narrow ing the 
uncertainty  in the estim ate o f the o b je c t ’s mass.
C oncern ing the status o f  brow n dwarfs as astronom ical ob je cts , several changes 
have taken p lace in the years during the start o f this p ro je ct. In M arch , 1994 
there was an I .A .U . C olloqu ium  (148) entitled The Future U tilisation o f  Schm idt 
Telescopes , held in Bandung, Indonesia. As the title  clearly states the intention 
o f  the m eeting was to assess the opinions o f  astronom ers regarding the continued 
scientific value o f Schm idt telescopes, and o f  ph otograph ic astronom y in general. 
A t this m eeting I gave a brief presentation o f  the nascent p ro je ct  that eventually  
becam e the work described in this thesis. Technical set-backs w ith  the developm ent 
o f  SUPERCOSMOS during this tim e m eans that a large ph otograph ic red o b je c t  
survey o f  the southern sky has yet to  be carried out. T h e  overall m ood  o f  the 
m eeting was som ew hat pessim istic in the face o f  the rapid grow th o f  C C D  arrays 
and telescopes. T he com pletion  o f the U K S T  I band survey was even in question  
(this has since been  resolved).
Four m onths later, A n  ESO workshop was held in G arching, G erm any, ded ica ted  to 
the study o f the ob jects  at The B ottom  o f  the M ain Sequence - and B eyond . A gain  
the m o o d  was pessim istic, not this tim e about the future o f ph otograph ic surveys, 
but due to  the gradual w hittling-dow n o f the brow n-dw arf candidate list and the 
lack o f  convincing  new entries (see T rim ble ’s sum m ary, 1995). D uring this m eeting 
R eid  con clu d ed  that the m eth od  o f  using photograph ic plates to  con d u ct very low 
mass star surveys has run its course, due to the flux lim itations, unreliable colour 
indices and large ph otom etric  uncertainties. It was suggested that the future o f
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this field lies in the use o f w ide-field IR  surveys such as 2M A SS and D E N IS.
W ith in  tw o years o f  these m eetings, detections o f brow n dwarfs in the P leiades 
w ith  confirm ed lith ium  m easurem ents have been reported . T here has also been  a 
m inor glut o f  detections o f binary and planetary bodies. These discoveries have 
done m uch to  elevate the status o f brow n dwarfs above the level o f  hypoth etica l 
ob je c ts , leading the journal Nature to com m ent “  Brow n dwarfs exist - O fficial 
N otably, all these ob je cts  have been detected  using infrared tech n ology  and the 
question  is posed: Have photograph ic surveys really run their course, or can they 
yet con tribu te  to  a field o f  study that appears to  be entering its h ey-day?
T h e  b o d y  o f  ev idence assem bled from  this and other ph otograph ic surveys over 
the past fifteen years or so suggests that the m a jority  o f  brow n dwai’fs m ust lie 
ju s t  beyond  the flux lim it o f  conventional photograph ic plates. In order to  m ake 
further progress in this field future surveyors have tw o options: to  con d u ct huge, 
essentially all-sky surveys using photograph ic plates to  detect the loca l brow n 
dw arf p op u lation  or to  increase the m agnitude lim it o f the plate m aterial. C on ­
cerning the first option , the realisation o f an all-sky survey is now  possib le  using 
the SUPERCOSMOS m easuring m achine. To this end the E R O SS p ro je ct  has been 
proposed  (H am bly, private com m unication ). T he E dinburgh R ed  O b je c t  Survey 
with SUPERCOSMOS is an am bitious p ro ject to  select red ob je cts  (by  R —I) using 
the entire U K S T  R  and I survey plate sets (outside the G a lactic  p lane). T he 
p ro je ct  will benefit from  the ability to m atch  the DEN IS infrared survey dataset 
to  it findings and presents an excellent opportu n ity  to  determ ine the very low  mass 
stellar distributions (lum inosity  and m ass) in the Solar n eighbourhood .
R egarding the increase in m agnitude lim it, Hawkins (1995) has shown that it 
is possib le to  digita lly  stack Schm idt plate scans to  im prove the signal-to-noise  
sufficiently to  push back the flux lim it by tw o or m ore m agnitudes. T h e  early 
results o f this p ro ject included several stars with extrem ely  red spectra. Parallax 
m easurem ents for these ob je cts  are now com plete  and further results are due. 
This dataset provides a good  opportun ity  to  assess how severe the conventional
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ph otograph ic flux lim it really is for this type o f survey. T h e  m eth od  o f  stacking 
requires large num bers o f  plates in each w aveband in each survey field and is thus 
unlikely to  be applicable to m ore than a handful o f  choice regions o f  the sky. 
M ore encouraging in this respect is the progress o f  the U IvS T ’s experim ents with 
ph otograph ic film. Parker et al. (1995) have dem onstrated the ability  o f  the red- 
sensitive T ech -P an  film  em ulsions to probe to  fainter lim its than glass plates and 
in a recent report, H ewett et al. (1996) present the prelim inary results o f  a red 
o b je c t  survey w ith Tech-Pan film  scanned by the A P M  m achine in C am bridge. 
S pectra  o f  several very late M  dwarfs are presented and there is potentia l here to 
con du ct wide-fielcl surveys to at least a m agnitude fainter than current plates.
T o con clu de, recent technical advances in m easuring m achine speed and accuracy  
and in p late and film  m aterial provide new opportun ities to  the stately  art o f 
ph otograph ic survey science. W ith  recently reported  detections o f  very con v in c­
ing brow n dw arf candidates in the Pleiades, the goals o f this field o f  study have 
m oved  away from  the singular issue o f detecting  sub-stellar o b je cts  and tow ards a 
quantification  o f  their place as a popu lation  in the M ilky W ay and this is a task 
to  w hich  m odern  w ide-field photograph ic techniques are well suited.
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